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PANEL FORMED TO COORDINATE VIRUS RESEARCH
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A Science and Technology Empowered Committee for COVID-19 response has been
constituted and will be chaired by Prof. Vinod Paul, member, NITI Aayog and Prof. K. Vijay
Raghavan, Principal Scientific Adviser to the government, the Health Ministry said on Tuesday.

It said this committee would coordinate among science agencies, scientists, industries and
regulatory bodies. “The Committee will work with the Department of Science & Technology,
Department of Biotechnology, Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, Defence Research
and Development Organisation and Indian Institute for Science to take speedy decisions on
research,” it said.
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STEP UP: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON CITIZENS’
RESPONSIBILITY DURING A PANDEMIC

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

With any big crisis comes great responsibility. In this time of a pandemic, while there is
extensive, proven value in adopting recommended personal hygiene standards, maintaining
physical distance, and demanding the States and Centre provide adequate facilities for testing
and treatment for the ill, it is also essential to leave that word on the top of the pile —
Responsibility. Every public health emergency requires community recognition that this is an
extraordinary set of circumstances requiring far-from-ordinary responses. A reasonable
restriction on citizens’ rights may come into play on invoking provisions of the Epidemic
Diseases Act. State police are already slapping cases on violators of the lockdown conditions;
action is also being taken on those who violate quarantine. However, the strongest weapon that
one can unleash against this pandemic is with every individual. The time to say this nicely is
over. It is time to insist that every individual respond responsibly during this time: To inform
authorities of relevant history of travel, stay in quarantine even if asymptomatic, follow all other
protocols. Keeping health authorities in the loop could make the difference between life and
death.

Individuals volunteering information will help the Central and State governments narrow down on
the cluster cases centred around the Tablighi Jamaat conference in Nizamuddin, Delhi. The
spread of cases from this one spot, which reportedly had several foreign nationals who later
tested positive, and where six among those who attended died, has emerged as a key milestone
in India’s management of the epidemic. The conference was held on March 13, more than a
week before the Sunday lockdown. Since then, people from the conference moved on, back
home, and several, including Indonesian nationals who were present at Nizamuddin, have
tested positive. While the State has deployed ‘hotspot’ containment strategies in ground zero in
Delhi, it is the people who have spread out in the community that are absolutely crucial, over the
next few days, to shaping one stretch of the course of the epidemic in India. While it is a
massive exercise to track down all the attendees (it is now believed that thousands of people
were present) and each of their contacts, it must still be done. Some States have already
expressed being thwarted, without co-operation from the participants, and their close contacts.
Unfortunately, this may leave the job half done, or undone, leading to disastrous consequences.
It is indeed a Herculean task, and may even be considered impossible, unless those who went
for the meeting in Delhi step up themselves, engage with health authorities, submit themselves
to a test, and remain under quarantine for the prescribed period. Humanitarian crises such as
pandemics invoke the worst among men and women, but also their best. The latter is eminently
possible, as long as people believe that the enemy is the pandemic, and act responsibly.
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CORONAVIRUS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A representational image of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.  

A mixture of three quasi-subspecies of SARS-CoV-2 is in circulation in India, the Indian Council
of Medical Research (ICMR) said on Tuesday. These imported variants showed no differences
from how they behaved in the place of origin. Scientists are yet to classify a SARS-Cov-2 variant
as an Indian strain.

R. Gangakhedkar, head of the ICMR’s Epidemiology and Communicable Diseases-I Division,
said, “India’s COVID-19 cases were mainly from people with travel history and their immediate
contacts, which is to say that this virus was brought in from outside. We are not seeing any
variation from what is being seen on how this strain is behaving around the world. So there is no
difference in its severity. However, in a large country like India, it’s difficult to predict an accurate
trend about the progression of COVID-19 because we still don’t have enough time gap between
the upswing of cases.” This, he explained, did not change India’s reporting, isolation or testing
protocol.

Coronavirus | Helpline numbers | Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India

He said the progression in terms of cases could not be compared with any other country as of
now and people should be looking at the risk of exposure and adherence to physical distancing.

The ICMR admitted that availability of testing kits was still an issue, and masks should not be
used indiscriminately. 

Dr. Gangakhedkar added that India would be able to make indigenous diagnostic kits within the
next month or two. “So far, 42,788 samples have been tested in India; of these, 4,346 were
tested on Monday. This is 36% of our capacity. Forty-seven private laboratories were allowed to
test for COVID-19, and they conducted 399 tests on Monday,” he said. 

Meanwhile, the Health Ministry said that even a single case was a hotspot, especially when the
country registered its highest single-day jump in COVID-19 cases since January 30. The number
of cases on Tuesday stood at 1,397, with 1,238 active ones and 35 deaths. 

Reports from the State Health Departments put the number of positive cases at 1,544, with
1,376 active ones.

Coronavirus | Not enough evidence to indicate Coronavirus has a separate Indian strain, says
NCBS chief

At a press conference here on Tuesday, Lav Agarwal, Joint Secretary, Health Ministry, said the
jump in cases could be attributed to “lack of community support”. Even if one person broke the
nation’s commitment to physical distancing and lockdown, the results could be very adverse.

Speaking about hotspots, he said that even when a single case was found, a team moved in to
contain the situation and break the chain of transmission as soon as possible. “The number of
hotspots is dynamic and India’s best bet continues to be physical distancing and isolation. A
success story today can become a hotspot tomorrow,” he said.
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Punya Salila Srivastava, Joint Secretary, Home Ministry, said more than 6 lakh migrants had
been accommodated in 61,000 relief camps across India.

Health Minister Harsh Vardhan formed a team of experts for guidance of COVID-19 testing and
research and organised a meeting of a Group of Ministers on Tuesday, said Mr. Agarwal. An e-
mail support group had been put in place for helping doctors across India overcome technical
glitches in the treatment of COVID-19 patients.

Coronavirus | Speed at which virus is spreading is shocking, says researcher

The Health Ministry said Dr. Vardhan met senior officials of the ICMR, the Department of
Science and Technology and the Department of Biotechnology to review the sampling and
testing strategy. “Currently 129 government laboratories are functional with a capacity of 13,000
tests per day, along with 49 private laboratories accredited to the National Accreditation Board
for Testing & Calibration Laboratories (NABL). The private chains have around 16,000 collection
centres. Also adequate test kits have been procured and disseminated across the States...,”
said a release from the Ministry.

Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary, Department of Science and Technology, said over 500 entities in
diagnostics, drugs, ventilators, protection gear and disinfecting systems had identified and over
200 proposals had been received in the last one week against the DST’s funding calls. Over 20
entities were under consideration for support in the first phase, with the relevance, cost, speed
and scale of solutions taken into account, he said.

Coronavirus | India shares two SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences

The Department of Biotechnology has formed a consortium to support the development of
medical equipment. The manufacture of the first indigenous kit, developed by a start-up in Pune,
is scaled up to nearly one lakh units a week. “A manufacturing facility for indigenous
development of ventilators, testing kits, imaging equipment and ultrasound and high-end
radiology equipment has been set up in Visakhapatnam where manufacturing will start in the
first week of April,” the release said.
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There are a lot of scientific terms being bandied about during the COVID-19 pandemic. Here’s a
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WHY SELECTIVE TESTING AND LOCKDOWN ARE
MORE SUITABLE FOR INDIA THAN WHO’S ‘TEST,
TEST, TEST’ DOCTRINE

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

In any epidemic, the multilateral agencies would keep saying things, and they keep changing
them too, but it’s upto the countries to decide what to do. For instance, when antiretroviral (ARV)
was available to treat HIV in early 2000s and when there was pressure from infected people,
affected communities and countries for reduced prices, the World Bank was categorical that no
country should push for ARV because it would bankrupt the latter.

I remember seeing them going around and telling countries as well as other multilateral
agencies to only focus on prevention and not to advocate treatment. Those days, the annual bill
for ARVs per person ran into a few thousand dollars and probably Big Pharma was behind that
policy because all they wanted was to make money as quickly as possible and generics would
have been detrimental to that.

But everything changed when Bill Clinton, Dr Paul Farmer and Cipla found a breakthrough and
UN agencies such as the UNDP told the world that ARV treatment was indeed possible even in
resource-poor settings with evidence from some poor countries. ARV generics soon became
available – thanks to CIPLA and Clinton. Big Pharma fought it tooth and nail – against
compulsory licensing and parallel import, but the counter policy succeeded because somebody
militated against what they had been told. The same World Bank had a similar view on multi
drug resistant TB, but that also changed because there was a counter view and there were
people such as Dr Paul Farmer and Jim Yong Kim.

Interestingly, Kim went on to become the President of the World Bank.

Now in the Corona pandemic, the WHO is asking everybody to test, test and test, and people
are blindly following them with no sufficient evidence that it’s the only way to go. Just because
South Korea tested so many people and the rich countries are also testing more people (as a
proportion to their population), what extra advantage does it provide countries such as India
that’s in a lockdown? The logic behind testing is to “test, isolate, treat”. WHO and others are not
clear, how exactly would it work in a country of 1.3 billion population. Do they want us to test all
people and isolate all those who test positive? Is it even remotely possible?

Instead, testing symptomatic people who had a possible risk-history, their contacts and isolating
both symptomatic and asymptomatic people who had been at risk seems to be a more practical,
affordable strategy. That’s what states such as Kerala and Tamil Nadu are doing.

Instead, how will indiscriminate testing of people work better? This strategy of testing at-risk
people and lockdown is more logical than “test, test, test”. South Korea tested more because of
the clustering of the infection and they had more capacity and resources. Getting all the clusters,
if you have a choice of not locking them down, tested makes sense. However, the epidemic is
not yet over there and is emerging in other clusters too. Even with just a 50 million population, is
it going to test all and isolate and treat all those who will test positive? What if some of them get
infected later and the cycle continues?

Given India’s resources, the current testing policy and lockdown to cut down transmission
seems to be appropriate. On paper, it must flatten the curve, reduce the epidemic momentum
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and even almost stop it from becoming a generalised epidemic. Certainly, nobody is ever going
to obliterate it completely. Just like HI1N1, we would remain endemic to Covid-19 too. How
many of us know that we are now endemic to H1N1?

Testing is not as easy as many believe. PCR tests are not simple, even sample collection
requires a certain skill without which tests can be misleading. Just entrusting to a network of
private labs wouldn’t help either because there could be lapses in sample collection (how often
have the technicians collected throat and nasal swabs earlier?), transportation etc. And the
sheer time it would take (at one go, only 96 samples can be tested and some big machines
apparently can take a max of four trays of 96 samples).

So, next time when somebody, whether it’s the WHO, some health specialist or a semi-informed
journalist, says “test, test test, “ ask them, “test who”?

Also what’s the point if the test results take a few days to come because India’s scale would
mean that samples will have to wait for a long time before they are tested. It’s not a simple
serological test like a blood test.

The only possible scale up for testing (if at all one believes in the test, test, test doctrine) is
serological screening (antibody tests developed by Singapore, China and South Korea, whose
sensitivity and specificity are yet to be validated) or some simpler NAT tests if they are available,
of all symptomatic and at risk people. However, its only gain will be to release people from
isolation and quarantine, but what if there are a lot of false negatives? If some argue for testing
on representative samples to assess the situation, it makes some sense though.

So don’t take what the WHO, World Bank or the multi-laterals say as gold standard. Our public
health professionals who have been in the field in our resource poor settings have a better idea
as to how to handle things. Did Cuba go by what these agencies say when the became the only
country to cut down mother-to-child transmission of HIV? They were not even in the radar of the
rest of the world. Denialism is certainly not an answer, neither is believing non-peer reviewed
and non field-tested opinions just because they come from some “global experts”.

Post script: 2.5 per cent positive cases in a sample of at risk population sounds better in terms of
disease-burden than a 20 or 10 per cent in a general sample. Testing more people per million
population, at South Korea scale, doesn’t make testing at-risk population less logical or
scientific. If we had the means to test all those who drive in like in South Korea, by all means
yes, but unfortunately, we can’t. However, India can test on equal probability samples for an
assessment of the real disease-load and we have enough experts with decades of field
experience as to how to find the right samples. Ask the people in NSSO.

(The author was a Senior Advisor at the UNDP Regional HIV, Health and Development
Programme in Asia Pacific for a decade and has worked with national and provincial
governments, civil society organisations and vulnerable communities in several countries. He
has also led largecale studies on the socio-economic impact of HIV at the household level in the
region)
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TALE OF TWO VIRUSES
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The anxiety over the ongoing new coronavirus pandemic from COVID-19 has motivated people
to look for lessons from history, notably from the 1918-1920 Great Influenza Pandemic, often
mislabeled as the Spanish Flu. While it is reasonable to look at the 1918-1920 event as a
plausible worst-case scenario, the inferences have been clouded by the use of incomplete or
incorrect data.

In an ongoing study (Robert Barro, Jose Ursua, and Joanna Weng, “The Coronavirus and the
Great Influenza Epidemic: Lessons from the ‘Spanish Flu’ for the Coronavirus’s Potential Effects
on Mortality and Economic Activity,” National Bureau of Economic Research, working paper no.
26866, March 2020), we assembled annual data on flu death rates for 43 countries from 1918 to
1920. These countries represent about 90 per cent of world population at the time. The numbers
indicate a death rate out of the total world population of 2.0 per cent, corresponding to 39 million
fatalities. These numbers likely represent the highest worldwide mortality from a “natural
disaster” in modern times, though the impact of the plague during the Black Death in the 14th
century was much greater as a share of the population.

The flu death rates from 1918 to 1920 varied sharply across countries, with the highest in India,
5.2 per cent, followed by South Africa at 3.4 per cent and Indonesia at 3.0 per cent. The rate in
Spain was not special, 1.4 per cent — the pandemic should not be called the Spanish Flu, and a
better name is the Indian Flu. The United States was much lower than the average, 0.5 per cent.
Australia avoided the flu in 1918 by employing an extreme maritime quarantine and ultimately
had a comparatively low death rate of 0.3 per cent. Of particular relevance to the current crisis is
that Australia’s preventative actions did not just postpone the flu deaths; they apparently led to
lower total mortality.

When applied to current world population, the overall death rate of 2.0 per cent from the Great
Influenza Pandemic implies a staggering 150 million deaths. For the United States, the lower
death rate of 0.5 per cent corresponds today to 1.7 million US fatalities (compared to the
5,50,000 deaths that occurred from 1918 to 1920).

Our study of the Great Influenza Pandemic emphasised death rates out of the whole population.
The mortality rate out of the infected population is harder to assess. A frequently repeated
estimate is that the pandemic eventually infected one-third of the world’s population, implying
that the mortality rate out of those infected would have averaged 6 per cent. However, because
this one-third number turns out to be based on little supporting data, we concluded that the
death rate among those infected is not known with much accuracy.

The Great Influenza Pandemic killed a number of famous people, including the sociologist Max
Weber, the artist Gustav Klimt, the child saints Francisco and Jacinta Marto, and Frederick
Trump, the grandfather of the current US President. Many more famous people were survivors,
including the US President Woodrow Wilson, whose impairment likely had a major adverse
impact on the negotiations of the Versailles Treaty in 1919. Thus, if the harsh terms imposed on
Germany by this treaty led eventually to World War II, then the pandemic may have indirectly
caused World War II.

We studied the impact of influenza deaths from 1918 to 1920 on macroeconomic outcomes.
This assessment was challenging because of the overlap in 1918 between the final year of
World War I and the peak year of the pandemic. To isolate effects from flu deaths, we held
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constant the intensity of war that each country faced, gauged by military combat deaths.

Within this framework, we estimated that a rise by one percentage point in the flu death rate led
to a decline by 3 per cent in real per capita GDP and by 4 per cent in real per capita
consumption. Therefore, the overall flu death rate of 2 per cent corresponds to a fall in the
typical country by 6 and 8 per cent, respectively, in GDP and consumption. These results
supported some previous findings that — after World War II, the Great Depression, and World
War I — the Great Influenza Pandemic was the next most serious adverse global
macroeconomic event since at least 1870.

From the perspective of financial markets, we found that higher flu death rates led to reduced
real rates of return on stocks and on short-term government bills, as well as to higher inflation
rates. The overall flu death rate of 2.0 per cent corresponds to an estimated decline in real
returns by 26 percentage points on stocks and 14 percentage points on bills. However, at the
US flu death rate of 0.5 per cent, these effects would be reduced to 7 and 4 points, respectively.

The implications of our study for the ongoing coronavirus pandemic are unsettling. As noted, the
potential exists for unprecedented numbers of deaths. There is also the chance for major global
economic decline, some of which is already being seen. On the bright side, these outcomes are
only possibilities, corresponding to plausible worst-case scenarios. There is no doubt, however,
that the potential losses in lives and economic activity justify large outlays — if useful — to limit
the damage.

Unfortunately, there is incoherence in the US policies currently being followed. Some actions
seek to mitigate the disease’s effects effectively by lowering real GDP; for example, by closing
businesses, curtailing work, and cancelling travel, meetings, and major events. Though costly
economically, one can understand the logic in these policies. In contrast, other policies — such
as the Federal Reserve’s drastic cuts in interest rates and Congressional proposals to send out
checks to everyone — seem to be ways to raise GDP by stimulating aggregate demand. Thus,
these interventions run counter to the main thrust of fighting the spread of the coronavirus by
curtailing economic activity.

Government involvement would more usefully focus on expansions of medical facilities,
personnel, and supplies; funding efforts to develop new medical treatments; and so on.

Robert Barro is a professor of economics at Harvard University and a visiting scholar at
the American Enterprise Institute
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QUARANTINE AND THE LAW
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Getty Images/iStockphoto  

It was about 196 years ago (1824) that the U.S. Supreme Court, in an en banc sitting led by
Chief Justice John Marshall, affirmed the powers of the state to enact quarantine laws and
impose health regulations. The world has since faced many health emergencies caused by
dangerous diseases. This virus crisis is also not new.

Quarantine is considered the oldest mechanism to reduce the rapid spread of bacterial
infections and viral onslaughts. It has been legally sanctioned by all jurisdictions in the world for
the maintenance of public health and to control the transmission of diseases. Since ancient
times, societies have practised isolation, and imposed a ban on travel or transport and resorted
to maritime quarantine of persons.

Coronavirus | Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India | Helpline numbers

These measures were often forcibly enforced to prevent or reduce the wider spread of disease
and to safeguard the health of citizens not yet exposed to such diseases. In the list of diseases
that may require quarantine, issued by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome that can go on to become pandemic has been recently
added to the existing ones — cholera, diphtheria, infectious tuberculosis, plague, smallpox,
yellow fever and viral hemorrhagic fever. It shows that quarantine is a medically accepted mode
to reduce community transmission. However, a constructive alternative method of treating
patients exposed to infectious diseases is the imperative need in the arena of public health.

The first law on medical isolation was passed by the Great Council in 1377, when the plague
was rapidly ruining European countries. Detention for medical reasons was justified and
disobedience made a punishable offence. The law prescribed isolation for 30 days, called a
‘trentino’. Subsequently, many countries adopted similar laws to protect the people. When the
duration of isolation was enhanced to 40 days, the name also changed to ‘quarantine’ by
adopting the Latin quadraginta, which referred to a 40-day detention placed on ships.

In common parlance, ‘quarantine’ and ‘isolation’ are used interchangeably, but they convey two
different meanings and are two different mechanisms in public health practice. Quarantine is
imposed to separate and restrict the movement of persons, who may have been exposed to
infectious disease, but not yet known to be ill. But, isolation is a complete separation from others
of a person known or reasonably believed to be infected with communicable diseases.

Coronavirus | India lockdown: Day 9 updates

The current COVID-19 crisis, with its closure of shops, academic institutions and postponement
of public examinations, has put the people in a de facto quarantine. Nonetheless, the question
whether a public authority or state can promulgate an order for quarantine is a legal issue.

When an employee of the World Wildlife Federation was diagnosed with Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in 1990, he was terminated from service and detained for 64 days
in quarantine-like isolation under Goa Public Health (Amendment) Act, 1957 (GPH). The
Bombay High Court (1990) felt that solitary detention was a serious infringement of basic human
rights guaranteed to the individual, but held that under unusual situations and exceptional
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exigencies, such isolated detentions are justifiable for the cause of public health. Such isolation,
undoubtedly, has several serious consequences. It is an invasion upon the liberty of a person. It
can affect a person very adversely in many matters, including economic condition.

But in matters involving a threat to the health of the community, individual rights have to be
balanced with public interest. In fact, individual liberty and public health are not opposed to each
other but are well in accord. The reason assigned by the High Court to uphold the quarantine
was that even if there was a conflict between the right of an individual and public interest, the
former must yield to the latter.

In 2014, Kaci Hickox, a nurse and health worker who voluntarily rendered service to Ebola
patients and returned to New Jersey, was quarantined in the U.S.. It was opposed by her peers
serving in public health. But the dreadful consequences of the disease, and the possibility of its
spreading at an alarming rate, made the forcible isolation rational and reasonable.

Coronavirus | Download The Hindu’s multi-language e-book on essential COVID-19 information

In India, the Epidemic Diseases Act, 1897, a law of colonial vintage, empowers the state to take
special measures, including inspection of passengers, segregation of people and other special
steps for the better prevention of the spread of dangerous diseases. It was amended in 1956 to
confer powers upon the Central government to prescribe regulations or impose restrictions in the
whole or any parts of India to control and prevent the outbreak of hazardous diseases.
Quarantine is not an alien concept or strange action and it has been invoked several times
during the bizarre situations caused by the cholera, smallpox, plague and other diseases in
India.

The Director of World Health Organization (WHO) on March 30 determined that the outbreak of
COVID-19 constitutes a public health emergency of international concern and issued interim
guidance for quarantines of individuals. The guidance permitted the restriction of activities by
separation of persons who are not ill, but who may have been exposed to an infectious disease
within the legal framework of the International Health Regulations (2005). It also distinguished
quarantine from isolation, which is the separation of ill or infected persons from others, so as to
prevent this spread of infection or contamination. As per the WHO guidelines, possible
quarantine settings are: hotels or dormitories and well-ventilated single rooms or homes, where
a distance of at least one metre can be maintained from other members.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, U.S., in its order on quarantine, expressly
made it clear (Rule 9) that the people whose right is affected by an order of quarantine by a
public health authority have the right to seek judicial review including the right to habeas corpus.
Previously, it was in 1900, in response to an outbreak of bubonic plague, that an order of
quarantine imposed on a Chinese citizen was struck down by the Federal Court in the U.S.
because it was racially motivated and ill-suited to stop the outbreak. Therefore, courts have
exercised their jurisdiction and powers to review and reverse quarantine orders.

The Supreme Court suo motu took cognisance of fears over the COVID-19 pandemic affecting
overcrowded prisons in India, on March 16. The difficulties in observing social distancing among
prison inmates, where the occupancy rate is at 117.6%, were highlighted and directions issued
to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in prisons in India.

The setting up of isolation cells within prisons across Kerala, and the decision of the Tihar Jail
authorities to screen new inmates and put them in different wards for three days are appreciated
as reasonable preventive measures. Further, notices were issued to all States to deal with the
present health crisis in prisons and juvenile observation homes.
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Quarantine rooms may have strong closed doors or may be water and air tight compartments,
but the rays of justice from the courtrooms have the powers to intrude in them. Of course, under
the sun every object is subject to judicial review and quarantine orders are not exempted from it.

The author is the District Judge, serving in the special court for CBI cases in Chennai
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA LAUNCHES AROGYASETU
APP TO TRACK COVID 19 INFECTION

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Ministry of Electronics & IT

Government of India launches ArogyaSetu App to track
Covid 19 infection

Posted On: 02 APR 2020 4:58PM by PIB Mumbai

 

The Government of India today launched a mobile app ArogyaSetu developed in public-private
partnership to bring the people of India together in a resolute fight against COVID-19.
 

The App, called ‘AarogyaSetu’ joins Digital India for the health and well-being of every Indian. It
will enable people to assess themselves the risk of their catching the Corona Virus infection. It
will calculate this based on their interaction with others, using cutting edge Bluetooth technology,
algorithms and artificial intelligence.

Once installed in a smart phone through an easy and user-friendly process, the app detects
other devices with AarogyaSetu installed that come in the proximity of that phone. The app can
then calculate the risk of infection based on sophisticated parameters if any of these contacts
has tested positive.

The personal data collected by the App is encrypted using state-of-the-art technology and stays
secure on the phone till it is needed for facilitating medical intervention.

Available in 11 languages, the App is ready for pan-India use from day-1 and has highly scalable
architecture.

********

RJ/RP

(Release ID: 1610326) Visitor Counter : 749

Read this release in: Marathi
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COVID-19 VIRUS SEEMS TO HAVE UPPER HAND FOR
NOW

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The struggle for survival between microbes, like viruses and bacteria, and humans is as old as
humankind itself.

Microbes, particularly viruses, have only one goal — to find a suitable host and multiply. Viruses,
however, do not multiply by themselves. They need the cell machinery of the host for replication.
Around two-thirds of all infections in humans are caused by viruses. The current COVID-19
outbreak caused by a coronavirus, SARS-CoV2, has brought this struggle to light once again.
As of now, the virus appears to have an upper hand. It seems highly successful because it
spreads rapidly from human to human and has a lower rate of mortality. Humans have faced
new viruses at regular intervals. These include the Ebola, Zika, HIV, the Flu virus H1N1, the
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
— the latter two are from the coronavirus family. It is noteworthy that these viruses have all
appeared in the last few decades, having jumped from their animal reservoirs to humans. Many
of these viruses have a much higher mortality rate than the SARS-CoV2 that caused COVID-19.
Like before, humans will come out of the present crisis as winners but that will happen at a huge
cost, in every sense of the word — untimely loss of human lives, economic losses and a general
loss of confidence in the human ability to deal with a tiny unknown enemy.

Opinion | Centre must use resources, skills of states, Opposition in battle against COVID-
19

The first step in dealing with any new viral outbreak is to be able to accurately test, detect and
track the spread of the virus, and isolate the infected persons to stop further spread. To do this,
it is important to obtain information on the genetic makeup of the virus, which forms the basis of
developing highly specific diagnostic tests. Currently, the most reliable and widely-used test is
based on a technique called RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription Time Polymerase Chain Reaction).
This test aims to detect the viral RNA, the genetic material of SARS-CoV2. The testing begins
with the careful collection of swabs taken from the nose or the back of the throat of the patient
and extraction of the viral RNA. However, this extracted viral RNA from the swab is too tiny an
amount for direct detection. The RT-PCR, through many different reactions that include the
conversion of viral RNA to DNA — its amplification and detection — makes it possible to confirm
the presence or absence of the virus. The testing kits contain all chemicals and materials
required for carrying out the RT-PCR based tests, which are performed by government-
approved laboratories such as India’s National Institute of Virology. However, many more testing
centres, including those run by private players, have now been allowed to carry out the tests in
many countries to bridge the huge demand and supply gap. It is now clear that countries which
were able to scale up the testing of the virus in patients at an early stage were able to control the
spread of the disease far better than those which did not. Given that there is no cure or vaccine
for the control of COVID-19, testing of infected patients much more quickly and tracking their
contacts to isolate them till they clear off the virus is currently the only viable control measure.

Fortunately, there is good news of a relatively new but powerful technology called CRISPR
(Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats), which is highly specific in directly
detecting viral RNA and confirming the presence or absence of the virus. Interestingly, viruses
also attack bacteria and the discovery of CRISPR itself was based on understanding how
bacteria cut off the viruses. The CRISPR-based test is quick and circumvents the need for both
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expert handling as well as PCR machines and can be done at multiple locations in about half an
hour. It can also fend off delays and other logistic problems in collection and transportation of
test samples. These tests are being validated and readied for approval. Two companies,
separately founded by the two scientists who discovered the CRISPR technique, have also
announced that they are ready with their CRISPR-based test for validation and approval. They
have claimed that these tests can be performed within 10 minutes and can be conducted by
using a paper strip format. Another company, Abbott Laboratories, has recently announced the
approval of their portable test for coronavirus, which the company claims can provide the results
in five minutes. Such a point of care test will not only greatly enhance the speed of large-scale
testing but will also relieve the tremendous pressure faced by frontline healthcare providers.

Opinion | Success of lockdown will depend on implementation

These above described RT-PCR and the newly developed CRISPR based tests are needed for
scaling up the testing but many individuals infected with the virus do not show symptoms of the
disease and recover completely. How to test these cases to gather realistic information on the
spread of the virus? Such information will be necessary for designing future control strategies.
This is done with serological tests, which are carried out in blood samples collected from a large
population and are based on the detection of antibodies that are produced in response to the
viral infection. These tests are relatively easier to develop and use, less expensive, and also do
not need much sophisticated infrastructure or highly trained manpower. Serological tests for
COVID-19 have already been developed by many groups and are already in use. India also
plans to carry out serological tests to examine the actual spread of the disease in different parts
of the country.

The world is still grappling with the present unprecedented public health crisis. It is imperative
that large-scale testing is implemented at the earliest in as many locations as possible.
Lockdowns are essential to control the disease but long-term strategies to deal with the disease
would be based on the knowledge of its actual spread. The newly-developed point of care tests
should be successfully able to bridge the existing gap in the testing of the virus. This will also
assist in gearing up facilities to treat the severely sick as well as relieve and protect frontline
health providers. Meanwhile, hopefully, efficient drugs therapies and efficacious vaccines
against COVID-19 will also be discovered soon.

This article first appeared in print edition on April 3 under the title “Man versus Microbe”.
The writer is former chairman UGC and former director of the International Centre for
Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, where he currently holds the Arturo Falaschi
Chair.

Opinion | That Omar Sheikh is let off by Pakistan court should worry the world

 The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress)
and stay updated with the latest headlines
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THE SPECTRE OF A POST-COVID-19 WORLD
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

As COVID-19 spreads exponentially across the world, and the figures of those testing positive
as also the numbers of deaths keep increasing in near-geometrical progression, profound
uncertainty and extreme volatility are wreaking havoc of a kind seldom encountered previously.
It might, hence, be wise to start thinking of what next, if at least to try and handle a situation
created by the most serious pandemic in recent centuries.

The problem with the novel coronavirus is that with the exception of China, which battled
another coronavirus epidemic in 2003 — the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
epidemic — there is little available for most nations on which to base their assessment of what
next. What is known is that China’s growth rate has further plummeted, even as it was
confronting an economic slowdown which had been in the works for some time. The
consequences for the global economy of China ceasing to be the world’s biggest exporter of
manufactured goods are considerable, and with no country in a position to replace it, this
development will precipitate a further economic downturn internationally.

It is not the intention here to minimise the human costs of the tragedy that has unfolded, and
which is still unfolding, consequent on COVID-19. If China was the worst affected nation initially,
the United States, Spain, Germany and Italy have since eclipsed China. Many other countries
are today facing a serious plight, and few, if any, remedies are as yet available even as the
human costs keep mounting. Still, it is important to think of what lies ahead.

The COVID-19 pandemic could not have come at a more difficult time. The world was already
having to contend with an uncertain economic environment, with industries in turn facing newer
challenges such as having to adjust to a shift from cost efficiencies to innovation and
breakthrough improvements. Added to this were: a global slowdown, increasing political and
policy uncertainties, alterations in social behaviour, new environmental norms, etc. Newly
emerging economies, such as India, were even more affected by all this, than some of the older
established ones.

Coronavirus | Opeds and editorials

At one point, India was estimated to be among the 15 most affected economies by the COVID-
19 epidemic, but as the pandemic has raged unchecked, all bets are off. An early estimate by
the Asian Development Bank, soon after the epidemic was declared, was that it would cost the
Indian economy $29.9 billion. A recent industry estimate pegs the cost of the lockdown at
around $120 billion or 4% of India’s GDP. The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) had at one
point warned that the COVID-19 impact, and the existing stress in the financial sector, meant
that India would require up to six months even after the entire course of the COVID-19 epidemic
is over to restore normalcy and business continuity.

India has, no doubt, acted with speed in the wake of the pandemic and declared a lockdown
early on. Prime Minister Narendra Modi declared the pandemic as a serious global crisis, and in
the course of two national broadcasts in mid-March, announced a series of steps such as a one
day ‘peoples curfew’ (on March 22) ‘social distancing’, the setting up of a COVID-19 Taskforce
under the Finance Minister to come up with measures to mitigate the economic hardship
engendered by the pandemic, and finally a three-week-long lockdown. Several precautionary
measures based on guidelines in vogue elsewhere in the world for preventing pandemics of this
kind, have also been introduced including ‘home isolation’, ‘home quarantine’, etc.
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Coronavirus | Trade impact for India estimated at $348 million: UN report

The prognosis as to what lies ahead is indeed bleak. On the economic plane, according to most
experts, a global recession seems inevitable. Uncertainty, panic and lockdown policies are
expected to cause demand worldwide to decline in a precipitous way. This will inevitably lead to
a vicious downward cycle, where companies close down, resulting in more lay-offs and a further
drop in consumption. A precipitous decline in GDP would follow. To compensate for this loss,
massive inflows of government funds would be needed, but most governments, India included,
might find it difficult to find adequate resources for this purpose. Equally important, if not more
so, is that such massive inflows of funds (if they are to be effective) should be here and now,
and not later, by which time the situation may well have spiralled out of control. Global
coordination was a must in the extant situation.

COVID-19 is, in turn, expected to bring about major changes in the global order. Some of these
changes have, no doubt, been in the making for some time, but would get accelerated. As of
now, though the U.S. is no longer the global power that it once was, it is hardly in retreat. It is,
without doubt, increasingly disinclined to act as the world’s gendarme, as instanced by its retreat
from Afghanistan after a dubious accord with the Afghan Taliban, but this was not the end of the
road as far as U.S. power was concerned.

Post COVID-19, however, and given that the U.S. is among the countries badly affected by this
pandemic, together with existing uncertainties affecting its financial markets, the U.S. can be
expected to step back even further — from one of assertion to neutrality in global affairs.

Already, U.S. command of the global commons has weakened. Meantime, China and Russia
have strengthened their relationship, and improved their asymmetric capabilities. The challenge
from China is becoming more obvious by the day — measured by purchasing power parity, the
U.S. is not the largest economy in the world as of now. Even more daunting from a U.S.
standpoint, and also representing a sea-change from the recent past, Russia has become far
more economically and politically stable and an important power broker in West Asia. These
shifts cannot but, and are likely to, have a direct impact on the liberal international order. It
could, in turn, give a boost to authoritarian regimes and authoritarian trends.

Moving away from the political and economic consequences of COVID-19 are other concerns
arising from an extended lockdown, social distancing and isolation. Psychologists are even
talking of an ‘epidemic of despair’ arising from a fear of unknown causes, resulting in serious
anxiety and mental problems. Extended isolation, according to psychologists, can trigger a
different kind of pandemic even leading to possible suicidal tendencies, fits of anger, depression,
alcoholism and eccentric behavioural patterns.

Coronavirus | World is now in recession: IMF

Another fallout from the current epidemic might well be the extent to which inequality in incomes
impact segments of the population, facing a common malaise. Countries lacking a
comprehensive nationwide health system would find this an even more difficult situation to
handle. Meantime, as the economy weakens, accompanied by job losses, those without high
levels of skills would fall further behind.

This is evident to some extent already given recent reports of mass migration across the Indian
landmass. Out of work migrant labour, unable to find new jobs since they lack the necessary
skills, are attempting to return to their normal habitat, bringing in their wake untold suffering and,
perhaps even the spread of the virus. This has all the makings of a huge human tragedy.
Existing curbs on their movement would further exacerbate the problem, and could even lead to
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a major law and order situation.

One possible, and unexpected, aspect of the COVID-19 epidemic could be the thrust it could
provide to ‘digital authoritarianism’. China’s authoritarian methods seem to have helped it to
contain the spread of the virus — at least for the time being. Somewhat similar tactics are being
employed by some other countries as well. In turn, leaders across many nations may find
China’s methods, and the embracing of technology to refashion authoritarianism for the modern
age irresistible, and a standard to be adapted, even if they profess to be democratic. The rise of
digital autocracies could lead to digital repression, and in the age of AI-powered surveillance,
create a capacity for predictive control, or what is often referred to as ‘social management’.

M.K. Narayanan, is a former National Security Adviser and a former Governor of West Bengal
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ICMR ISSUES RULE BOOK ON ‘LARGE OUTBREAKS’
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) made public guidelines that detail how the
country plans to manage a “large outbreak” as well as guidelines on how rapid antibody test kits
ought to deployed. India’s official position is that there is no evidence of community transmission
in the country.

According to Lav Agrawal, spokesperson, Health Ministry, 30% (about 1,000 positive cases
spread across 17 States) of India’s total case count is attributable to the Tablighi Jamaat
gathering in Delhi earlier this month.

The plan for large outbreaks, released on Saturday, specifies: active surveillance for cases and
contacts in the identified geographic zone, expanding laboratory capacity for testing all suspect
cases, high risk contacts and Sever Acute Respiratory Illness cases, operationalise surge
capacities created for isolation (COVID-19 hospitals/COVID-19 dedicated blocks) to hospitalise
and manage all suspect/confirmed cases, implementing physical distancing measures with strict
perimeter control, provide chemoprophylaxis with hydroxy-chloroquine to all asymptomatic
healthcare workers and asymptomatic household contacts of laboratory confirmed cases.

It also detailed guidelines on the use of rapid antibody testing kits. Unlike the real-time RT-PCR
kits that are used to detect an ongoing infection, these kits — within 15 minutes to two hours at
the maximum — can say if a person has ever been infected by the virus and gives authorities an
estimate of whether there are asymptomatic carriers of the infection in a community.

Knowing the proportion of asymptomatic carriers to positive cases gives an insight into the
infectivity of the disease, transmission patterns and helps prepare for the long-term
management of the epidemic. Testing negative via an antibody kit doesn’t automatically rule out
infection and needs to be supplemented by a PCR test, the ICMR guidelines specify.

Hundreds of antibody kit manufacturers have been approved in India in the last week to offer
tests, according to the Health Ministry website.
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CORONAVIRUS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The Nizamuddin area, where around 200 persons with coronavirus symptoms were found and
taken to different hospitals, in New Delhi on March 30, 2020.   | Photo Credit: R.V Moorthy

The story so far: On March 30, the Delhi Police cordoned off the area around a masjid located
around 100 metres from the Nizamuddin dargah. Around 9,000 people from across the country,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Saudi Arabia had attended a gathering at the Alami Markaz
Banglewali Masjid, the headquarters of the Tablighi Jamaat, in the Nizamuddin area of Delhi in
March. Many returned home, and the government was alerted about a disease cluster when
cases of COVID-19 surfaced in several States in people who had attended or were linked to the
Nizamuddin gathering. Tamil Nadu, for instance, has identified all 1,103 people (from the State)
who attended the conference in Delhi, helped by cooperation of the participants themselves.
Several State governments have struggled to identify the participants as some of them switched
off their phones or have simply gone off the radar.

A disease cluster is defined as “an aggregation of cases in an identifiable subpopulation.” Dr.
Daniel Wartenberg, who spent more than a quarter century investigating such clusters in the
United States, coined this definition in a research paper he wrote for the Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society.

Data | The Nizamuddin cluster and the coronavirus spread

The word ‘cases’ in the definition stands for people with similar symptoms or a medical condition
and ‘subpopulation’ points to those who share or belong to the same space, time, family,
workplaces, etc.

Reports show that the novel coronavirus can travel about six feet from a diseased person and
cause infection between two and four individuals. Thus, when people congregate in a place —
typically for worship/shopping/commute — the chance of a disease spread multiplies, resulting
in a cluster of cases. The size of a disease cluster could vary widely from just four cases to as
many as 5,000 depending on the place visited by the infected individuals.

All patients who belong to a disease cluster need not have shared space and time. For instance,
a person who picks up the infection from a co-passenger during a flight may infect a taxi driver
who picks him up from the airport. Such secondary transmissions also belong to the same
cluster with the primary source being the passenger. The cluster keeps growing as the driver
could infect a family member, the passenger could infect a nurse in a clinic after developing
symptoms and so on.

Health workers often stumble upon clusters accidentally. In a paper published in The Lancet
journal by the Singapore 2019 Novel Coronavirus Outbreak Research Team, the process of
discovering clusters is described in detail (see graphic).

The graphic shows one such cluster of cases which originated in a company conference in
Singapore. The conference that happened between January 20 and 22 was attended by 111
participants from 19 countries and at least one of them was from Wuhan, China, the epicentre of
the novel coronavirus outbreak. On February 4, Malaysia declared a person who had been to
the conference as a COVID-19 case. Singapore authorities were alerted. The health workers
contacted the other participants and quarantined them. Then they mapped their secondary and
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tertiary level of contacts (all those not infected by the primary case) — as shown in Part A of the
graphic. Then they were tested and isolated if necessary. Once they found a set of cases among
those who attended the conference, it was identified as a cluster. In parallel, the activity trails of
the primary infected during the conference and also of others outside the conference were
pieced together like a puzzle. Those who had come in contact with the infected during such
activities, for example the hotel workers, were called in for testing. This is called contact tracing.

Part B of the graphic shows detailed activity trails of all the primary, secondary and tertiary
contacts. Such mapping also helps in calculating the time taken by each individual to show
symptoms, or to be declared as suffering from COVID-19, from the time he or she was infected.
This information impacts how future cases are handled.

Coronavirus | Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India

Discovering a cluster is akin to a fire alarm going off. Every moment wasted will spread the fire
further. The faster the infected individuals are identified and quarantined, the lesser the number
of future contacts. But this is easier said than done. As of Saturday at least 1,023 positive cases
in 17 States/Union Territories have been linked to the recently discovered Nizamuddin cluster in
India. The cluster which was discovered in late March originated in a religious congregation in
the Nizamuddin area of New Delhi. As of April 2, 9,000 people linked to the event which
happened in mid-March have been traced, according to the Joint Secretary, Health Ministry, Lav
Agarwal. Close to 1,300 of them were foreigners, he said. In such large clusters, identifying the
participants will be challenging. Reports from Tamil Nadu show that the attendees came forward
in numbers after the State’s Chief Minister issued an appeal. On Friday, Maharashtra Health
Minister Rajesh Tope said that around 1,400 people from the State, who had attended the Delhi
event, had been traced. Mr. Tope said these people are being isolated or quarantined by the
district administrations.

Sources said Andhra Pradesh is tracing the digital footprints of those who tested positive for
COVID-19. As those who were infected respond differently in each State, a common protocol
cannot be followed and this has pushed the States to adopt various uncharted methods making
the process challenging.

Coronavirus | State-wise tracker for coronavirus cases, deaths and testing rates | Helpline
numbers

A group of attendees took an early morning flight from Delhi on March 24 and landed in Port
Blair, Andaman & Nicobar Islands. Another group boarded a train to Erode, Tamil Nadu. One of
the attendees, Navi Mumbai’s index patient, had visited Noor Masjid in Vashi, Maharashtra. This
led to a secondary transmission to six people, including the secretary of the mosque, his friend,
son, grandson and maid and another person who was present at the mosque. This shows that
the attendees fanned out to various locations after the conference and engaged in a variety of
activities. This leads to the possibility of a wide range of secondary and tertiary transmissions
across many States of India.

Coronavirus | Who are most likely to get affected by COVID-19?

Almost all countries have discovered a large cluster and in most of them, the number of COVID-
19 cases shot up after identification of the infected and contact tracing began. As of April 4,
South Korea has mapped 83% of its cases to some clusters. More than 51% of the country’s
cases originated from the Shincheonji Church of Jesus. And most of the infections were
allegedly brought to the church by a 61-year-old woman who ignored her symptoms and
attended the church.
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In Austria, the Ischgl Ski Resort is said to have been linked to 600 cases. A funeral in George
Town, Albany, U.S. may have resulted in more than 600 infections. The Osaka Live Music
Venue in Japan is directly linked to 80 cases. A dinner party in Singapore is linked to 43 cases.
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French firefighters in Marseille on April 3, 2020 work at the PCR machine on a mobile unit,
which can detect the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in the environment.   | Photo Credit: AFP

The story so far: With a nascent virus, SARS-CoV-2, causing a global pandemic, the scramble
has been, so far, and will be for a time to come, to understand the virus. While it belongs to the
coronavirus family — variants of which cause the common cold — scientists and health-care
workers are trying to fathom the nature of the virus, its behaviour and patterns, and gain
familiarity with the pathogen, hoping that it will give them a better handle on this pandemic. It is
known that coronaviruses, which primarily affect the upper respiratory tract in people, are
transmitted through respiratory droplets. The simple act of being close to persons who sneeze or
cough, even speak loudly (if they are carrying the infection) and the involuntary act of touching
surfaces where the viruses have been deposited can infect someone. The period that the virus
remains on the surface and remains capable of spreading infection, can be considered the
period for which the virus is viable.

The Atlanta-headquartered Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has said that current evidence
suggests that SARS-CoV-2 may remain viable for hours to days on surfaces made from a
variety of materials. Information listed on the CDC website says: “Cleaning of visibly dirty
surfaces followed by disinfection is a best practice measure for prevention of COVID-19 and
other viral respiratory illnesses in households and community settings.”

Coronavirus | Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India

One of the studies that guides our understanding of the viability of SARS-CoV-2 was done by
the National Institutes of Health, CDC, UCLA and Princeton University scientists who found that
SARS-CoV-2 was detectable in aerosols for up to three hours, up to four hours on copper, up to
24 hours on cardboard and the longest — up to two to three days — on plastic and stainless
steel. The study was published in The New England Journal of Medicine on March 17, 2020
(https://bit.ly/3dTewEN), and postulated that the stability of SARS-CoV-2 was similar to that of
SARS-CoV-1, but also that the novel coronavirus was more stable.

The researchers wrote: “SARS-CoV-2 remained viable in aerosols throughout the duration of our
experiment (3 hours)… Our results indicate that aerosol and fomite (materials capable of
transmitting the infection) transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is plausible, since the virus can remain
viable and infectious in aerosols for hours and on surfaces up to days.”

An analysis by the CDC on the cruise ship Diamond Princess which had 3,700 passengers and
which was quarantined after a large number of them developed COVID-19, showed that the
SARS-CoV-2 RNA was found on surfaces in the cabins of people who were infected, for up to
17 days after the passengers disembarked, and before disinfection procedures were initiated.
However, the analysis mentioned that “data cannot be used to determine whether transmission
occurred from contaminated surfaces,” meaning the scientists were not the wiser about whether
the virus on the surfaces infected people on the ship.

Scientists are trying to estimate the decay rate of the virus on various surfaces to determine how
long they will be potent or capable of spreading the infection to others who come into contact
with the surfaces. There are, of course, no rules about survival on surfaces, since everything
depends intensely on the environment as well.
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The World Health Organisation (WHO), reacting to a global fear of the infection spreading via
newspapers, said: “The likelihood of an infected person contaminating commercial goods is low
and the risk of catching the virus that causes COVID-19 from a package that has been moved,
and exposed to different conditions and temperatures is also low.” Additionally, the International
News Media Association has recorded that there has never been a documented incident
whereby the COVID-19 virus has been transmitted from a print newspaper, print magazine, print
letter, or print package, citing doctors and scientists.

Coronavirus | How safe are newspapers, WHO clarifies

The good news, scientists say, is that by themselves, viruses are not capable of multiplying; they
need a host for that. So disinfecting surfaces, and practising hand hygiene, besides avoiding
touching the face, will greatly reduce the chances of people catching infection from surfaces that
are not reinfected.

Disinfection helps in reducing the viral load in the environment, public health experts say. A 1 %
hypochlorite solution is an effective disinfectant on various surfaces.

Coronavirus | Moderate humidity may deter virus, studies say

Presently, massive disinfection efforts are being carried out in public places as a control
measure. This is assuming that people would have spit in the open or sneezed without covering
their mouth.

Floors, walls and surfaces frequently touched by hands should be disinfected as per guidelines.
This is because handrails of staircases, elevators, door handles, armrests of chairs, table
surfaces can be contaminated by droplets.

The CDC has also recorded on its website: It is unknown how long the air inside a room
occupied by someone with confirmed COVID-19 remains potentially infectious. Facilities will
need to consider factors such as the size of the room and the ventilation system design
(including flowrate [air changes per hour] and location of supply and exhaust vents) when
deciding how long to close off rooms or areas used by ill persons before beginning disinfection.
Taking measures to improve ventilation in an area or room where someone was ill or suspected
to be ill with COVID-19 will help shorten the time it takes respiratory droplets to be removed from
the air.

Coronavirus | Existing drugs that prevent coronavirus replication identified

A good part of avoiding COVID-19 infection indeed rests on each and every individual. Following
hand hygiene —washing hands frequently with soaps and sanitisers is key. Maintaining physical
distance between one another is also very important.

Measures such as a lockdown attempt to do precisely this: restrict the access of people to public
spots, thereby making sure that there is no opportunity for gatherings in large numbers.

It is important to respect the rules of the lockdown, those under quarantine must remain indoors,
since asymptomatic people making sorties outside the home might spread the infection to
others.
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There are a lot of scientific terms being bandied about during the COVID-19 pandemic. Here’s a
short primer on the key aspects everyone should be
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Doctor Philip Supply, Research Director for the National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS),
holds on March 22, 2018 in Lille, northern France, the original test tube containing the strain of
Bacillus CalmetteGuerin (BCG) discovered by French researchers Albert Calmette and Camille
Guerin in the early 20th century.   | Photo Credit: AFP

A study posted on a preprint server medRxiv suggests that BCG vaccination offers some level of
protection against infection by novel coronavirus and even reduce mortality in COVID-19
patients. A preprint is yet to be peer-reviewed and published in a scientific journal.

The study by Gonzalo H. Otazu and others from the New York Institute of Technology, New
York, found an association between countries that have a universal BCG vaccination and
reduced coronavirus cases and even deaths. However, association is different from causation
and till protective effect of the BCG vaccine against the COVID-19 is tested one cannot be
certain. The authors write: “The correlation between the beginning of universal BCG vaccination
and the protection against COVID-19 suggests that BCG might confer long-lasting protection
against the current strain of coronavirus.”

Coronavirus | Doctors wary of BCG vaccine study

“This study has major limitations,” Prof. Madhukar Pai, a TB expert at the McGill University says
in a tweet.

This study looks at vaccination at the country/population level to protective effect at the
individual level. “In this study, low quality evidence observed at the population level is used to
make sweeping inferences about BCG’s effectiveness on an individual level,” says Emily
MacLean, also from the McGill University, in Nature Microbiology.

The preprint looked at countries that a universal BCG vaccination policy with countries that still
do have such a policy in place; the study has not included India. According to the study middle-
and high-income countries that have a current universal BCG vaccination policy have reported
fewer deaths than countries that do not have such a policy. While it acknowledges that there is
increased mortality with age, it concludes that elderly population in countries that had in place a
universal BCG vaccination much earlier appear to have been protected by the vaccine.

“The protection offered by BCG is not robust and long-lasting. Children younger than five years
have 80% reduction in acute disseminated TB such as meningitis and miliary TB due to BCG
vaccination,” says virologist and TB expert Dr. Jacob John, formerly with CMC Vellore. “But the
vaccine does not protect against adult TB. It does not even protect children from getting
infected.”

“The protection offered by BCG vaccine is not uniform across the world. In India, the vaccine
does not offer protection to adults. But in U.K., there is 70% reduction in all forms of TB
disease,” Dr. John says. The vaccine was included in India’s universal immunisation programme
only in 1978. As a result, many, if not most, people older than 45 years in India have not
received the BCG vaccination as a child.

But the BCG vaccine does have non-TB specific protective effect and confers protection against
common respiratory infectious diseases. “This is manifested not at an individual level but is seen
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at the population level. At the population level, three-four years after vaccination, children who
have not received BCG vaccine have higher mortality than vaccinated children in many
countries,” says Dr. John.

“BCG given early in life does improve the immune system. The vaccine can prevent intracellular
infections. So the protective effect of BCG against COVID-19 is a biologically plausible
hypothesis,” says Prof. Gagandeep Kang, executive director of the Translational Health Science
and Technology Institute (THSTI), Faridabad.

The study is based on COVID-19 data as on March 21 when the global caseload had just
crossed 3,00,000. On March 21, India and South Africa had just 195 and 205 cases,
respectively; on April 4 they had 3,450 and 1,505 cases, respectively. “India will see an
avalanche of cases in the next two-three weeks,” says Dr. John. Therefore, the conclusions
drawn by the study based on constantly changing data is premature.

“The problem with this study is that it is done early in the course of an epidemic and the settings
are not the same in all countries,” says Prof. Kang. “Testing has not been enough in many
countries including India and many countries may be at an earlier stage in the epidemic.”

A few studies and experiences have shown that people may be infected but remain
asymptomatic. So the protective effect of the vaccine will be known only when actual number of
people infected becomes known through aggressive testing.

According to the study, there is evidence that the BCG vaccination can be correlated with
reduced mortality. While acknowledging the concerns about the number of tests done by each
country varies, they still write that it has “reduced the number of reported COVID-19 cases in a
country”. They have also used mortality rate as a measure of disease severity in each country.
“Mortality rates are a robust measure that has less dependence to the levels of COVID-19
testing… BCG vaccination seems to significantly reduce mortality associated with COVID-19,”
they write. `

With 96 deaths and 3,450 cases as on April 4, the mortality rate is 2.7%, which is high. “That
suggests we are underestimating the true prevalence of COVID-19 in the population. We are
probably testing only the very sick, or the surely infected, and not those with mild symptoms.
Relying on the mortality rate when testing is not high is not a good way to measure the
effectiveness of the vaccine,” says Dr. John.

Across countries the death rate is higher in people older than younger people. An estimated
13% of COVID-19 patients 80 and older die compared with 1.25% of those in their 50s and 0.3%
of those in their 40s. Also, 85% of cases do not require hospitalisation while only 5% require ICU
admission. The COVID-19 patients with co-morbidities have higher mortality risk. The quality of
healthcare even within India varies. Two old COVID-19 patients — 93-year-old man and his wife
88-year-old wife — were recently discharged from a hospital in Kerala, while younger patients in
other States have died. To say that the BCG vaccination “significantly reduces COVID-19
mortality” at this stage of the epidemic may be premature. It ignores the main risk factors that
vaccination has no control over.

“It’s an interesting study and a plausible hypothesis. But correlation — two things that go
together — does not mean causation,” says Prof. Kang.

“We need more data from trials to be able to say anything with confidence.”

“There are ongoing trials using BCG vaccine on healthcare workers. We need data from such
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randomised control trials. Or there should be case-control studies to understand the protective
effect of BCG vaccination,” she adds.
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Ever since coronavirus became a household name and it was realised that no country has
sufficient healthcare resources, the world has woken up from its slumber and accepted that
providing virtual teleconsults is the only way to significantly reduce unnecessary footfalls to
hospitals and clinics.

Interestingly, it was 20 years ago, on March 24, 2000, that the world’s first VSAT-enabled village
hospital was commissioned in Aragonda, Andhra Pradesh. However, the growth of telemedicine
has been slow. The World Health Organisation (WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta have endorsed the use of telemedicine for the current pandemic.
The U.S. government has earmarked $500 million exclusively for use of telemedicine in the fight
against COVID-19. Scores of countries like China, Japan, Australia, Hong Kong are now
providing virtual care on a war footing. Health insurance companies in the U.S. have approved
reimbursements for COVID-19 teleconsults. In India, the number of institutions and individuals
offering free teleconsultation and tele-information is doubling every few hours. It has required a
virus to help telehealth emerge from the sidelines to the centrestage. All it needs is a successful
take-off.

A contributory factor for the lack of exponential growth of telemedicine in India has been the
apprehension in the medical community about the legality of providing remote healthcare. This
was compounded by an erroneous extrapolation of a 2018 judgement of the High Court of
Bombay questioning whether telephonic advice given by a specialist was legal. On May 14,
2019, the Karnataka Medical Council advised doctors against engaging in online teleconsults
and even threatened to have them struck of the State rolls.

For several years, the office-bearers of the Telemedicine Society of India have had multiple
brainstorming sessions. After reviewing the regulations in various countries, proposals were
submitted to NITI Ayog and other authorities to notify unambiguous regulations. The authorities
are to be complemented for understanding the immediate urgency. On March 25, 2020, the
Ministry of Health has put up in the public domain, a comprehensive 51-page document, to deal
with the current pandemic.

Immediate advantages of virtual remote healthcare in the present situation include:

1. Providing access to services that may not otherwise be available

2. Considerably reducing footfalls to hospitals, clinics and OP services

3. Diagnosing, coronavirus-like illness (CLI) on a clinical basis virtually

4. Treatment monitoring and reviews can be done with the ‘patient’ quarantined at home – even
if the doctor is also quarantined. Quarantined healthcare workers can continue to evaluate
patients remotely

5. More manpower to provide physical care at hospitals

6. Increases patients’ and health workers safety by providing care at and from home
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7. During long periods of national lockdown it will be difficult for the patient and the doctor to
even physically go to a hospital for any condition

8. AI-powered self diagnostic questionnaires can even be administered by a chatbot

9. Today it is possible to remotely evaluate pulse rate, BP, oxygen saturation, fever, cough,
shortness of breath, transmit heart and lung sounds through the internet using a digital
stethoscope and even look at the throat, nose and ear from anywhere.

Digital health is a critical enabler for exponentially transforming the healthcare system. The
urban rural health divide can be addressed. At the grassroots level a mid-level provider/health
worker can connect patients to doctors through technology platforms in providing timely and best
possible care. In India, there was no legislation or guidelines on the practice of telemedicine,
through video, phone, Internet-based platforms (web/chat/apps, chatbot etc). The existing
provisions under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956, Clinical Establishment (Registration and
Regulation) Act, 2010, Information Technology Act, 2000 and the Information Technology
(Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information)
Rules 2011 primarily govern the practice of medicine and Information Technology
independently.

Gaps in legislation and uncertainty of rules posed a risk for both doctors and patients. The
guidelines now notified integrates clinical standards, protocols, policies and procedures for
provision of care with various technologies. All currently registered medical practitioners need to
complete a mandatory online course within three years of notification of these guidelines to be
authorised to provide consultation via telemedicine.

A Registered Medical Practitioner (RMP) may now use any telemedicine tool suitable for
carrying out technology-based patient teleconsultation e.g. telephone, video, devices connected
over LAN, WAN, Internet, mobile or landline phones, Chat Platforms like WhatsApp, Facebook
Messenger etc., or Mobile App or internet-based digital platforms for telemedicine or data
transmission systems like Skype/ email/ fax etc.

The guidelines also have safeguards in place. They provide norms and protocols relating to
physician-patient relationship, issues of liability and negligence, evaluation, management and
treatment, informed consent, continuity of care, referrals for emergency services, medical
records, prescribing and reimbursement and health education. Medicines that may be deemed
necessary during public health emergencies can be e-prescribed. The RMP shall provide photo,
scan, digital copy of a signed prescription or e-Prescription to the patient via email or any
messaging platform. As per the guidelines practise of telemedicine is envisaged in five
scenarios: a) patient to a RMP b) Caregiver to RMP c) Health Worker to RMP d) RMP to
specialist e) Emergency Situations. It is expected that the RMP will exercise professional
discretion for the mode of communication depending on the specific medical condition.

Prof. K. Ganapathy is former president of Telemedicine Society of India & Neurological Society
of India, and Director, Apollo Telemedicine Foundation
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NOVEL CORONAVIRUS CAN BE TRANSMITTED EVEN
BEFORE SYMPTOMS SHOW UP

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The study provides strong evidence that virus transmission to others can happen from one to
three days before a person shows symptoms.   | Photo Credit: wildpixel

A study of seven clusters in Singapore by Vernon J. Lee and others from the Ministry of Health,
Singapore, provides some evidence that virus transmission to others (resulting in infection) can
happen from one to three days before a person shows symptoms. But the World Health
Organization maintains that the risk of getting infected with the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)
from someone with no symptoms at all of Covid19 is “very low”. And it says that it is assessing
ongoing research on the period of transmission of the virus.

The transmission one to three days prior to onset of symptoms was seen in four clusters, while
in three clusters the precise timing of transmission could not be established as the index case
and the contacts lived together. The results were published in the Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report.

Early detection and isolation of patients and contact tracing are important to contain the spread
the virus. However, the existence of presymptomatic or asymptomatic transmission adds a new
layer of complexity and challenge in tracing contacts.

The first cases in Singapore was confirmed on January 23, and during the period from January
23 to March 16, 243 cases were reported of which 157 were locally transmitted. Of the 157
cases of local transmission, 10 (6.4%) cases have been during the period before the person who
spread the virus to others showed any symptoms and hence were presymptomatic.

This is not the first case where presymptomatic transmission has been seen.

Looking at the serial intervals (the number of days between symptoms onsets in a primary case
and a secondary case) in China, researchers had in a study suggested that 12.6% of
transmission was presymptomatic.

According to Los Angeles Times, a choir practice for 150 minutes in Washington on March 10
where 60 people participated left 45 people infected with the virus; two died from COVID-19.
The county health officials concluded that the “virus was transmitted through the air from one or
more people without symptoms”.

Similarly, presymptomatic transmission of the virus has been documented in a nursing facility in
Kind County, Washington. The results were published in the Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report. In this case, a healthcare provider, who showed symptoms since February 26, tested
positive on March 1 and seven others, too, tested positive for the virus by March 6. An
investigation by the Atlanta-based Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that
23 of the 76 residents tested positive for the virus on March 13. Of the 23, 13 did not have any
symptoms on the date of testing. Ten of the 13 asymptomatic residents developed symptoms
seven days later and hence were presymptomatic at the time of testing.

Some cases in Singapore and other countries suggest that viral shedding can occur in the
absence of symptoms and before symptom onset.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/wildpixel/
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“These findings suggest that to control the pandemic it might not be enough for only persons
with symptoms to limit their contact with others because persons without symptoms might
transmit infection. Finally, these findings underscore the importance of physical distancing in the
public health response to the COVID-19 pandemic, including the avoidance of congregate
settings,” the authors write.
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THE CRITICALITY OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A highly significant observation arising out of a pioneering health-care initiative led by a doctor
couple in Ahmednagar, Maharashtra in the 1970s greatly inspired primary health-care delivery,
both within and outside the country. This observation was that a significant cultural gap existed
between health-care personnel such as auxiliary nurse midwives and rural and tribal
beneficiaries, significantly impeding delivery of preventive and promotive health care. It was
realised that a cadre of health workers recruited by and from within the community, and also
accountable to the community, would have greater affinity with people, thus ensuring greater
community participation in care delivery. Soon, a series of community health worker schemes
followed, the latest being the accredited social health activist (ASHA) programme.

The recent attack on an ASHA worker conducting a COVID-19 survey, due to an alleged
suspicion that she was a government National Register of Citizens agent betrays the faltering of
our community health worker programmes in a way. Over time, they have become de-facto
public health employees rather than being community representatives enjoying the unswerving
confidence of people as originally envisaged.

Two things remain common to the sporadic incidents of non-cooperation with our anti-
coronavirus campaign, from the Tablighi Jamaat fiasco to migrants escaping quarantine and
allegedly unleashing violence against the police. First, that a strong felt need for coronavirus
control remains absent due to deficient threat perception. Second, that deficient threat
perception has resulted in strict control measures such as quarantine to be perceived as high-
handed government instruments. What this signifies is that government messaging of the
coronavirus threat will alone not suffice, and that a willingness to cooperate can only be
engendered from deep within the community.

Community engagement is a pre-requisite for risk communication, which entails effectively
communicating the threat due to the virus, instilling the right practices and etiquette, and
combating rumours and stigma. Till date, the government’s machinery to communicate risk has
served a thin upper- and middle-class segment quite well. However, with COVID-19 moving
briskly towards slums and rural hinterlands, one should not be surprised if such incidents of non-
cooperation start surfacing at a brisk pace too.

Also read | Attend to transport issue of health workers, says Centre

Rural awareness generation and community engagement has unto now comprised mainly of
engaging with local panchayats, disseminating publicity material in local vernacular, and calling
on the participation of civil society organisations. For our anti-coronavirus campaign to be a
success, community engagement has to ensue on a war-footing, much akin to the production of
ventilators and masks. Like the Antyodaya approach, it has to embrace the remotest community
stalwart who enjoys the community’s confidence and is perceived as an impartial non-state
agent.

One may say that we are too far into the pandemic to focus on risk communication. But
community engagement is more than just risk communication. It is the bedrock of community
participation, the need for which will only be felt even more acutely as the epidemic worsens.
Contact tracing activities will have to pick up as COVID-19 increasingly percolates to rural areas.
Enhancing testing for SARS-CoV-2 and concomitant expansion of quarantine, isolation, and
treatment activities along vast expanses will tremendously strain our thin public health
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machinery. This will not be possible without community participation at every step.

Further, mitigation activities in case of considerable rural penetration of COVID-19 will require
efforts of dreadful, phenomenal proportions. Imagine a primary health centre equipped with one
doctor and a nurse catering to 20- odd villages spread across miles of difficult terrain.

Coronavirus | Provide security to doctors, other healthcare providers, HC directs J&K Police

Even attending to the mildest cases and referring severe ones will not just be infeasible but
highly risk-laden too. Strongly involving the nearly 2.5 million informal health-care providers
would become crucial for a range of activities. Makeshift arrangements for transportation and
care, such as motorcycle ambulances and mobile medical units, will need to be made. Further,
initiatives such as community kitchens of Kerala will assume tremendous importance in cases of
a stringent and prolonged lockdown. These, along with simply a strict adherence to social
distancing throughout the pandemic, cannot be conceived without full community participation.

The criticality of community engagement on a war-footing is underscored by a set of factors.
First, a concoction of local culture, values and beliefs can lead to blithe disregard of the
coronavirus threat and gravely endanger containment and mitigation efforts.

Second, threatened livelihoods due to lockdowns and a resultant downplaying of the coronavirus
risk can instil indignation and non-cooperation, as witnessed in the case of many migrants. With
our weak social support system, we cannot afford quarantine allowances like in Sweden and
Singapore; even the entitled modest relief could get delayed.

Third, there is increased likelihood of repeat lockdowns due to the virus likely to bounce back,
which will greatly test public patience and co-operation. Lastly, we also need to remember the
trust deficit between health workers and the public that has lingered on since decades, given our
unsatisfactory public and profiteering private health care. One may say that these challenges are
not completely mitigable through community engagement, but that is undoubtedly the best shot
we have.

Also read | Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India

Urgent reinforcing and galvanising of community engagement activities will largely decide the
trajectory COVID-19 undertakes in India. Recruiting a medical workforce, augmenting
infrastructure, and manufacturing personal protective equipment on a war footing – unless these
go hand-in-hand with the former, will result in undermining of both.

Dr. Soham D. Bhaduri is a Mumbai-based doctor, health-care commentator, and editor of the
journal, The Indian Practitioner
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WHY EVERYONE SHOULD WEAR MASKS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A prelate wearing a face mask holds a smartphone and a palm branch prior to the Pope's Palm
Sunday Mass behind closed doors in St. Peter's Basilica at the Vatican on April 5, 2020.   |
Photo Credit: AP

Flattening the epidemic curve (case distribution curve) is the need of the day. On the curve, Y
axis and X axis represent case numbers and time, respectively. A normal epidemic curve is bell-
shaped, with an early ascending slope (first phase), a peak (second phase) and a declining
slope (third phase). The area under the curve represents the total number of cases. India is now
in the first phase of the COVID-19 pandemic.

A rapid increase in cases will demand far more healthcare facilities than now available.
Healthcare facilities were not created in anticipation of a pandemic and are grossly inadequate
for India to tackle the first phase. A flattening of the curve will reduce the demand on beds in
intensive care units, respirators, and specialists to manage acute respiratory distress syndrome.
The peak will be dwarfed and come after some breathing time; the pressure will be eased.
However, the area under the curve, the total number of cases, whether the curve is bell-shaped
or flattened, will be the same. This crucial information in the epidemiology of the epidemic must
be taken into account for planning a response.

Coronavirus | Amid new research, U.S. CDC recommends face masks to stop virus spread

There are two ways of flattening the curve: imposing a strict lockdown for a number of weeks or
use of face masks all the time when outside our homes. A lockdown physically distances
families from each other. The disadvantage is that family members may not be able to keep a
physical distance of two metres from one another all the time. As a result, intra-familial spread
occurs and more people are infected at the end of the lockdown than at the beginning. But
during a lockdown community transmission is prevented.

There are four reasons for the universal use of masks. First, any infected person will not infect
others because the droplets of fluids that we let out during conversations, coughing or sneezing
will be blocked by the mask. Remember, most infectious people don’t have symptoms, or have
mild symptoms, and are unaware that they are infected. Second, uninfected people will have
some protection from droplet infection during interactions with others. For those who wear
eyeglasses, there is additional protection from droplets falling on the conjunctiva. When both
parties wear masks, the probability of transmission is virtually zero. Third, the mask-wearers will
avoid inserting their fingertips into their nostrils or mouths. Viruses deposited on surfaces may
be carried by hand if we touch such surfaces; if we do not touch our eyes, nostrils or mouth, this
mode of transmission is prevented. Fourth, everyone will be reminded all the time that these are
abnormal days.

In overcrowded areas such as slums, a lockdown will not be efficient in slowing down
transmission. In such places, universal mask use is a simple way to slow down transmission. In
India the wise choice would have been to ensure universal mask use in slums, bazaars, shops
selling essential commodities, etc. before the lockdown. But then, wisdom, proverbially, is slower
than adventure.

Coronavirus | India caps prices of sanitisers, surgical masks
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Taiwan and the Czech Republic depended primarily on universal mask use and slowed down
the epidemic. In the Czech Republic, people made their own masks. Cotton pieces, preferably
coarse, three layers, stitched with two straps, make masks of sufficient quality. These masks
should cover the nose from just below the eye level and reach and cover the chin. All adults, and
children who are old enough to wear masks, should wear them. At the end of the day, cotton
masks can be washed in soapy water and hung to dry for re-use.

COVID-19 mortality is due to three reasons. Virus virulence is the given and cannot be altered.
Co-morbidity (diabetes, chronic diseases) is already prevalent. Then there is low-quality
healthcare. Slowing down the epidemic by imposing a lockdown and ensuring universal mask
use gives us the chance to protect people from infection and improve healthcare quality;
wherever that was done, the mortality was less than 1%.

T. Jacob John is retired Professor of Virology in the Christian Medical College, Vellore
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CLEANING, DISINFECTING
AND STERILISING

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, one may come across the words cleaning, disinfecting,
and sterilising often. Though these words are used interchangeably, they are not the same.

Cleaning is the removal of any visible particle, ranging from dust to fallen food. It usually
involves using soap, detergent or enzymatic products and water to remove germs from surfaces.
It does not necessarily kill germs, but removes them. Cleaning lowers the number of germs and
the risk of spreading infection. Cleaning is also the first step to disinfection and sterilisation.

Unlike cleaning, disinfecting kills germs on surfaces or objects with the use of chemicals. It does
not necessarily clean dirty surfaces or remove germs. Killing germs on a surface after cleaning
can further lower the risk of spreading infection. Some common areas that have to be
disinfected are doorknobs, light switches, counter tops, tables, handles, taps, toilets, and
electronic devices.

Sterilisation destroys all the microorganisms on a surface or in a fluid. This prevents disease
transmission associated with the use of that item. It is achieved through various means including
heat, chemicals, irradiation, high pressure, and filtration. Sterilisation is especially important for
hospitals, where surgeries take place.
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There are a lot of scientific terms being bandied about during the COVID-19 pandemic. Here’s a
short primer on the key aspects everyone should be
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INDIA LIFTS BAN ON EXPORT OF
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

While the drug’s efficacy is not yet clinically proven, Mr. Trump has been a proponent of its use,
calling it a “game changer”.

The Indian Council for Medical Research has also cleared HCQ to be used as a prophylaxis, or
preventive medication, by doctors, nurses and other health staff.

Despite the requirement, the Centre said it had assessed that current stocks of HCQ and other
drugs that had been freed for export were sufficient for “for all possible contingencies”.

The MEA also denied criticism that its decision to reverse its ban had been taken under
pressure from the U.S. and other countries.

“Like any responsible government, our first obligation is to ensure that there are adequate stocks
of medicines for the requirement of our own people. In order to ensure this, some temporary
steps were taken to restrict exports of a number of pharmaceutical products,” the spokesperson
said.
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TEN QUESTIONS POSED BY THE VIRUS
Relevant for: Environment | Topic: Disaster and disaster management

The  COVID-19 pandemic is reopening several questions that were considered resolved by the
end of the last century. It is upending our familiar world that was built over the last century,
challenging certitudes that held our sanity. Our life after the pandemic will be defined by at least
10 questions on the prevailing organising principles of humankind.

First, the virus has resurrected the classic utilitarian question in an immediate life and death
situation: whether or not, how many, and whose deaths will be acceptable for a greater common
good. “I’m sorry, some people will die… that’s life,” declared Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro.
“You can’t stop a car factory because of traffic deaths,” he said. That an ageing population is an
economic burden on society has long become our common sense. There is indeed an incentive
in their dying — social Darwinism, the survival of the fittest principle has never been tested this
close to the bone. Data will be harvested to debate the relative net utility of different responses
to the virus. Was Kerala rational in saving the lives of a nonagenarian couple? What is the
balance between economic and social goals?

Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India | State-wise tracker for coronavirus
cases, deaths and testing rates

Second, what is national power? “We need to have more ‘germ games’ like we have war
games,” Bill Gates said some years ago. The U.S. is the pre-eminent military and economic
superpower. The diminishing potency of military hardware has been constantly demonstrated
since 26/11, but that has not reduced the global appetite for weaponry. Strategies for expanding
national power involve extracting and transferring public wealth to global corporations while the
accompanying politics deludes the masses into a faux sense of power. The paradox of power is
global. India is in a particularly pitiful situation. Hindutva nationalism’s celebration of militarism
has correspondingly reduced the attention on social infrastructure. Its middle class speaks about
India’s dubious military prowess but an unwanted encounter with the country’s healthcare
infrastructure may have disrupted their fantasy. Will there be a new understanding of power and
security?

Third, whither globalisation? All countries have tried to enforce border controls to stop the virus,
which ironically also demonstrated their futility. Global cooperation and multinational governance
can be jettisoned only at the world’s peril as we know now. A more serious threat to humanity,
climate change, has always appeared distant, but this one is urgent. Hence, the question is not
whether we have more or less globalisation but about its character. It is now a profiteering
expedition of soulless greed. Can there be a new globalisation where humanity and environment
take precedence?

Fourth, how much more power will the state accumulate? The 9/11 security horror, followed by
the 2008 economic crisis, had ushered in the steady comeback of the state. This pandemic
could ascribe divine powers to the state. Their dread now hysterical, the citizenry seeks
benevolence and control from the state. We see ingenious uses of technology for surveillance.

Fifth, will this expanding state be increasingly democratic or progressively authoritarian? China
and Singapore showed that authoritarian measures work; Germany showed that democratic and
inclusive methods work too. But Italy and the U.S. showed that individualism and markets can
impede collective goals. India, which has deployed a hybrid of democratic and authoritarian
measures, remains an open test case.
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Helpline numbers | Download The Hindu’s multi-language e-book on essential COVID-19
information

Sixth, what will happen to the neoliberal wisdom that unbridled competition of all against all
improves efficiency and brings progress? “This is not the way to do it. I’m competing with other
States, I’m bidding up prices,” New York Governor Andrew Coumo lamented. It is not that
competition is universal — the poorer undercut one another while the richer cartelize in a
neoliberal world. Cuba, considered inefficient, has sent healthcare professionals to many
countries. The virus tells us that competition is risky; cooperation could be redeeming. What is
the alternative? Chinese President Xi Jinping, in his speech at the 19th Communist Party
Congress in 2017, and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in his speech to capitalist moguls in
Davos in 2018, outlined alternatives to liberal orthodoxies. Collectivisation has a new life. Italy
has nationalised Alitalia; Spain has nationalised all hospitals. History may not have ended.

Seventh, what will happen to populism? Populists have shown remarkable resilience in the face
of crises, not necessarily by resolving them, but usually by blaming other countries, communities
and political opponents. All populists around the world will have a virus-mutated version; they
will use the new context to advance their pre-existing agendas. Which of them will tighten their
grip over their countries? Will anyone face public wrath triggered by the pandemic and wilt?

Eighth, the inhuman exploitation of labour under globalisation, labelled ‘efficiency’ and
‘competitiveness’, has been concealed by the glitz of globalisation and consumerist seduction.
Reports on sweatshops in the developing world have occasionally explored the exploitation of
labour, but the virus has brought the lives of labourers out into the spotlight, in a parade of
shame — working 16-hour days but unable to get paid leave or healthcare in the U.S; migrant
labourers in India walking several days to go home; and the wretched labour camps in West
Asia.

Also read | Democracy should not permit a trade-off

The ninth question is whether we need to travel as much as we do. At the end of 2019, when the
virus was just about launching its global tour, some were travelling for no better reason than
keeping their frequent flier status. In October, a report commissioned by the U.K.’s Committee
on Climate Change had called for “a ban on air miles and frequent flier loyalty schemes that
incentivize excessive flying.” An emergent no-fly movement still struggles to get attention but
now it might. “May be we can save a few business trips now that we know that these digital tools
work well,” Ola Källenius, CEO of Daimler/Mercedes-Benz, told BBC. The travel of the privileged
has a parallel parody too: the large-scale forced relocation of people.

The tenth is how our idea of community and boundaries has changed. The COVID-19 crisis has
let loose contradictory forces. On the one hand everyone is confined within the tiniest spaces,
but on the other, the crisis has also urged us to community action. Neoliberalism had made all
human interactions transactional, and each transaction standalone. Such short-termism delinked
the current quarter from the next; the current generation from the future — the prevailing
approach to climate change being instructive. A sustainable organising principle of humanity will
require a conception of self-interest that is not immediate in terms of time or geography. The
risks and rewards need to be spread over a longer period of time and larger expanse of space.
And that is the most consequential challenge thrown up by the pandemic.

varghese.g@thehindu.co.in
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NACHIKET MORE WRITES: FOUR THINGS INDIA CAN
DO TODAY TO BREAK COVID-19 CHAIN FASTER

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

COVID-19 has made nearly 1.6 million people sick and claimed over 96,000 lives to date. Barely
anyone alive has seen a health crisis of this scale and magnitude. To fight this coronavirus
infection, we will need to take a public health approach: a quantitative, as well as qualitative,
approach to fight an infection so new that we learn something more about it every day.

True, we have had our share of scares in the 21st century – SARS in 2002-03, Swine Flu in
2009-10, Ebola in 2013-14 and Zika in 2015-16. Yet COVID-19 has affected more people in
more parts of the world in a shorter time period than any of these epidemics and pandemics that
came before it.

The government has taken steps to limit the spread already, by quickly sealing international
borders and ensuring physical distancing. This shows that there is an openness to seeing
COVID-19 not just as a medical problem but a public health problem. This is heartening, to say
the least.

From Explained: Tracking the coronavirus curve in India

We in the community — whether we are public health experts, doctors, community workers,
RWA leaders and even social media influencers — can assist in this effort, too. Happily, there
are public health tools and ideas that could give India another leg-up in its fight against COVID-
19. Here’s a look at four such ideas:

1. Let’s think about the most vulnerable first

This comprises people over 60 years of age as well as people with chronic illnesses, especially
diabetes and/or heart disease. This is because when these people get COVID-19 infection, they
are more likely to fall very sick. They are also more likely to need hospitalisation and prolonged
ventilator use. And they are more likely to die. Keeping them in strict physical isolation – but with
a lot of social engagement from a safe distance – over the next several months should be a top
priority. Doing this will save lives. Additionally, it will also reduce the pressure on our healthcare
services.

2. Let’s unlock every avenue we have for healthcare

Experiences in other countries and regions have shown us that depending solely on big
hospitals in a situation like this simply doesn’t work. It didn’t work in Italy, and it probably won’t
work here as the number of COVID-19 positive cases rise.

Consider also that only a small percentage of patients actually need to go to a hospital for
COVID-19 treatment – for everyone else, we can leverage our primary healthcare workers,
community workers, retired doctors, nurses, medical interns, AYUSH doctors, skilled and semi-
skilled health workers – in short, anyone capable of addressing the COVID-19 challenge
efficiently in their different capacities and regions. These workers will give us the numbers and
reach we need to fight the infection in every home of India.

From Opinion: Fill in the gap – Tests are essential to contain the pandemic
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To build this army of healthcare workers in the fight against SARS-CoV-2 infection, we will need
to train them, guide them on SOPs (standard operating procedures), equip them with tools from
personal protective equipment to medicines and oxygen masks. In return, this army will give us
the much-needed reach into every last block, village and home of India. It will give us the
numbers we need to wage war on this infection on multiple fronts.

Here, too, our Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has taken progressive steps, by working
with top doctors at AIIMS to make training videos for healthcare providers like medical interns
and ASHA workers (the videos are available on the ministry website for anyone to download and
watch). The community’s role here could be to support the government in this gigantic war effort.
(More on how to do this in a subsequent article of this five-part series.)

3. Let’s leverage more ways to manage this disease, while we work on our wish list of
vaccine, medicines, more ventilators

Scientists are turning every stone – seeing if existing antivirals and antiparasitic medicines will
work against this new virus. Researchers are also working against the clock to develop a
vaccine. But any vaccine for COVID-19 may still be months away.

In the meantime, we need to think on our feet and become more flexible, too. For example,
ventilators aren’t the only solution for the management of severe COVID-19. There’s oxygen
therapy, which can be cheaper and more widely available – the government has already
stipulated that a supply of oxygen be maintained at all designated COVID-Care Centres.

The World Health Organization has added oxygen therapy in its guidelines for the management
of acute respiratory distress in severe COVID-19 cases. Indeed, medical practitioners and
researchers have found that high-flow nasal oxygen can prevent or delay the need for intubation
(invasive ventilator use).

4. Let’s put mathematical models to work here

Evidence from the US, which has the highest incidence of COVID-19 in the world currently,
shows that what we do today will take about two weeks to have a visible impact on curtailing this
infectious disease. So, it is crucial that every step we take is informed by as much research and
data as we can muster. To do this, we need to prioritise some things over others, we need to
break things down, place them in grids, use algorithms to rationalise the use of existing
resources while we develop or source more.

An example of this is cluster-testing: given that there is a shortage of tests in the country, we
could test up to 64 swab samples for COVID-19 in one RT-PCR test. If it comes back positive,
we could test more clusters in that community until we can arrive at an informed decision on
whether to send more medical resources to this area or direct the resources to another place
that needs them more.

Another thing that is possible to do (possible but not easy) is to map what health infrastructure
we have: this would include our primary care providers, transport mechanisms (ambulances,
including those with oxygen support), and nearest hospitals. Only when we have done this,
would we be able to map each member of the community to a particular primary care provider
and ensure that every primary care provider is clear on the next steps to be taken.

To be sure, feeding this information into machine algorithms would only give us a direction – not

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/pdf/TrainingresourcesforCOVID1930MARCH.pdf
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/clinical-management-of-novel-cov.pdf
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/article/PIIS2213-2600(20)30127-2/fulltext
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a solution – but it will be something to go on. We have never faced a challenge of this scale
before, yes. But we also have more big data tools than ever before to deal with scale. Figuring
out what might happen next through models and projections could help us build preparedness
for every plausible scenario. This could help us in better allocation of resources, and potentially
greater success in managing the stress on our healthcare systems.

There are some among us who are doing this work in the community already. An example that
comes to mind is Ambuja Cement Foundation, which is taking stock of critical health resources
such as testing, isolation, and treatment centers in the areas where it operates, especially in
Gujarat.

COVID-19, or corona as it is colloquially called, may seem like a war without an end. But if the
community works with the government on this, and we can rope in some of the best public
health thinking and tools for it, this war will end sooner rather than later.

This is the first article in a five-part series, supported by myUpchar. Nachiket Mor, PhD, is
Visiting Scientist, The Banyan Academy of Leadership in Mental Health. Manuj Garg, PhD
is Cofounder of myUpchar. In the next article, they will talk about safeguarding the most
vulnerable people in this health crisis: the elderly.

 The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress)
and stay updated with the latest headlines
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AN UNFAIR, UNWORKABLE TESTING MODEL
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues
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In a significant move, the Supreme Court, earlier this week, ordered that all coronavirus disease
(Covid-19) tests be made free. This applies to both government facilities — which were testing
for free — and private laboratories, which, as per a guideline set by the government, were
charging Rs 4500. The court’s order, far from making testing accessible to all, could actually
curtail the scale of India’s testing and limit it by making it unviable for private labs to test.

It is important to go back to first principles here. Private enterprises, including labs, are not
charities. They invest capital in setting up infrastructure; they have working capital requirements
to pay their staff, pay rent, and run operations; they charge patients and then hope to recover
the cost — and make profits. It is true these are exceptional times. And that is why, to their
credit, private labs agreed to test Covid-19 patients at cost price — as determined by the Indian
Council of Medical Research. What the court order has done is remove even this layer by not
allowing private labs to charge any amount. How, then, is it possible for these labs to have the
testing infrastructure, retain their employees, and run operations? In fact, the likely outcome of
the court order is that at a time when India is desperately trying to augment testing capacity,
private labs will scale down their operations and minimise, or even stop, testing. This will not just
hurt public health objectives, but also weaken the already fragile economy further, especially if
private labs decide to close operations.

The same logic applies to vaccine research; billions of dollars are spent on it; imagine if
overzealous courts around the world decided that a vaccine should be made available for free.
Who will then defray the research cost? Which is where the state comes in. In this case, the
government must step in to compensate and reimburse the private labs, on an efficient basis, so
that they can ramp up testing without needing to worry about business viability issues. It is
important for courts as well as governments to realise that the primary onus of dealing with the
public health challenge rests with the State, not private facilities, which can, at best, play a
supportive and supplementary role. The order is also a reminder that what may appear noble at
first glance can end up being counterproductive, even go against national objectives.
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‘DATA IS KEY TO CONTROL OF THIS PANDEMIC’
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Dr. Soumya Swaminathan, Chief Scientist at the World Health Organisation, says in an interview
that the fight against COVID-19 is likely to be long-term, and lockdowns alone cannot be
effective unless combined with other health measures. Dr Swaminathan, who has worked in
research on tuberculosis and HIV for 30 years, was Director- General of the Indian Council of
Medical Research from 2015 to 2017. Edited excerpts:

What do we know so far about how SARS-CoV-2 is spreading around the world?

Viral evolution and transmission dynamics can be studied by analysing genetic sequence data.
There are over 4,500 viral sequences currently deposited in the GISAID platform, with around 10
Indian strains. What we see is, that over time, there is some variability in the strains. That is to
be expected, as all viruses develop mutations as they transmit from person to person. What is
not being observed so far is any mutation on any of the important sites of the virus, such as the
spike protein or in the RNA polymerase or protease enzymes, which are relevant for drug
targeting and vaccines. So we believe whatever strategies are now being used to develop both
therapeutics or vaccines are not threatened by any changes in the virus.

What does the evidence tell us about the effectiveness of lockdowns as a strategy?

The WHO has laid out quite clearly that physical distancing, of which one extreme form is a
lockdown, does help bring down the transmission of the virus in the population. What they saw
in China [after locking down] was transmissions within households were still going on, so they
then took an additional step that was basically testing everyone with symptoms, and taking
those who were positive to a separate facility where they could be kept and treated, and the
exposed persons to a separate quarantine facility. We need to think about this in terms of the
logic for doing that, which is if you are living in a crowded setting, chances are you are more
likely to transmit to others.

Other public health interventions that are shown to be effective like hand-washing, disinfecting
surfaces, covering the face and mouth when coughing, and usage of masks need to be all
implemented together, to be effective. We also need to remember that we are going to be facing
this infection for a long time, and will need to think of sustainable strategies, as we exit
lockdowns eventually. People will need to change behaviour — continue to follow physical
distancing, isolate if sick, improve personal hygiene, while the public health system will need to
detect, isolate, treat and track cases.

Should everyone wear a mask?

Anybody who has symptoms should be wearing a mask. There is also no doubt that healthcare
workers need to wear masks and proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as they are the
ones likely to see a lot of patients. When we are talking about the general population, the logic
there is if you don’t show symptoms but you still have the infection, you can still be spreading it.
That is the logic for everybody wearing a mask. Asymptomatic people spreading infection is not
the bulk of transmission and whatever studies we have seen till now suggest it is not more than
10 to 15%. Wearing masks does not protect the wearer. You are wearing masks to protect
others, so it’s more of a social good.

Should India be testing more broadly?
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Data is key to the control of this pandemic. We need to expand the number of people who are
being tested. The fact is, because of shortage of testing kits, we cannot simply test everybody.
One way is looking at sentinel surveillance where you test a proportion of people with influenza-
like illness (ILI) or Severe Acute Respiratory Infections (SARI), which the ICMR is already doing.
Serological testing is also beginning to be used in many countries, from which you can get an
idea of the extent of the population exposed and also the geographic spread of the virus.

Is there any evidence to suggest Hydroxychloroquine should be included in the treatment
protocol?

The Solidarity trial launched 10 days ago is comparing Hydroxychloroquine, Remdesivir and
Lopinavir/Ritonavir with and without interferon beta. The goal is to include more treatments as
they come through and collaborate closely with groups around the world as they develop new
therapies. The approaches are to find an antiviral drug, monoclonal antibody treatment or an
adjunct therapy that helps modulate the body’s response to the virus. There is currently no drug
with proven efficacy against COVID-19. Some are being used on a compassionate-use basis,
and not based on scientific evidence. Soon, we will get results from clinical trials which should
inform us.

( Full text at

bit.ly/SoumyaWHO )
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CORONAVIRUS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The story so far: COVID-19, which has affected over 1.5 million globally and killed more than
100,000 people, is not different from how influenza viruses, or even the coronaviruses
responsible for the common cold, attack the body. Therefore, the immune system has a
predictable response. It is the degree to which this response is tolerated by the body that
determines mortality rates.

A cascade of viral particles enters the body through the nose, eyes or mouth. Breathing carries
some of these particles to the lower respiratory tract where the spike proteins of the coronavirus,
acting like a key, lock into epithelial cells that line the respiratory tract as well as those in the the
airsacs in the lungs. SARS-CoV-2 is able to stay undetected longer than many flu or
coronaviruses and its spike proteins are able to gain entry by unlocking the ACE2 protein on the
lung cells. Once in, they hijack the cell’s machinery, replicate and multiply and infect adjoining
cells. Like the defining ACE2 proteins on the epithelial cells, viruses too have a tell-tale signature
on their surface called antigens and spotting these is what kicks the immune system into action
by producing antibodies.

Coronavirus | COVID-19 hits both genders equally, except in two nations

The signals they generate trigger another class of chemicals — cytokines and chemokines —
and they alert the immune system to send an array of different kinds of cells that specialise in
destroying viral particles. However, these cytokines and chemokines trigger inflammation in the
cells. In the nose and upper regions of the respiratory system, this inflammation produces
mucus and a runny nose to trap viral particles and prevent their ingress. This also triggers
sneezes to expel them. When the sinuses are inflammed we get a headache and the general
stuffiness that we associate with a cold. When a gland called the hypothalamus is inflamed, it
results in a fever.

However, in the case of SARS-CoV-2, the virus seems better at penetrating deeper. The
inflammation triggers a fluid build-up in the lungs. The fluids also contain the residue of a host of
specialised cells — including T cells — that carpet bomb and damage many of the body’s own
cells as well as the viral particles. It is in expelling this fluid that a dry cough, characteristic of the
coronavirus infection, begins. As more airsacs are infected, the lungs find it harder to perform
their core job of extracting oxygen from the air, and eventually, this aggravates breathlessness.

Depending on the degree of infection in the lungs, the inflammation and the fluid build-up can
lead to pneumonia. A patient will require hospitalisation to treat the breathlessness and
ventilator support to artificially provide oxygen if the condition worsens. However, massive levels
of cytokines can cause extensive lung damage and a condition called Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome. The unsustainable cytokine storm can cause organ damage far beyond the
lungs and spread to the kidneys as well as the heart. If the infection is acute, it can also lead to a
depletion of the frontline white blood corpuscles tasked with fighting the infection and making the
body vulnerable to other secondary infections, which may lead to death.

Coronavirus | Immunity boosters you can make at home

The elderly, especially those with existing conditions such as diabetes and cardiovascular
disease, already have an inherent malfunctioning in the immune system. In many ways, it is the
reaction of the body in trying to combat the virus that ends up being suicidal. The different kinds
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of drugs, whether it is hydroxycholoroquine or anti-HIV drugs, deployed to treat serious COVID-
19 infection, also work in some way to moderate the immune-system’s aggressive defence.

Mortality statistics globally suggest that men are twice more likely than women to succumb to a
COVID-19 infection. This follows from studies that show women, on average, have a better-
regulated immune response than men in pathogenic infections. Estrogen is said to be an
immune-system modulator and the ability to deal with a pregnancy — which also begins as a
foreign body growing within — primes women to better deal with infections, say experts.

The response of the immune system is in many ways a mystery. For instance, so far, there have
been few deaths reported in children from COVID-19. Given that children’s immunity systems
are still maturing and learning to adapt to a galaxy of infectious agents, why they seem to be
relatively better protected from severe COVID-19 disease is not known.

Coronavirus | Will it be polite with children?

There are several vaccine candidates but it will be months before we know if any of them will be
viable. The bulk are aimed at developing a molecular construct, in some cases a weakened
version of the coronavirus, that mimics the antigens of the virus and triggers an appropriate
antibody response. There are complications — such as an antibody-dependent enhancement —
in which insufficient levels of antibodies can actually end up aggravating an infection as in the
case of dengue. However, in the case of COVID-19, that’s a problem for another day.
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WHEN SHOULD WE BLOW THE SHOFAR?
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A scanning electron microscope image of SARS-CoV-2 (round magenta objects) emerging from
the surface of cells cultured in the lab is shown in image obtained on March 12, 2020. Photo:
National Institutes of Health/AFP  

The novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) has already left a large footprint; it has spread itself far
and wide. And it is spreading even further. It has killed in thousands. A wartime situation
prevails. Strangely, we are fighting an invisible enemy. And yet our ability to return victorious is
not obvious. Especially, when we may be able to blow the shofar.

An infected person can transmit the virus directly to many uninfected persons. The larger this
number – called the Basic Reproductive Ratio, R0, pronounced R-nought – the more contagious
is the disease caused by the virus. The faster it will spread in the community. R-nought can be
viewed as the product of three numbers: (1) the number of days an infected person remains
infective (that is, can infect others), (2) the number of susceptible persons available to infect and
(3) the chance that a susceptible person gets infected. The easiest way to keep R-nought low is
to keep ourselves distanced from every other person. That way, the chance that a susceptible
person gets infected remains low. It is not sufficient to distance ourselves only from those who
show symptoms of infection. We have to continue to distance ourselves from every other
person. Many apparently normal persons may actually be infected without showing symptoms of
infection. Therefore, just as R-nought influences the spread of COVID-19, our behaviour also
influences R-nought.

A person infected with SARS-CoV-2 can remain infective for 10-to-14 days. During the initial
phases of spread, there will be a large number of uninfected persons to infect. For SARS-CoV-2,
R-nought has been estimated to be between 2 and 3. Let us take the best case scenario.
Assume R-nought to be 2 and the infective period to be 10 days. Then, the first person will infect
two others, each of whom will infect two others (22), each of these four persons will infect two
others (23) and so on. In 10 days, this one infected person will have infected 2,046 persons. A
person who is infected or has recovered cannot be infected again. At least not in the next
several months or even years. An infection activates the immune system which learns to
recognize the virus and remembers it. The next time the virus tries to infect him, his immune
defenses are able to recognise and protect him against further infection. Therefore, as the
infection spreads, there will be less and less number of uninfected persons to infect. An
increasing number of persons in the community will have gained immunity from having been
infected earlier. This is called herd immunity. (If there was a vaccine for SARS-CoV-2, it would
have helped achieve herd immunity without a large number of persons being infected. A vaccine
simulates the effect of an infection and builds immune resistance to the virus. We have
eradicated polio in this way.) As herd immunity increases in the community, many infected
persons will not find another person to infect during the entire infective period. R-nought will then
be less than one, on average. Consequently, there will be few new cases arising and existing
cases will recover or die. Spread of the disease will slow down and the pandemic will end.

There is also a related issue to consider. When there is an outbreak, persons in the community
get symptomatically infected one after another. The length of time between appearance of two
successive persons with symptoms of infection is called the Series Interval. This interval informs
us about the spreadability of the virus. The shorter this interval, the greater the speed of spread
through the community. For SARS-CoV-2, the Series Interval is between 5 and 7 days. For
influenza, this interval is 1.3 days. Therefore, influenza spreads four to six times faster than
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COVID-19. Is this good news for us? The answer is no. COVID-19 is spreading through the
community slowly. Herd immunity will therefore arise slowly. This means that the COVID-19
pandemic is going to last for a long time.

The current lockdown cannot go on forever. Is there a scientific basis to determine when the
lockdown may be lifted? Will the lockdown be lifted only after everyone in the country becomes
immune to the virus? No; we can never be sure that everyone has gained immunity. However, if
the chance that an infected person finds a person to infect is sufficiently low, then the virus will
stop spreading. Then the lockdown can safely be lifted. This will happen if a certain proportion of
individuals in the country is immune. This proportion is called the “herd immunity threshold.” It is
calculated as 1-(1/R0). For SARS-CoV-2, R0 is 2 or 3. An R0 of 2 would mean a herd immunity
threshold of 1-(1/2) or 50%. An R0 of 3 would mean a herd immunity threshold of 1-(1/3) or 67%.
We should play safe. Therefore, lockdown can be safely lifted if about two-thirds of our
population attains immunity to the virus. But how would we know that two-third of our citizens
has gained immunity. We need to estimate this proportion by testing our citizens selected
randomly and in large numbers. Surveillance testing in communities has now been initiated in
India. We hope that the results of these tests will be used to determine when to blow the shofar.

Daily wage earners are now unable to earn their daily bread. Families are going hungry.
Enforcement of the lockdown is leading to clashes — of citizens with the police, between groups
of villagers and so on. Yet lifting the lockdown before herd immunity threshold is achieved will be
disastrous. However, a hungry person does not have the luxury of being mindful about personal
and public health arising from this virus. Either food has to be provided by the Government and
by those of us who can afford, or we will have to soften the lockdown and allow them to work.
Certainly, all large gatherings — including religious and political gatherings — must continue to
be banned. If distancing can be maintained and the net of symptom-monitoring and community-
testing can be cast more widely, then allowing a minority of our citizens to work even during the
period of lockdown may be a socially viable option. A policy is immediately required.

It may be extremely difficult for us to ensure, as science dictates, that two-third of all our citizens
have gained immunity. We may identify geographical regions where COVID-19 appears to be
affecting people in large numbers. In these regions, lockdown may be extended, surveillance-
testing intensified and spread of the infection more strictly monitored. Infected persons should
be isolated. Further, contract tracing — identification and listing of persons in close contact with
an infected person, testing to identify infected persons among contacts and isolating them or, if
testing of all contacts is infeasible, isolating all contacts and following them up for signs of
infection — will serve to reduce the likelihood of infection. Thereby R-nought will be reduced in
that region. If the spread of the infection from these high-intensity regions can be arrested, then
there will be an overall reduction of infection in the country. Of course, surveillance-testing and
deep monitoring should continue at some level throughout our country to identify new pockets of
high-intensity that may arise whether or not the general lockdown is lifted on April 14th. .

(The writer is currently an emeritus professor at the Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata.)
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EXPLORING NOVEL BLOOD PLASMA THERAPY FOR
COVID-19

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Ministry of Science & Technology

Exploring novel blood plasma therapy for COVID-19

The treatment aims at using the immune power gained by a
recovered person to treat a sick person

Posted On: 11 APR 2020 12:26PM by PIB Delhi

Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology (SCTIMST) an
Institution of National Importance under the Department of Science and Technology
has obtained a go-ahead for taking a bold step to provide innovative treatment to
patients suffering from COVID-19 disease.  Technically called “convalescent-plasma
therapy”, the treatment aims at using the immune power gained by a recovered
person to treat a sick person. Indian council for medical research (ICMR) the top
authorising body in India has given approval to the SCTIMST for carrying out the
novel treatment.  “We have applied for age cut off to the Drug Controller General of
India (DCGI) for permissions for relaxation of the norms for blood donation,” said Dr
Asha Kishore Director, SCTIMST.

What is convalescent-plasma therapy?: When a pathogen like novel
coronavirus infects, our immune systems produce antibodies. Like the police
dogs, the antibodies span out to identify and mark the invading virus. White
blood cells attach the identified intruders, and the body gets rid of the
infection. The therapy, like blood transfusion, harvests the antibody from a
recovered patient and ingest into a sick person. Helped by the antibody, the
immune system mounts robust combat on the virus.

 
What are antibodies?: Antibodies are one of the front-line immune response to an
infection by a microbe. They are a particular type of proteins secreted by immune
cells called B lymphocytes when they encounter an invader, such as a novel
coronavirus.  The immune system designs antibodies that are highly specific to each
invading pathogen. A particular antibody and its partner virus are made for each
other.

How the treatment is given?: Blood is drawn from a person who has recovered
from COVID-19 sickness. The serum is separated and screened for virus-
neutralizing antibodies. Convalescent serum, that is the blood serum obtained
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from one who has recovered from an infectious disease and especially rich in
antibodies for that pathogen, is then administered to a COVID-19 patient. The
sick acquires passive immunisation. “Potential donor would be examined
before the blood serum is extracted and given to a sick person. First, the swab
test must be negative and the potential donor has to be declared as cured.
Then the recovered person has to wait for two weeks. Or else the potential
donor should be asymptomatic for at least 28 days. Either of the two is
mandatory” said Dr Kishore while speaking with India Science Wire.

 
Who will be receiving the treatment?: “Initially we will try in a small number of
patients. At present it is permitted as an experimental therapy for restricted use for
severely affected patients only. We will be getting the informed consent before they
are recruited. This will be conducted as a clinical trial” said Dr Kishore. COVID clinics
of five medical college hospitals will be partnering”.

 

How is it different from vaccination?: This therapy is akin to passive
immunization. When a vaccine is administrated, the immune system produces
the antibodies. Thus, in a later date, when the vaccinated person is infected by
that pathogen, the immune system releases the antibodies and neutralise the
infection. Vaccination provides lifelong immunity. In the case of passive
antibody therapy, the effect lasts only up to the time the antibodies injected
remain the bloodstream. The protection given is temporary. The mother
transfers antibodies through breast milk to an infant before the child could
build her own immunity.

History: Way back in 1890, Emil von Behring, a German physiologist,
discovered that the serum obtained from a rabbit infected with diphtheria was
effective in preventing the diphtheria infection. Behring was awarded the first-
ever Nobel prize for medicine in 1901.  Antibodies were not known at that time.
Convalescent serum therapy was less effective and had substantial side
effects. It took many years before the antibody fraction could be separated.
Still, the unintended antibodies and impurities caused side effects.

Is it effective?: We have effective antibiotics against bacterial infection.
However, we do not have effective antivirals.  Whenever a new viral outbreak
takes places, there are no drugs to treat it. Hence, the convalescent serum has
been used during past viral epidemics. During the outbreak of 2009–2010 H1N1
influenza virus pandemic, patients with an infection requiring intensive care
were used. After the passive antibody treatment, the serum-treated individuals
showed clinical improvement. The viral burden reduced, and the death rate
could be lowered. The procedure was also useful during the Ebola outbreak in
2018.
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Is it safe?: With modern blood banking techniques that screen for blood-borne
pathogens is robust. It is not difficult to match the blood type of donors and
recipients. Therefore the risks of inadvertently transferring known infectious
agents or triggering transfusion reactions are low. “Just as we do in case of
blood donation one has to look for the blood groups and Rh compatibility. Only
people whose blood group matches can donate or receive blood. The donor
will be stringently examined and tested for certain mandatory factors before
they will be permitted to donate the blood. They will undergo tests for hepatitis,
HIV, malaria, and so on to ensure that they do not pass on a different pathogen
to the receiver” said Dr Asha Kishore, Director, SCTIMST.

How long the antibodies will remain in the recipient?: After the antibody serum
is given, it will stay on the recipient for at least three to four days. During this
period, the sick person will recover. Research reports from the USA and China
indicate that the beneficial effect of transfusion plasma is obtained in the first
three to four days and not later.

Challenges: This therapy is not simple to harness, primarily due to the difficulty
of obtaining significant amounts of plasma from survivors. In diseases like
COVID-19, where most of the victims are aged, suffering from other medical
conditions such as hypertension, diabetes, and so on, not all recovered
patients can volunteer to donate blood.

*****

KGS/(DST/(India Science Wire))
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WHAT IS HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is an anti-malarial drug similar to chloroquine, one of the oldest and
best-known anti-malarial drugs, but with lesser side-effects. It can be bought over the counter
and is fairly inexpensive.

The drug shot to fame as it is shown to have shortened the time to clinical recovery of COVID-19
patients. However, many of these are in small lab-controlled testing and no proper human trials
have been conducted to determine its efficacy.

Also read | India has enough stock of hydroxychloroquine, says Centre

The Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) has cleared HCQ to be used as a prophylaxis,
or preventive medication, by doctors, nurses and other health staff. Union Health Ministry, last
month, moved it to Schedule H1, which can be sold on prescription only.

U.S. President Donald Trump has been a proponent of its use, calling it a “gamechanger”. He
warned "retaliation" against India, if it didn't revoke the ban on its exports. India eventually
allowed export of the drug.

Also read | More than 29 million hydroxychloroquine doses bought by U.S. have come from
India, says President Trump
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‘PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES HAVE SPECIAL ISSUES
DURING VIRUS OUTBREAK’

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of Persons with Disability including Mentally Ill
People - Schemes & their Performance, Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

People with disabilities need much more support than others in the face of a pandemic. They
may not be eating properly and may experience higher stress because they are unable to
understand what is happening all around them, says G.V.S. Murthy , Vice-President and
Director, Indian Indian Institute of Public Health, Hyderabad.

What are the unique challenges that people with disability face?

People with disability have special issues in a situation like the spread of the novel coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2). People with disability are a diverse group, experiencing different hardships in
accessing information on prevention and risk of infection.

People with visual impairment and blindness depend upon touch for most of their daily activities.
They need to hold the hand of an escort to move around; they cannot read the messages that
the rest of the population can see; they cannot practise social distancing unless there are
innovative approaches like keeping a safe distance using a white cane.

For the hearing impaired, especially those who are not literate, they cannot hear the message or
read it. Since many depend on lip-reading, they are compromised when the person giving a
message is wearing a mask.

None of the messages in the media is using sign language interpreters. The physically disabled
cannot reach a wash basin or may not be able to wash their hands vigorously.

Children and adolescents with conditions like cerebral palsy or Down’s Syndrome need to be
assisted in feeding. People with mental health issues cannot comprehend the messages. At the
same time, people with disabilities have a higher risk of conditions such as diabetes and
hypertension, which are high-risk factors for COVID-19 mortality. Therefore, people with
disabilities need much more support than the rest of the population in the face of a pandemic.

They may not be eating properly and may experience higher stress because they are unable to
understand what is happening all around them, over which they have no control.

Women with disability have additional issues. They are vulnerable to exploitation and even more
so during a pandemic. Many of them have children without disability and are highly stressed as
to how they can care for them and family members because they are not supported to care for
them.

People with communication disabilities don’t know how to express their problems. Routine
health needs that they have are also not provided as health centres or transportation facilities
are not accessible.

What is the scale of the problem?

India is home to nearly 150 million people with some degree of disability. Nearly 25-30 million
have severe disability. Most of them live as part of their families and depend on a carer. This
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adds to another 25-30 million carers. Therefore, we are looking at nearly 50 million people who
need special support, which is not routinely forthcoming.

How can the public and government help?

India has signed up to achieve sustainable development goals, the cornerstone of which is
universal access to health and education and equity. The government and the organisations
working with people with disabilities have to make efforts to convert prevention and care
messages on COVID-19 into an accessible format.

Health facilities should prioritise the needs of people with disabilities over the rest of the
population. Decreasing waiting time in hospitals for them will reduce contact with other
asymptomatic carriers of the novel coronavirus. Their medicine needs have to be provided for.
Mobile health teams can provide them services at their homes rather than having them travel to
hospitals. A dedicated helpline can be set up for this so that the medical team can reach them.
They need to be assured of supplies of soap, sanitisers and tissues.

The general public needs to be educated on providing support for people with disabilities.
Technology-savvy professionals can help to make information available in an accessible format
for people with disabilities.

Students with disabilities also need to be provided support so that they can keep up
academically. Therefore, online teaching programmes should be made available to them in an
accessible format. Civil society should volunteer their time to provide this sort of support. Since
many of them will not be able to access professional carers during a lockdown, civil society
volunteers should help. Even for supporting cooking and other self-care activities, volunteers
should step in.

Inclusive society is the need of the hour. We don’t want to face a situation where medical
equipment is prioritised based on younger populations being cared for at the cost of the elderly
and the people with disability, as happened in countries like Spain where there was a limited
number of ventilators and beds, which could not cope with the avalanche of cases that needed
critical care.

A country’s development is measured by its social support and inclusive policies. We need to set
high standards and not succumb to the ‘might is right’ philosophy and abandon people with
disability in this crisis.

What is the current situation?

Nobody is addressing the special needs of people with disabilities and making efforts at
reaching out to them. We would fail as a human race if we don’t show a humane response in an
equitable manner with affirmative action for people with disabilities.

Health facilities should prioritise the needs of people with disabilities over the rest of the
population
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NRLM SELF HELP GROUP WOMEN EMERGE AS
COMMUNITY WARRIORS TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD
OF COVID-19 IN THE COUNTRY
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Role of NGOs, SHGs, Donors & Charities, and Institutional & other

Stakeholders in Development Process

Ministry of Rural Development

NRLM Self Help Group women emerge as community
warriors to contain the spread of COVID-19 in the country

About 2 crore masks have been produced by around 78,000
SHG members of 27 State Rural Livelihood Missions
(SRLMs);

More than 5000 PPE kits manufactured by SHGs in various
states; Around 900 SHG enterprises in 9 States have
produced more than 1 lakh litres of hand sanitiser, Some
SHGs have also produced liquid soaps to guarantee hand
hygiene

Posted On: 12 APR 2020 3:40PM by PIB Delhi

COVID-19 outbreak has presented an unprecedented health emergency worldwide. In India, this
has led to increased requirement of medical facilities including masks, personal protective
equipment (PPE) and face shields for medical and police personnel, cleaning staff etc.
Government is also making the use of masks by the citizens compulsory in most areas.

 

The strength of Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National Rural Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM),
Ministry of Rural Development, are the approximately 690 lakh women members of around 63
lakh Self Help Groups (SHGs) across the country. SHG members have emerged as community
warriors by contributing in every possible way to contain the spread of COVID-19. As the masks
were the first line of defence against COVID-19, SHGs immediately took up the task of
production of masks. Various categories of masks including 2-3 ply woven and non-woven
surgical masks, cotton masks etc. adhering to the advisories of Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare (MoHFW), Ministry of Consumers’ Affairs and instructions of Health Departments from
the states are produced by SHGs. The masks have been supplied to the health department,
Local Self Government (LSGs), local administration, front line workers, police officials, and are
also sold in open markets. It has also been distributed free to the rural households in many
states. SHG members have now also started making Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) like
aprons, gowns, face shields etc.
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Details of masks, PPE, face shield etc produced through SHG network and media coverage are
as follows:

Masks: As reported by 27 State Rural Livelihood Missions (SRLMs), around 1.96
crore masks have been produced by the SHG members (as on 8th April 2020).
Around 78,373 SHG members are presently involved in manufacturing of masks.
Jharkhand SHGs were among the first to respond and have produced about 78,000
masks since March 22, 2020. These masks were being sold at the premises of
various district collectorates and subsidised medical stores at an affordable price of
Rs. 10/-.

A.

 

Jharkhand SHG women producing masks (Source: Twitter)

 

 

From the country’s eastern region, 853 SHGs involving 2516 rural women of Chhattisgarh
have supplied masks to the state. Self-help groups in Odisha have manufactured more than
a million masks for distribution of masks among common people. Arunachal Pradesh
Municipal Corporation has asked SHGs to supply 10,000 face masks to prevent the spread
of highly infectious COVID-19. 

●

In Andhra Pradesh, 2254 groups of 13 sub-blocks of the district have followed the
guidelines of government for the manufacturing of cloth face masks. Similarly, Karnataka
rural self-help groups have produced 1.56 lakhs face masks just in 12 days with their
dedication to prevent the spread of disease in the state.

●

Northern Goa district rural development agency through the help of SHGs has supplied
2,000 masks across the state. To cater the increased demand of masks, Himachal Pradesh
SHGs with 2000 women members are completely indulged in preparation and production of
protective masks.

●

 

Personal Protective Equipment: SHG members are also manufacturing PPE
including aprons, gowns, face shields etc. Around 5000 PPE kits have been
manufactured so far by SHGs in various states including MP, Himachal Pradesh,
Punjab, Karnataka. Punjab SRLM reported supply of 500 aprons to Civil Surgeon,

B.
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Kapurthala. Meghalaya reported supply of 200 face shields to district Medical Health
officer. Karnataka reported production of 125 face shields. SRLMs of Meghalaya,
Jharkhand, Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab have reported production of face
shields, gowns by the SHG members.

 

Women collectives step up to promote hand hygiene in their communities with
affordable hand Sanitizers

C.

The micro-enterprises supported by DAY-NRLM have taken up the production of hand
sanitisers and hand wash products to ensure the availability in rural areas. 900 SHG
enterprises in 9 States have produced 1.15 lakh litres of sanitisers with the production in the
three States of Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh exceeding 25,000 litres
each. Around 900 SHG enterprises located across the states of Andhra Pradesh, Himachal
Pradesh, Jharkhand, Kerala, Manipur, Madhya Pradesh, Nagaland, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh and Mizoram are producing sanitizers to feed soaring demand.

 

Following guidelines proposed by World Health
Organization (WHO), a well-measured mix of four ingredients has been used to develop
these sanitizers in Jharkhand. The sanitizer has been developed using alcohol (72%),
distilled water (13%), glycerin (13%) and basil (2%). For their medicinal effects, lemon grass
or basil are being added to the hand sanitizer to increase its effectiveness in destroying the
virus. Priced modestly at Rs. 30/- per 100 ml bottle of sanitizer, they are being made
available to the general public, hospitals and police stations.

 

Some SHGs have also been selling liquid soaps to guarantee safe hand hygiene. SHG units
located in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Mizoram, Nagaland, Tamil Nadu have also been able to produce 50,000 litres of hand-
washing products.

 

Sustaining their livelihoods through socially responsive contributions in promoting safe hygiene
practices within their respective communities, these women have been fighting the COVID-19
outbreak with utmost dedication and devotion.

****
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A UPI MODEL FOR HEALTH
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The principles that have propelled two domestic digital payments’ platforms also offer India an
opportunity to show how the tracing of COVID-19 cases can be done at scale and with greater
speed. The JAM (Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile) trinity for DBTs (Direct Benefit Transfers) and UPI
(Unified Payments Interface) have made India a technology leader in money transfers. The
former has lent efficiency to the transfer of funds to the needy. It was drafted into action recently
to channel payments to the more vulnerable who need help in dealing with the adverse
economic consequences of the lockdown. The latter is emerging as a transaction vehicle of
choice for all retail payments. In March, 148 banks were on the UPI platform, helping process
over 120 crore transactions worth over Rs 2 lakh crore.

The success of India’s Aarogya Setu mobile application will depend on its widespread adoption.
The app, like other similar products, relies on bluetooth technology to map and deconstruct the
contact history of individuals who may have come in contact with potential carriers of the
coronavirus. If two individuals are at the same place at the same time, their apps can exchange
information (up to a maximum distance of about 15 feet) without the server knowing anything
about it. Further, the app notifies users and authorities of individuals who are at risk. Some
privacy safeguards have been put in place to ensure that individuals do not share personally
identifiable information with each other but only with authorities — that too, in select cases. A
confidence-building measure would be to release the code for public scrutiny with the aim of
further bolstering privacy standards.

The distribution of the detection framework necessitates a rethink, beyond an app. Given the
numbers we deal with, the government and its agencies have been going all out to push
downloads. As Nandan Nilekani has underlined earlier, app downloads in India are perhaps the
most expensive compared to any other developed or fast-developing nation, despite the falling
cost of data, since Indian users pass potential downloads through several filters such as
required storage space, the potential impact on battery and data usage. Given India’s open
internet, several publishers from across industries and geographies are vying for smartphone
real estate. In such a situation, drawing attention to particular use-cases (howsoever urgent) is
challenging.

An alternative strategy that we can pursue is delinking the technology we want to use for tracing
(the backend) from the channels (the front end). A fine-tuned backend can be pushed to, and
used by, publishers (other apps) who already have the reach. This is akin to the UPI being used
by several banks and technology firms for payment. The government did build its frontend in the
form of the BHIM (Bharat Interface for Money) app but mostly for signalling purposes. In the
current context, the government can consider using its own app for tracing and for additional
use-cases such as passes and approvals for movement when the lockdown is gradually eased
out. It could even host other health-related features. Expanding its ambit and making it a conduit
like JAM will likely increase the incentive for people to embrace it.

Another area where improvisations are called for is the tooling for tracking. While reports have
indicated that the developers are using bluetooth for tracing and are also capturing GPS
coordinates, both users and device manufacturers limit their usage of these technologies in
favour of other optimisations. Users are concerned with both data and battery usage while
device manufacturers kill background jobs even if the publishers have sought and secured
permissions from users. These tendencies are pronounced on Android, the dominant mobile
operating system in India. In such a scenario, developers ought to think about using other

https://indianexpress.com/about/coronavirus/
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techniques. For instance, using cell tower data and WiFi identifiers to bolster tracing efforts. This
is especially important in a context where only a third of our population has smartphones and
even fewer people have devices with bluetooth capability. Even the recently announced Google-
Apple partnership may not have meaningful results in this setting.

With the potential ramifications of COVID-19’s spread in India and across the globe, the nation’s
recent history of technological successes and a government committed to agile governance, the
pandemic presents an opportunity for the country to show its people and the world how
technology is a force of good.

The writer is founder, WalkIn. He previously co-founded, FourthLion Technologies, a political
campaign planner

 The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress)
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THE PANDEMIC AND THE CONTOURS OF A HEALTH
RESPONSE

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

India is facing the worst public health crisis in its independent history which pales the earlier
ones such as AIDS, SARS and H1N1 into insignificance. The speed at which the virus entered
the country and the multiple challenges it has posed before the people and the government are
unprecedented.

While the initial response of the government was quick in restricting the entry and the quarantine
of travellers from China and other South East Asian countries, the subsequent wave of
international travellers has completely caught everyone off guard.

Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India | State-wise tracker for coronavirus
cases, deaths and testing rates

The 21-day national clampdown following the janata curfew —and now extended — was and will
be a timely step to stem the tide of rising infection levels. While this has confined the pool of
infected persons to their homes, the aftermath of the lockdown when they will start moving out
will pose enormous challenges. Central and State Governments should plan to adopt a public
health approach to address the situation and use days ahead to ready with the strategy and
tools for rolling it out.

We should realise that despite the best response, the epidemic will not be going away for all
time to come. It is a novel virus and people have no immunity to protect themselves. Prevention,
care and support are the only strategies that will succeed in mitigating the crisis. This will need a
carefully planned public health approach which identifies the risks based on evidence and pro-
actively intervenes to mitigate them.

The foremost task is to identify people and the households of those who returned from abroad in
the last two months and who have turned symptomatic. They need to be immediately
quarantined either in their homes or in community care centres identified by the State and
district authorities. Civil society should be invited to be partners in organising the care centres
and managing them.

India coronavirus lockdown Day 21 updates | Helpline numbers

Only the serious cases among them should be referred to hospitals for treatment. The
intermediate step of quarantine will check a huge rush of patients even with minor symptoms to
hospitals, choking health-care facilities and depriving the more serious and needy cases of
emergency medical care.

To supplement this effort, large-scale supply of personal protective equipment (PPE) including
gloves and face masks would become necessary. Community organisations can be mobilised to
procure and supply such equipment to complement government efforts. Ventilator demand will
also go up very soon and advance planning for emergency procurement would be necessary.

As the flood of patients starts increasing in hospitals, counselling services for patients and
members of their families would be of utmost necessity. Large number of counsellors can be
mobilised at short notice from existing national programmes and communities which have the
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necessary experience in counselling.

Trained counsellors in care centres and hospitals can relieve the huge pressure on doctors and
nursing staff and will make a huge difference to the quality of care to infected persons.

Coronavirus | Longer lockdown essential to break chain of infection, says government

Families of infected persons face a challenging task. Until they show symptoms of COVID-19,
they need to remain in isolation and at the same time look after their wards who are admitted in
care centres and hospitals. Local communities are best suited to provide support to the families
of infected persons and ensure that they are not stigmatised in the locality or neighbourhood. In
metropolitan cities, resident welfare associations and mohalla committees can play a very
proactive role in addressing this need. In the smaller towns and villages, the district
administration can mobilise local communities to provide supporting services.

A critical gap in the level of response is the limited testing facilities available for people to know
their COVID-19 status. Current testing procedures which depend on viral tests are expensive
and time consuming. It is high time that rapid testing is introduced on a large scale in the country
using the window of opportunity the lock down provides.

Rapid test kits should be made available in care centres and people who test negative should be
asked to remain in isolation at home. As these test kits become available in large quantities at a
lower cost, community-level testing can be introduced to enable people to check their COVID-19
status if they get accidentally exposed to the risk of infection. This measure will also help in
normalising the disease in the community and lift the stigma and fear surrounding it to a great
extent.

Coronavirus | ICMR suggests using pooled samples for molecular testing

Large-scale migration of daily wage earners and construction workers from metropolitan cities,
in the aftermath of the lockdown, has resulted in enormous challenges for the administration.
Providing shelters and protecting them from loss of employment is a socioeconomic problem,
where community involvement can ensure that the benefits governments are announcing
actually reach the needy and those who deserve them. Community-based organisations should
also help in mobilising Corporate Social Responsibility, or CSR, funds for mitigating the misery
migrant families now face and for no fault of theirs.

The fight against COVID-19 can only be won when we get a preventive vaccine or a therapeutic
drug on hand. Until then, the threat of the virus returning when conditions are conducive to its
spread cannot be ruled out. Only a measured public health approach with community
participation will help the government in ensuring a sustained response to stem its tide.

J.V.R. Prasada Rao is a former Health Secretary, Government of India. The views expressed
are personal
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INVASIVE, ALIEN, MOST FEARSOME
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A man wears a face mask as he looks at a statue of Coloso also wearing one in Guatemala City
on April 9, 2020.   | Photo Credit: AFP

Given the little knowledge we have about its origin, and given its rapid spread and massive
impact on our lives, novel coronavirus is the most fearsome invasive alien species mankind has
ever had to confront. Invasive alien species are species of plants, animals and microbes which
move out of their native location into alien locations and cause economic, ecological and health
damage.

All invasive alien species remain unproblematic in their land of origin where natural enemies limit
their population increase. But when a species arrives at a new location, it escapes from the
control of its natural enemies and its population explodes. In the case of SARS-CoV-2, the
individual body of each and every host is a landscape in itself. Unlike in the case of SARS,
where the virus jumped from bats to civet cats to humans, the intermediate host for SARS-CoV-
2 remains unknown. The host is devoid of immunity against the pathogen. With no prior
exposure to it and no antibodies, the body initiates a violent response against the new intruder,
which could prove fatal.

Coronavirus | Three quasi-subspecies of virus in circulation in India, says ICMR

In its new location, the invasive species can grow and reach the reproductive stage. One way of
controlling biological invasion is to slow the spread. The idea of imposing lockdowns originated
from this logic of slowing the spread. Unlike plants and animals which can be visually
encountered, we need to contact-trace and test people to find out the extent of spread of this
pathogen.

A salient feature in the pattern of the spread of invasive alien species is the formation of satellite
populations. SARS-CoV-2 has established the largest number of satellite populations in the
shortest period of time. Every satellite population has the potential to spread the virus on its
own. This spread is a function of the reproductive rate of the virus (R0), which is defined as the
number of cases, on average, an infected person will cause during the infectious period. For
SARS-CoV-2, the pathogen emission rate from an infected person is yet to be computed. The
dispersal ability is closely linked to social contact, which is influenced by the level of
urbanisation. The susceptibility of new landscapes (new human bodies) is a function of health,
which again is a function of age, disease history, and how much the respiratory system has
been challenged by ways of air pollution, respiratory diseases or smoking.

R0 is a critical value in the case of all invasive alien species. If it is less than 1, the disease will
vanish without causing an epidemic. As it goes above 1, the probability of an epidemic
increases. In the absence of precise data for computing the R0 of SARS-CoV-2, the estimated
value is somewhere between 1.5 and 3.5 and is zeroing in on 2.2. There are mainly four reasons
for not arriving at a precise value. First, the basic properties of this viral pathogen, such as the
infection period, are unknown. Second, we don’t know how many mild cases of infections that do
not result in symptoms have been missed but are spreading the disease. Third, we don’t know
about the precise susceptibility of a wide range of communities with different social structures.
Fourth, no one knows the future impact of measures such as travel restrictions, social distancing
and self-quarantine and how they influence the virus’s continued spread. This means that our
understanding of SARS-CoV-2 transmission is data-deficient.
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Coronavirus | Speed at which virus is spreading is shocking, says researcher

The SARS-CoV-2 outbreak has brought the global economy to its knees. The virus has infected
1.9 million, killed more than a lakh and put a huge strain on health systems. But its impact on the
ecology is positive. Carbon emissions have decreased, and nitrogen dioxide emissions in
northern Italy, Spain and the U.K. have faded. The sustainability of improved air quality will be
seen soon.

The critical question is how long the pandemic will last. It will probably continue until the
pathogen reaches the point of naturalisation, i.e., when it stops being invasive. This means that
the quicker the ‘herd immunity’, the faster the pandemic will end. Since we don’t have a vaccine
yet, the only other way to build immunity is to do so naturally, which is happening in the
recovered cases. Herd immunity has to rise to a level at which disease transmission will reduce
considerably or become impossible. Until then, the lockdown will ensure that the R0 value is
maintained as low as possible. We will know only when the lockdown is lifted whether keeping
the R0 value well below 1 for a reasonable period of time will really help us. The length of the
period during which infected ones, with and without symptoms (we don’t know the length of this
period yet), spread the disease will decide how best we move out of the pandemic and how
much time nature will get to repair itself.

T.V. Sajeev is former coordinator, Asia-Pacific Forest Invasive Species Network, and Senior
Principal Scientist, Kerala Forest Research Institute
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HOW PANDEMICS HAVE CHANGED THE WORLD
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Past pandemics:Clerks at work at an office in New York during the Spanish Flu of
1918.NYTNATIONAL ARCHIVES  

Pandemics have had great influence in shaping human society and politics throughout history.
From the Justinian Plague of sixth century to the Spanish flu of last century, pandemics have
triggered the collapse of empires, weakened pre-eminent institutions, created social upheavals
and brought down wars. Here’s a look at some of the deadliest pandemics and how they
influenced the course of human history.

Justinian Plague

One of the deadliest pandemics in recorded history broke out in the sixth century in Egypt and
spread fast to Constantinople, which was the capital of the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire.
The plague was named after the then Byzantine Emperor Justinian. The outbreak, which spread
from Constantinople to both the West and East, had killed up to 25 to 100 million people. The
plague hit Constantinople when the Byzantine Empire was at the pinnacle of its power under
Justinian’s reign. The Empire had conquered much of the historically Roman Mediterranean
coast, including Italy, Rome and North Africa.

The plague would come back in different waves, finally disappearing in AD 750, after weakening
the empire substantially. As the Byzantine Army failed to recruit new soldiers and ensure military
supplies to battlegrounds in the wake of the spread of the illness, their provinces came under
attack. By the time plague disappeared, the Empire had lost territories in Europe to the
Germanic-speaking Franks and Egypt and Syria to the Arabs.

Black Death

The Black Death, or pestilence, that hit Europe and Asia in the14th century was the deadliest
pandemic recorded in human history. It killed some 75 to 200 million people. The plague arrived
in Europe in 1347, where up to 50% of the population died of the disease.

In the words of Stanford historian Walter Scheidel, pandemics are one of the “four horsemen”
that have flattened inequality. The other three are wars, revolutions and state failures. In his
book, The Great Leveller ”, Mr. Scheidel writes how the Black Death led to improved wages for
serfs and agricultural labourers. “Land became more abundant relative to labour [after the death
of millions of working people]. Landowners stood to lose, and workers could hope to gain,” he
writes. In parts of Europe, wages tripled as labour demand rose.

The most significant impact of the Black Death was perhaps the weakening of the Catholic
Church. The Church was as helpless as any other institutions as the plague spread like wildfire
across the continent, which shook the people’s faith in Church and the clergy. While Church
would continue to remain as a powerful institution, it would never regain the power and influence
it had enjoyed before the outbreak of the plague. The Protestant Reformation in the 16th century
would further weaken the Church.

Spanish Flu

Spanish Flu, which broke out during the last phase of First World War, was the deadliest
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pandemic of the last century that killed up to 50 million people.

One of the major impacts of the outbreak was on the result of the war. Though the flu hit both
sides, the Germans and Austrians were affected so badly that the outbreak derailed their
offensives. German General Erich Ludendorff in his memoir, My War Memories, 1914-18 , wrote
that the flu was one of the reasons for Germany’s defeat. Germany launched its Spring
Offensive on the western front in March 1918. By June and July, the disease had weakened the
German units. The Armistice was signed on November 11, 1918 that ended the War. But the flu
continues to ravage parts of the world for many more months.

COVID-19

It’s too early to say how COVID-19 would change the world. But the outbreak has seen
countries, both democratic and dictatorial, imposing drastic restrictions on people’s movements.
The western world lies exposed to the attack of the virus. Unemployment rate in the U.S. has
shot up to the levels not seen since the end of Second World War. Governments across the
world, including the U.S. administration, are beefing up spending to stimulate an economy that
shows signs of depression. Radical changes, good or bad, are already unfolding.
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WATCH
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Personal protective equipment or PPE is crucial to keep healthcare workers on the COVID-19
pandemic's frontline safe. PPE works as a barrier between an individual’s skin, mouth, nose, or
eyes and viral and bacterial infections.

PPE consists of garments placed to protect health care workers or any other persons from
getting infected. These usually consist of standard precautions: gloves, mask, gown.

For airborne infections, PPE will include: Face protection, goggles and mask or faceshield,
gloves, gown or coverall, head cover, rubber boots. In the context of COVID-19, PPE includes:
Gloves, Medical masks, Respirators, Eye protection, Gowns, Aprons, Boots or closed-toe work
shoes.

Also read: India to get 15 million PPE kits from China

SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted between people through close contact and droplets. Those who are
in close contact with a COVID-19 patient or who care for patients are most at risk of infection.

But the lack of PPE is currently a global concern. The current global stockpile of PPE is
insufficient. The supply of gowns and goggles is soon expected to reduce as well. The capacity
to expand PPE production is limited and the current demand for respirators and masks cannot
be met. Especially if the widespread, inappropriate use of PPE continues. Those who don’t work
in a health care setting are currently not advised to use PPE.

Also read: DRDO gears up to make 20,000 PPE a day
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AHEAD OF THE COVID CURVE
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The COVID curve in Kerala is flattening. Every day, for a week now, the number of recoveries
has exceeded the number of new infections. The recovery rate in Kerala is nearly 50 per cent
while the all-India average is around 11. While the mortality rate among the infected is 0.5 per
cent in Kerala, the all-India average is 3.4 per cent. The transmission rate of a primary carrier is
2.6 while in Kerala it is only 0.4.

But we do not want to let down our guard and rest on the laurels. Kerala is preparing for the next
challenge, the outcome of which will determine the result of the war against COVID. Lifting of the
lockdown is going to result in an influx of returning migrants from foreign countries and other
states. Hundreds of thousands would have to be quarantined, tested and, if positive, treated,
ensuring there is no secondary spread.

We have already identified accommodation and other facilities for more than two lakh persons.
We are also exploring the possibility of big data analytics to plan a strategy and, if necessary, for
reverse quarantining. We are fortunate to have access to WHO data covering nearly two-thirds
of the state`s population. Integrating this data with information currently being generated, we will
be able to map vulnerable sections of the population, simulate scenarios and plan ahead. An
exit strategy from the lockdown is being prepared to protect livelihoods and stimulate the
economy.

Preparedness — that is the key word to the success of Kerala and the key lesson to be learned
from it. The single most important factor that enabled us to be prepared for the COVID is the
strength of our public health system. All over the globe, we are witnessing serious market
failures in the health sector in the context of the pandemic crisis. Policymakers are learning the
hard way of the importance of a public health network.

Kerala’s health system is a proud legacy of our past. It has had a rebirth under the present left
government with a big push in infrastructure and equipment investment of around Rs 4,000
crore from the Kerala Infrastructure Investment Fund Board. Five thousand seven hundred and
seventy-five new posts have also been created. The Aardram Health Mission was launched with
a focus to transform the PHCs into family health centres. There is also the distinctive flavour of
Kerala — mass participation in preventive and palliative healthcare.

The recent experiences of successful containment of the Nipah outbreak and management of
the two post-flood health situations have provided a kind of herd immunity to the health workers
to crisis situations. Once news of the Wuhan pandemic came, the Kerala health system
scrambled to readiness — the control room was set up, mock drills were organised and the first
influx was contained. Once migrants from the Gulf and Europe began to return, things began to
get out of hand. But now this battle has been successfully concluded. Every day, from isolation
hospitals, we witness recovered patients leaving with their caretakers. The biggest applause
was reserved for a 93- and 88-year-old couple, with serious health complications, literally
snatched from the jaws of death.

The morale of health personnel has been exceptionally high. Special training, protective gear,
scientific duty rotation and, most importantly, societal empathy and solidarity, have all
contributed. The health minister, KK Shailaja Teacher, does not confine herself to review
committees, but reaches out personally to the frontline workers.

https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/pandemic-explained-who-novel-coronavirus-covid19-what-is-a-pandemic-6309727/
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A route map of each COVID positive case is prepared and given publicity, alerting everybody
who might have been in contact. The protocol of cycles of intense test, trace, isolate and
treatment has been the norm. Kerala has the highest test rate in the country. Break the Chain
Campaign to promote social distancing has been successful. This is indeed a very important
lesson. Lockdown by itself is not going to contain the COVID spread. It would continue to
multiply within households and dormitories. Testing has been woefully insufficient in the national
response so far.

The lockdown destroys livelihoods and it is the duty of the state to ensure subsistence through
income transfers and free rations. The transfer of Rs 500 to Jan Dhan accounts and additional 5
kg grain rations have been woefully inadequate. The payment to construction workers, which is
a major component of the Centre`s package, is from the state-level construction workers’
welfare funds.

This is in contrast to Kerala where 55 lakh elderly and disadvantaged have received Rs 8,500 as
welfare payments. An equal number of workers have been paid Rs 1,000-3,000 each from the
welfare funds. Every family has been provided with a food kit. Interest-free consumption loan of
Rs 2,000 crore has been distributed. Besides, nearly 4 lakh meals are distributed every day to
the needy from community kitchens set up by local governments. Local governments are also
duty bound to monitor the camps of migrant workers, set up new ones and ensure medicine and
food to them.

How is all this possible? Make no mistake, not by the state government alone. It is the synergy
generated by integrating state government plans and programmes with the local governments,
the co-operatives, women neighbourhood groups (Kudumbashree) and civil society
organisations that makes Kerala distinct. This August will mark the 25th year of the People’s
Plan Campaign that transformed local governments in the state. The floods and the pandemic
have given testimony for the potential of democratic decentralisation.

It is a case of multi-level planning with technical committees and groups working at the state
level coordinated by the chief minister, Pinarayi Vijayan. His daily evening one-hour briefing is
telecast live and has the highest TV rating today. It is very important that the message is
transmitted to everyone with clarity and these daily briefings have enabled us to avoid confusion
in crisis.

Lack of adequate financial resources has been the biggest impediment faced by the
government. The state’s own revenues have dried up. The GST compensation is in four month
arrears. Credit is freezing for the SLR bonds. There are no sufficient resources for relief let alone
for the stimulus after the exit from the lockdown. The Central government has to step in and
ensure adequate fiscal space to the states. Unfortunately, the Centre seems to prefer that state
governments cut their expenditure while the country is facing a slump. This is crazy
macroeconomics.

The writer is Finance Minister, Government of Kerala
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VIRTUAL REALITY: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON
TELEMEDICINE

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The world has very few devices left to fight COVID-19 with, but technology remains one of them.
Whether it is the employ of state-of-the-art technology in the discovery of cures or vaccines, or
traditional technology services to enhance health care and consultations, or even tools that keep
people at home occupied/productive, it is clear that technology will serve humanity at one of its
darkest moments. The pandemic has contributed, in no small measure, to the understanding of
the myriad ways in which available technologies have not been put to better use, and presented
people with multiple opportunities to harness these devices, techniques and methods to get on
with life in the time of lockdown. Among the primary uses is telemedicine, rendered inexorable
now, by the temporary paralysis brought on by a freeze on movement.

The Centre’s recent guidelines allowing for widespread use of telemedicine services came as a
shot in the arm for telehealth crusaders in the country, among them the Telemedicine Society of
India that has long been battling to use the technology in its complete arc to reach remote areas
in India. This move finds consonance with the rest of the world where several nations, also
deeply impacted by the pandemic, have deployed telemedicine to reach people who have been
unable to come to hospital, to reduce footfalls in hospitals, and to even provide medical and
mental health counselling to countless people. It was way back in 2000 that telemedicine was
first employed in India, but the progress has been excruciatingly slow, until the pandemic.
However, it does seem as if the medical community was only held back by the lack of legislation
to enable tele consultations. For no sooner was the policy announced, than hospitals and
clinicians hurried to jump onto the bandwagon, advertising contact information for patients. The
advantages are peculiar in the current context, when putting distance between people is
paramount, as tele consultations are not barred even when health care professionals and
patients may have to be quarantined. The advancement of telecommunication capabilities over
the years has made the transmission of images and sound files (heart and lung sounds, coughs)
faster and simpler. Pilot telemedicine experiments in ophthalmology and psychiatry have proven
to be of immense benefit to the communities. Telemedicine’s time is here, finally. While
unleashing the full potential of telemedicine to help people, experts and government agencies
must be mindful of the possible inadequacies of the medium, and securing sensitive medical
information; such cognisance should guide the use of the technology.
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CONVALESCENT PLASMA THERAPY FOR COVID-19
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Dr. Joy Varghese  

Convalescent plasma treatment involves injecting the COVID-19 patient with convalescent sera
of people who recovered from the infection recently. The patient cured of the disease will have
antibodies that drive coronavirus away, says the report of the WHO-China Joint Mission on
COVID-19.

The serum of COVID-19 cured individuals will have virus-neutralising antibodies which will act
as a passive antibody therapy. It is called convalescent sera of COVID-19.

We can collect it in two ways:

(i) Using routine blood withdrawal followed by centrifuge technique. Here we can collect 180 ml
to 220 ml of convalescent sera and we can store it in -60 degree C up to one year.

(ii) Using aphresis machine/cell separator machine, we can collect even 600 ml of convalescent
sera at one time and safely store for a year.

Those who are suffering from SARS-CoV-2 infection with moderate/severe sepsis with or
without ventilator support.

At present, there is no available literature in the World. Based on our previous experience (more
than 5 years in hepatitis B virus), I would recommend 180 ml to 220 ml of convalescent sera of
COVID 19, once a day for a minimum three to five consecutive days.

The process of removal of abnormal substances from circulation which are either present in
plasma or are tightly bound to plasma proteins is known as therapeutic plasma exchange. In
COVID-19 patients, their plasma will contain enormous inflammatory mediators which cause
severe lung injury.

Based on previous experiences with other diseases, in COVID-19 severe cases, a combination
of therapeutic plasma exchange technique using convalescent sera will reduce the “cytokine
storm” which will help recovery.

Advantages of the therapy are that it is the viable option in our healthcare system; it is quickly
doable and there are no major side effects. The most important thing is that convalescent sera is
easily transportable to any part of the country/worldwide by maintaining adequate cold-chain
process similar to vaccine

Adding therapeutic plasma exchange in tertiary care centres using convalescent sera of COVID-
19 will be the more effective way of therapy in COVID-19 patients.

Dr. Varghese has been working in the field of plasma exchange therapy for over five years
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As many as 284 districts have at least one COVID-19 case
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A VIRUS, SOCIAL DEMOCRACY, AND DIVIDENDS FOR
KERALA

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The global coronavirus pandemic is a natural, albeit brutal experiment. Just about every part of
the world has been impacted and the range of responses we are seeing at the national and
subnational levels reveal not only existing inequalities but also the political and institutional
capacity of governments to respond. Nowhere is this more so true than in India. The national
government ordered a lockdown but it is States that are actually implementing measures, both in
containing the spread and addressing the welfare consequences of the lockdown. A number of
States have been especially proactive, none more so than Kerala.

Though Kerala was the first State with a recorded case of coronavirus and once led the country
in active cases, it now ranks 10th of all States and the total number of active cases (in a State
that has done the most aggressive testing in India) has been declining for over a week and is
now below the number of recovered cases. Given Kerala’s population density, deep connections
to the global economy and the high international mobility of its citizens, it was primed to be a
hotspot. Yet not only has the State flattened the curve but it also rolled out a comprehensive
20,000 crore economic package before the Centre even declared the lockdown. Why does
Kerala stand out in India and internationally?

Coronavirus | Centre’s financial package inadequate, says Vijayan

Kerala’s much heralded success in social development has invited endless theories of its
cultural, historical or geographical exceptionalism. But taming a pandemic and rapidly building
out a massive and tailored safety net is fundamentally about the relation of the state to its
citizens. From its first Assembly election in 1957, through alternating coalitions of Communist
and Congress-led governments, iterated cycles of social mobilisation and state responses have
forged what is in effect a robust social democracy. The current crisis underscores the
comparative advantages of social democracy.

To begin with, social democracies are built on an encompassing social pact with a political
commitment to providing basic welfare and broad-based opportunity to all citizens. In Kerala, the
social pact itself emerged from recurrent episodes of popular mobilisation — from the temple
entry movement of the 1930s, to the peasant and workers’ movements in the 1950s and 1960s,
a mass literacy movement in the 1980s, the Kerala Sasthra Sahithya Parishad (KSSP)-led
movement for people’s decentralised planning in the 1990s, and, most recently, various gender
and environmental movements. These movements not only nurtured a strong sense of social
citizenship but also drove reforms that have incrementally strengthened the legal and
institutional capacity for public action. Second, the emphasis on rights-based welfare has been
driven by and in turn has reinforced a vibrant, organised civil society which demands continuous
accountability from front-line state actors. Third, this constant demand-side pressure of a highly
mobilised civil society and a competitive party system has pressured all governments in Kerala,
regardless of the party in power, to deliver public services and to constantly expand the social
safety net, in particular a public health system that is the best in India. Fourth, that pressure has
also fuelled Kerala’s push over the last two decades to empower local government. Nowhere in
India are local governments as resourced and as capable as in Kerala. Finally, all of this ties into
the greatest asset of any deep democracy, that is the generalised trust that comes from a State
that has a wide and deep institutional surface area, and that on balance treats people not as
subjects or clients, but as rights-bearing citizens.

https://www.thehindu.com/topic/coronavirus/
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Data | Kerala flattens the coronavirus curve but must remain vigilant as 'import' cases still
dominate

So how has this built-up capacity translated into both flattening the curve and putting broad and
effective welfare measures in place? A government’s capacity to respond to a cascading crisis
such as the COVID-19 pandemic relies on a very fragile chain of mobilising financial and
societal resources, getting state actors to fulfil directives, coordinating across multiple authorities
and jurisdictions and maybe, most importantly, getting citizens to comply. An effective response
begins with programmatic decision-making.

From the moment of the first reported case in Kerala, Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan convened
a State response team that coordinated 18 different functional teams, held daily press
conferences and communicated constantly with the public. Kerala’s social compact demanded
no less. Not only did Mr. Vijayan directly appeal to Malayalees’ sense of citizenship by declaring
that the response was less an enforcement issue than about people’s participation, but also
pointedly reminded the public that the virus does not discriminate, destigmatising the pandemic.

Also read | How Kerala has handled the coronavirus crisis

Second, the government was able to leverage a broad and dense health-care system that
despite the recent growth of private health services, has maintained a robust public presence.
Private provisioning of a public good has never made much sense, but as anyone watching the
chaos in the United States has learned, there is nothing like a pandemic to expose the obvious
coordination problems that for-profit health systems face. Kerala’s public health-care workers
are also of course highly unionised and organised, and from the outset the government lay
emphasis on protecting the health of first responders.

Third, the government activated an already highly mobilised civil society. As the cases
multiplied, the government called on two lakh volunteers to go door to door, identifying those at
risk and those in need. A State embedded in civil society — the women’s empowerment
Kudumbasree movement being a case in point — was in a good position to co-produce effective
interventions, from organising contact tracing to delivering three lakh meals a day through
Kudumbasree community kitchens.

Fourth, you can get the politics right and you can have a great public health-care system, but its
effectiveness in a crisis like this will only be as good as the infamous last kilometre. And this is
where two decades of empowering local governments have clearly paid off. Whether in
focalising containment efforts in hotspots, tracking down those who have been exposed or
managing the broad array of direct benefits that have been distributed to migrant workers, the
elderly and the differently abled, the key has been the capacity of state actors and civil society
partners to coordinate their efforts at the level of panchayats, districts and municipalities.

Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India | State-wise tracker for coronavirus
cases, deaths and testing rates

The pandemic is a physical exam of the social body, and never has public trust been put to a
greater test. In democracies, compliance must be elicited. Asking citizens to stay at home, to
give up work, and to trust that the individual sacrifices they make now are essential to preserving
the well-being of the community going forward is never easy to do and especially not against an
invisible enemy. Trust is hard to measure, but survey work that colleagues and I, working with
the Bengaluru non-governmental organisation Janaagraha, recently conducted in 10 Indian
cities that included Kochi, shows that across a wide range of measures, and across all classes,
castes and religions, Malayalees have extremely high levels of trust in both their institutions and
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locally elected local representatives. This, more than anything, points to the robust nature of
Kerala’s social compact.

Beyond the peak, every country in the world, and especially India, will be dealing with the
economic and welfare consequences of the pandemic for years. This brutal, unpredictable,
external shock is laying bare the most essential as well as the most complicated challenges of
democratic citizenship. In moments like these, the authoritarian temptation for some is
irresistible. U.S. President Donald Trump has claimed “total” authority and is threatening to
usurp the power of Governors, the Bharatiya Janata Party has exploited the crisis to
communalise the pandemic and to silence its critics, and things are as bad as they are to begin
with because of China’s authoritarian DNA. At a time when India’s democracy was already in
crisis, it is important to be reminded that Kerala has managed the crisis with the most resolve,
the most compassion and the best results of any large State in India. And that it has done so
precisely by building on legacies of egalitarianism, social rights and public trust.

Patrick Heller is Lyn Crost Professor of Social Sciences and Professor of Sociology and
International Affairs, Brown University, U.S.
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SOUTH ASIA REMAINS AN OUTLIER IN INFECTIONS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Moot point:People ignoring social distancing norms in Patna. Lockdown and low testing rates
are among the reasons cited for the low number of cases in South Asia.PTI-  

Not just India but the SAARC region as a whole is seeing a slower increase in novel coronavirus
infections, particularly in terms of critical cases. If the trend persists, this may be worth a deeper
study, experts say.

While low testing rates are clearly one reason for the low figures, experts are pointing to the
need to study the effects of immunity and the strict lockdown and social distancing measures
adopted in India and other South Asian countries — Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives.

“All governments in South Asia have responded rapidly to the crisis, but their task is daunting.
Governments have imposed social-distancing measures, introduced relief packages to secure
access to food, and provided for delays in payments on taxes, rent, utilities and debt service,”
said a “South Asia Economic Focus” study, published by the World Bank this week.

The study predicted a sharp fall in the economic growth rates of all SAARC countries, even as it
recorded much lower infection rates in the region.

According to the latest figures, the eight SAARC nations account 1.1% approximately of the
world total of 22,65,727 COVID-19 cases. In terms of fatalities, the SAARC total is 0.49% or 768
of the total of 155,145 people who died of the infection.

India has the largest number of cases in the region at 14,651 with Pakistan next at 7,481 while
Bhutan has the lowest number with just five cases in the subcontinent. The numbers are
particularly low when one considers that South Asia accounts for a fifth (21%) of the world’s
population, living in dense conditions on 3% of the world’s land mass.

“It appears that our neighbourhood has shown very low number of cases and fatalities per
million population as well,” P.S. Raghavan, Convener of the National Security Advisory Board,
told The Hindu . “It is worth studying the causes for this trend in South Asia. Is it efficient
handling by the governments, low testing rates or are there other underlying reasons for this,” he
asked.

Experts worldwide have pointed to the low testing rates in the region as a valid reason to
question the idea that South Asia has fewer infections.

A look at the testing figures by The Hindu ’s data team shows that as opposed to countries such
as the U.S., which has tested 10,874 per million people of its population, and Italy, which has
tested 20590 per million people, India has only tested about 247 persons per million. Pakistan
(369.5 per million people), Bangladesh (132) and Sri Lanka (220), also record considerably
lower testing figures.

Yet a study tweeted by the NITI Ayog CEO Amitabh Kant pointed out that the number of positive
cases from the tests are also much lower in India. While the U.S. showed 19.8% positive cases,
France showed 41.8% and Italy showed 15.1% positive cases, according to the NITI Aayog
study, India showed about 4.7%.
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The Hindu tracked the number of positives among tests in Pakistan (9.54%), Bangladesh
(10.06%) and Sri Lanka (5.12%), again recording figures much lower than those in Europe and
the U.S., although experts point out that as the number of tests increase, the positive
percentage might also increase.

The NITI Aayog CEO also pointed to the slower rate of growth in infections. While Italy, the U.S.
and India all saw their first COVID-19 cases within 10 days of each other, cases in Italy were
“1,300 times” India’s daily cases on Day 46, and on Day 65, the U.S. daily cases were 25 times
India’s cases.
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CORONAVIRUS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The story so far: As the months progress, the world seems still maddeningly short of definitive
treatment or vaccine options against COVID-19. However, as the number of people with active
COVID-19 infections has increased globally, scientists are “close” to deciding on some
promising drug and vaccine candidates and clinical trials are on at multiple centres to test the
safety and efficacy of these options. Among the many scientific terms that seem to have entered
common parlance with COVID-19 is convalescent plasma. While we may be, in an optimistic
scenario, a few weeks or months away from drugs or vaccines, clearly some front-runners have
emerged, including remdesivir (originally designed to target the Ebola virus) and convalescent
plasma. Convalescent plasma is a time-tested strategy that has worked successfully with
several other diseases, and doctors struggling to bring relief to COVID-19 patients have turned
towards it — it is blood derived from patients who have recovered from COVID-19 — on the
assumption that their body contains antibodies it used to fight the virus.

As Dr. Michael Joyner, professor, Mayo Clinic, explains on the institution’s website: People who
have recovered from COVID-19 have antibodies to the disease in their blood. Doctors call this
convalescent plasma. Researchers hope that convalescent plasma can be given to people with
severe COVID-19 to boost their ability to fight the virus. The blood — about 800 ml or so — is
collected from the donor through the regular withdrawal process, tested for other pathogens, and
if safe, the plasma component is extracted and subsequently used for transfusion on to patients.
Everyone who has suffered from a disease possibly carries what are called neutralising
antibodies that when extracted via plasma and transfused on to others with the infection can
help their immune system fight it off. Whether it works or not depends on whether the disease
produced a lot of antibodies in people or not, explains Dr. Priya Sampathkumar, infectious
diseases consultant and medical director, infection prevention and control, Mayo Clinic, U.S. For
some diseases, the body needs more cellular immunity to fight the infection, while for others, the
body needs more antibodies. Most diseases, however, require a combination of both these
mechanisms, Dr. Sampathkumar points out.

Coronavirus | What is convalescent plasma therapy?

Since trials are going on, there is no standardised protocol on how much of convalescent
plasma or how often it must be used. Even before we knew what sort of antibody levels have to
be administered, doctors began using this technique because there did not seem to be anything
else that worked. The understanding why some people have more antibodies and some have
less, whether those who were asymptomatic have antibodies at all, and in what strength, are
issues that will have to be answered over the course of the trials.

But, she says, these are important questions that need answers, because giving whole plasma
to an individual may even overload the system since it might be a large volume. There are no
commercially available assays in the market that could measure the antibody level in the
plasma. However, research is on at Mayo Clinic for an assay that would take at least a few
weeks, to conduct such a test, according to Dr. Sampathkumar. Once that is done, experts
would have to figure out the standard minimum dose of antibodies that will kickstart the immune
response in the recipient against COVID-19 infection. Rapid serological antibody tests have only
recently become available for testing in some nations.

Dr. Sampathkumar says for all these studies to get off the ground, researchers would need
enough donors who have recovered fully and can be tested for other pathogens as well. People
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should be willing to donate plasma, and good tests should emerge to estimate how many
antibodies they have. While studies are required to show the timing and dosage, there is broad
consensus that early administration will be ideal. Dr. Joyner says attempts are on to understand
the issue via the large cohort of patients being observed. His colleague, Dr. Sampathkumar,
explains, early on in the disease, there is a lot of virus in the system and the antibodies will bind
with the virus eliminating it. If this is not done at this stage, then the virus sets off a cascade of
inflammation in the body. If the patient has reached that stage, the plasma may not be helpful.
And yet, at least two studies from China, the results of which were published in peer-reviewed
journals, showed that in severe patients in the intensive care unit, the level of neutralising
antibodies increased rapidly or remained high after convalescent plasma transfusion and the
clinical symptoms also showed significant amelioration.

Trials are also required to examine the effect of other anti-virals or anti-inflammatory drugs on
convalescent plasma, and see if there is an additive effect or take-away from the benefits, she
adds.

COVID-19: With plasma treatment, three Indian-Americans show recovery

Dr. Joyner speculates that there will likely be concentrated immune globulin products in a few
months, and these will likely supersede plasma as a way to deliver passive immunity via
antibodies to both patients with active disease and to temporarily prevent disease.

Since it rests on blood donation, people from the more common blood groups, for instance,
O+ve, will have easier access to plasma. Naturally, the pool for rare blood groups is going to be
smaller. However, experts have been laying emphasis on the need for people who have
recovered to voluntarily come forward and donate plasma to help with research and other
patients.

Trials will conclude in a few weeks/months for definitive conclusions to emerge. The Indian
Council of Medical Research has approved Delhi and Kerala to undertake clinical trials, and
Tamil Nadu has also applied for permission to conduct trials in the State.

ICMR gets nod for clinical trial of convalescent plasma for COVID-19 treatment

If trials clear convalescent plasma and approvals are given for a clinical rollout, it can be
employed in hospital settings widely to help patients.

If that were to come to pass, the government would also do well to bring in regulations to ensure
that plasma donors are not exploited under any circumstances. Creating a broad-based pool of
donors would also be advisable, following the Mayo Clinic model, to cover rare blood types as
well.
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CORONAVIRUS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Testing times: A doctor takes a swab test during a free medical camp in Mumbai on Saturday   |
Photo Credit: AP

The Union Health Ministry has said that the Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction
(RT-PCR) is the gold standard frontline test for coronavirus (COVID-19) and that rapid antibody
test cannot replace it.

The statement comes after the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)’s national taskforce
issued guidelines on testing strategy to all States, following a review of the worldwide testing
methodology.

“The Rapid Antibody Test gives us an idea about prevalence of disease in a particular area and
thus is used for epidemiological studies and surveillance purpose in hotspots. It can also be
used in districts which are not hotspots to study emerging trends,” Joint Secretary in the Health
Ministry Lav Agarwal said on Saturday.

He added that data generated by surveillance through rapid testing can be used for contact
tracing if any positive case arise in an area.

Presently the government is using the RT-PCR tests to detect novel coronavirus from samples
of throat or nasal swabs of people with symptoms or high-risk individuals who might have come
in contact with positive patients.

The Ministry has noted that to make all data of Rapid Antibody Test available for surveillance at
State, district and national levels, an order has been issued to register in the portal:
covid19cc.nic.in/icmr before conducting rapid antibody test, so that the information can be made
available at all levels.

Coronavirus | Why are only a fraction of cases tested?

“Testing Strategy has been spelt out for when RT-PCR or Rapid Antibody Tests are to be done.
Symptomatic individuals with travel history, symptomatic persons having contact with lab
confirmed positive persons, symptomatic health care workers, SARI patients with fever, cough
and/or shortness of breath and asymptomatic persons who have been in direct contact of high-
risk confirmed cases are to be tested once between day 5 and day 14 of coming in contact with
the confirmed positive person,” the directions said.

Mr. Agarwal explaining the algorithm/strategy being adopted by for COVID-19 testing in hot spot
area noted that in hotspot areas, for persons having had fever, cough or cold for less than 7
days, RT-PCR test is to be done and then on basis of result, positive cases are to be given
treatment and negative cases are to be taken as susceptible.

“In case of having had symptoms for more than seven days, Rapid Antibody Test is to be done
and then if result is positive, person is to be kept in quarantine and contact tracing is to be done,
and for negative results, persons are to be monitored for 14 days and if there is any clinical
suspicion, then the case is to be monitored at clinical level and PCR test can be done if
required,” he said.
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THE COVID-19 VIRUS AND ITS POLYPROTEINS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Electron microscope image of the coronavirus that causes COVID-19. The sample was isolated
from a patient in the U.S. Excitement about treating the new coronavirus with malaria drugs is
raising hopes, but the evidence that they may help is thin. Photo: U.S. National Institutes of
Health/AP  

Everyday, we hear about the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), how it is easily infecting and
transmitting itself from people to people, and how scientists and medical experts are waging a
war against its spread. We also hear how different this is from bacteria, and why treating people
with antibacterial drugs may not help wipe this out. What then is the difference between a virus
and a bacterium? Well, bacteria are alive. Each bacterial cell has its own machinery to
reproduce itself. Take a bacterial cell, and put it in a solution containing nutrients, it grows itself
and multiplies in millions. The genes in the cells (genome, made up of DNA molecules, the
information contained in which is transcribed as a message to the messenger molecules called
RNA), and the message therein is translated into action molecules called proteins, which are the
foot-soldiers that help the growth and multiplication of the bacterium. Coronaviruses do not have
DNA as their genome, but RNA; in other words, they can only translate and not transcribe. Thus,
they are ‘dead’, unable to renew and grow themselves; they need help. This they achieve by
infecting ‘host cells’ which they bind to, and multiply by the millions. With no host cell to help, a
virus is simply a dead storage box.

COVID-19 | The SARS-CoV-2 is mutating, say scientists

Upon infection, the entire RNA with its 33,000 bases is translated in one shot as a long tape of
amino acid sequences. Since this long chain contains several proteins within it, it is called a
“polyprotein” sequence. One needs to analyse this long chain, find the relevant proteins, isolate
and study what each of them does in helping infection. (Scientists call the polyprotein a ‘single
reading frame’, containing several ‘open reading frames’, namely those that contain a start code
and end with a stop code, each containing the relevant protein to be expressed by the host cell).
This strategy allows the viral genome to be compact, and express the protein when the need
arises. This is somewhat like a thrifty individual who keeps his money in a fixed deposit in a
bank, and withdraws chosen amounts as the demand arises. For the virus, the demand is to
multiply upon infecting the host. No demand, no withdrawal, no infection, no multiplication!

Finally, India shares two SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences

As the recent review by Yu Chen and colleagues from China in the Journal of Medical Virology
points out (https://doi.org/10.1002/jmv.25681), COVID19 has RNA-based genomes and
subgenomes in its polyprotein sequence, that code for the spike protein (S), the membrane
protein (M), the envelope protein (E), and the nucleocapsidprotein (N, which covers the viral cell
nuclear material) - all of which are needed for the architecture of the virus. In addition to these,
there are special structural and accessory proteins, called non-structural proteins (NSP), indeed
16 of them, which serve specific purposes for infection and viral multiplication.

We thus have a large set of proteins in the virus, against which a number of potential molecules
and drugs can be tried to interfere and stop the production of these viral proteins. Indeed, this
has been tried to advantage by several recent publications during the last month alone. One of
them has attempted to target the translation of the key enzyme RDRp in the virus, whose
production was stopped by the drug Remdesavir. Three studies from the US, Germany and
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China have come up with methods to stop the production of the enzyme (called CL3pro, also
called as Mpro) which is needed to make the spike (S protein). And the paper by Yu Chen et al,
quoted above lists as many as 16 NSPs in the viral polyprotein, which can be targeted by
potential drug molecules. (And Dr PandurangaRao from Boston is quoted as stating that the
enzyme nsp12 to be a high-value target).

It is important in this context to cite the longstanding excellent work being done by an Indian
researcher, Thanigaimalai Pillaiyar (what an auspicious name- in homage to the street he was
born in the village, he was born in Thiruvannamalai district in Tamilnadu!), who is settled as a
medicinal chemist working at the University of Bonn, Germany since 2013. In a paper full of
insight, which he published in 2015-16, titled: ‘An overview of SARS-CoV 3CL protease
inhibitors: peptidometrics and small molecule chemotherapy’, that appeared in Journal of
Medicinal Chemistry, 2016, 59 (6595-6628)(10.1021/acs.jmedchem.5b01461). In this paper, he
used the X-ray crystal structure of a related virus TGEV (Transmissible Gastroenteritis Virus),
found by 3D modelling a key enzyme of the SARS-CoV, called Chymotrypsin-like Cysteine
Protease (3CLpro) also called the main protease (Mpro), and found that this enzyme fits into the
virus structure in a lock and key manner. The next step after this molecular modelling was to find
drugs that can deactivate this binding and thus inhibit the SARS-CoV from infecting. A total of
about 160 known drugs were predicted to be of value with varying efficiency. Recall that this
prediction and the drug list was suggested by him before the crystal structure (or the cryo-
electron microscopy of COVID-19 was known) 3-4 years later! Pillaiyar and coworkers have
updated their findings in their recent paper in January 2020, in the journal Drug Discovery Today
(https://doi.org.10.1016/j.drudis.2020.01.015).

India is well versed with expertise in the area of organic and medicinal chemistry since the last
90 years and in manufacturing quality drug molecules, and exporting them for use at home and
across the world since the 1970 patents act of India. Our expertise today, in both the public and
private sector, includes not just synthesizing made-to-order molecules, but has added new
methods involving computer modeling of target proteins from bacteria and viruses, homology
modelling, drug design, repurposing of drugs, and other methods. (It is worth noting that Dr.
Pillaiyar has active collaboration for quite some time with Sangeetha Meenakshisundaram at the
Srikrishna College of Engineering and Technology, Coimbatore, and Manoj Manickam at the
PSG Institute of Technology and Applied Research, also at Coimbatore). The CSIR has taken
upon itself the express task of coming out with molecules and methods to counter the dreaded
virus, and we have every hope that they will succeed in the nearest future!

dbala@lvpei.org
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PLASMA THERAPY FOR COVID-19 PATIENTS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The health community across the world is looking at plasma or antibody therapy to battle
COVID-19. Convalescent plasma has been listed as a therapeutic method by China’s National
Health Commission.

In India, many states have sought and received the approval of ICMR for convalescent plasma
therapy. But so far, ICMR does not recommend it as a treatment option outside clinical trials.

Also read | ICMR gets nod for clinical trial of convalescent plasma for COVID-19 treatment

Convalescent plasma therapy involves transfusing certain components from the blood of people
who have recovered from a virus attack into people who are very sick with the virus or at high
risk.

According to the WHO, the experience in the past suggests that the empirical use of
convalescent plasma can be a potentially useful treatment for COVID-19.

Also read | Study shows good results with plasma treatment for COVID-19
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A SHOT OF HOPE WITH A GAME CHANGING VACCINE
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Over the initial phase of the national lockdown (March 24 to April 14), India reported a 20-fold
increase in confirmed SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 cases (468 to >10,000), and a 36-fold increase in
deaths (9 to 330). Increased testing may partly account for this; but testing is still inadequate
and this data represent underestimates. The case-fatality of 2% to 3% is indicative of the large
number of deaths India can expect.

Debates about the relative merits of mitigation to “flatten the curve” versus allowing “herd
immunity” to build naturally are increasingly irrelevant. The failures in widespread testing for
infection or for immunity imply that transmission-chains via asymptomatic, mildly-symptomatic
and pre-symptomatic people remain undetected. Most countries, including India, are
inadvertently employing hybrid strategies.

Coronavirus | Confusion over mismatch in Health Ministry, ICMR figures

The lockdown (an extreme example of mitigation) has been extended to May 3. The dire socio-
economic consequences and the scale of human tragedy that play out daily make a prolonged
total lockdown undesirable. Alongside infection-control, a strategic plan of action to mitigate
suffering and to stimulate economic recovery is urgently needed.

In a recent interview, the Union Health Minister, Harsh Vardhan, asserted that lockdowns and
social distancing are the most effective “social vaccines” available to fight the pandemic. A social
vaccine has far broader implications.

So what is a social vaccine? A social vaccine is a metaphor for a series of social and
behavioural measures that governments can use to raise public consciousness about unhealthy
situations through social mobilisation. Social mobilisation can empower populations to resist
unhealthy practices, increase resilience, and foster advocacy for change. This can drive political
will to take action in the interests of society and hold governments accountable to address the
social determinants of health by adopting progressive socio-economic policies and regulatory
mechanisms that promote health equity and reduce vulnerability to disease.

Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India | State-wise tracker for coronavirus
cases, deaths and testing rates

When applied to pandemics, the effectiveness of a social vaccine is determined by the extent of
dissemination and uptake of accurate information about personal infection risk and methods to
reduce the risk through consistent core messages disseminated through a variety of means. A
social vaccine addresses barriers and facilitators of behaviour change, whether attitudinal,
social, cultural, or economic, and supplements information, education, and communication (IEC)
with targeted social and behaviour change communication (SBCC) strategies.

Uganda and Thailand used these strategies effectively during the HIV/AIDS pandemic to bring
down the incidence of HIV infection, before highly active antiretroviral treatment (HAART) was
introduced in 1995. They demonstrated how an effective social vaccine helped “flatten the
curve” till effective treatments were discovered that dramatically reduced mortality, viral loads
and infection transmission.

The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that causes the acquired immune deficiency
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syndrome (AIDS) is believed to have made the zoonotic jump from monkeys through
chimpanzees to humans in Africa as early as the 1920s, but the HIV/AIDS epidemic was
detected in 1981 and was a pandemic by 1985. From 1981 till December 2018, around 74.9
(range: 58.3 to 98.1) million people worldwide were HIV-infected, and around 32.0 (range: 23.6
to 43.8) million died (43%, range: 41 to 45%) from AIDS-related illnesses.

The early years of the HIV/AIDS pandemic were also a time of global panic. The cause was
unknown (till 1984) and diagnostic tests were unavailable (till 1985). Since there was no
treatment, a diagnosis of HIV infection was a death sentence. Widespread fears of contagion
rendered many infected people homeless and unemployed. Many were denied access to care.
Stigma, discrimination and violence towards infected individuals, their families, social groups
(sex-workers, gay men, drug users, truck drivers, migrants), and even health workers, were
common. Criminalising sex-work and injecting drug use followed. Conspiracy theories,
misinformation and unproven remedies were widely propagated. The blame game targeted
world leaders and international agencies. The preparedness of health systems, societal
prejudices and socio-economic inequities were starkly exposed.

Download The Hindu’s multi-language e-book on essential COVID-19 information

Reducing HIV transmission centred on acknowledging that everybody was potentially infected —
even those apparently healthy — and that infection occurred predominantly through sexual
transmission and intravenous drug use. The core preventive messages involved being faithful to
one sexual partner or 100% condom use during sexual intercourse outside stable relationships;
resisting peer-pressure for risky behaviours, and harm reduction for intravenous drug use.
These measures conflicted with prevailing cultural, social, religious, behavioural and legal
norms. IEC and SBCC activities targeted (and partnered) individuals, families, community
leaders, peer-led community networks and social and health systems to change attitudes and
behaviours. Religious and community leaders were key change agents. For example, the
Catholic Church in Uganda did not initially support promoting condoms for safe sex since its use
prevents life. After large numbers of people died of AIDS, their tacit acknowledgment that their
religion did not preclude the use of condoms to prevent death was an important turning point.
Thailand pioneered the effective use of social marketing of condoms for safe sex and used
humour to defuse social taboos about publicly discussing sex.

These strategies and advocacy against stigma and discrimination were successfully adapted in
India. These skills and experiences can be innovatively adapted for the current pandemic.

The core infection-control messages are available from official sources. Maintaining physical
distancing in social situations (unless impossible) and wearing cloth masks or facial coverings in
public (especially where distancing is impossible) by 100% of people (and 100% of the time) is
key to preventing infection along with regular disinfection of oneself and one’s surroundings.
Effective and innovative IEC and SBCC strategies should address the barriers and facilitators to
implementation. People are more likely to practise these behaviours if all leaders (without
exception) promote them publicly and consistently, the whole community believes in their
importance, and if proper information, support, and materials are available and accessible.
Coercive or punitive methods are invariably counter-productive, as was seen with HIV/AIDS.

A social vaccine also requires people to hold leaders accountable to invest in: rapidly scaling-up
testing; meeting the basic and economic needs of vulnerable sections; providing psychological
support where needed; not communalising or politicising the pandemic; providing adequate
personal protective equipment (PPE) to front-line workers in health, sanitation, transport and
other essential services; and not compromising the privacy and dignity of infected individuals
and their families in the interest of public health. Building trust is key if government-imposed
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mitigation strategies are to be embraced by the population.

Coronavirus | Opeds and editorials

Re-purposing and funding relevant industries and small and medium businesses to produce
materials such as PPE, hand sanitisers and medical equipment; community groups to supply
cloth masks, soap, etc., and innovative social marketing of these are other essential
components of the social vaccine. The components of the social vaccine should be in place
before relaxing or lifting the lockdown.

There is still no biomedical vaccine for HIV/AIDS. Considering the limited efficacy and uptake of
influenza vaccines, vaccines for SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 may not provide a panacea. Effective
treatments to reduce deaths with COVID-19 may emerge, but till then, and even afterwards, a
social vaccine is needed. A social vaccine can build societal immunity to the devastating effects
of future pandemics by the lessons learned about addressing the root causes, and our
responses to the current one.

Dr. Prathap Tharyan is Adjunct Professor, Clinical Epidemiology Unit, Christian Medical College,
Vellore. Dr. T. Jacob John, a retired Professor of Virology from CMC Vellore, is Chairman,
Rotary Club of Vellore TB Control Society
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UNION HRD MINISTER CHAIRS THE REVIEW MEETING
ON SWAYAM AND SWAYAM PRABHA IN NEW DELHI

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Education and related issues

Ministry of Human Resource Development

Union HRD Minister chairs the review meeting on SWAYAM
and SWAYAM Prabha in New Delhi

Posted On: 20 APR 2020 7:23PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister for Human Resource Development, Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal 'Nishank' held a
detailed review of the National online education platform SWAYAM and the 32 DTH Television
Education Channels SWAYAM PRABHA in New Delhi today.  Secretary, MHRD Shri Amit
Khare,  Chairman, UGC, Shri D.P Singh, Chairman AICTE, Shri Anil Sahasrabudhe, Chairman
NCERT, Shri Hrushikesh Senpaty, Chairman NIOS, senior official of the ministry, National
Coordinators and Professors from IIT Madras, IIT Delhi, IIM Bangalore and IIIT Hyderabad
participted in the meeting.

A brief presentation of the progress of these schemes was made. In the lockdown
condition there has been a tremendous increase in demand and the usage of SWAYAM
Courses and SWAYAM PRABHA videos.

 

SWAYAM

1902 courses are available currently in SWAYAM, which have been offered to 1.56 cr. students
since launch. Currently, over 26 lakh students are taking 574 courses on offer. In all, 1509
courses are available for self-learning. SWAYAM 2.0 also supports launch of Online degree
programmes. Mapping of SWAYAM courses to AICTE model curriculum has been done, gaps
identified. A similar exercise for non-technical courses is underway by a committee of UGC.

 It was decided that all the 1900 SWAYAM Courses and 60000 SWAYAM PRABHA videos
would be translated into ten regional languages and made available to the students so that more
benefit can be derived from the same. The more popular content, and for engineering courses
taught in first year shall, however, be prioritized for translation.  It was decided to decentralize
the task of translation to the National Coordinators, who may be allowed to use all possible
services like students, government or private agencies, available technology to undertake
translation of content.

The whole project will be started immediately and completed in a time bound manner.  The
popular courses and videos would be done first.  In order to complete this exercise  in the
shortest possible time a number of educational institutions across the country would be asked to
contribute.   Each NC shall submit an action plan to MHRD (E-mail: NMEICT@nmeict.ac.in) by
23rd April.

An advisory shall be issued to all Directors of IITs to provide all help to the NCs in the task of
translation of content, creation of new content in gap areas, and acceptance of credit transfer.
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            It was also decided that UGC and AICTE will follow up with Universities and institutions
to accept SWAYAM credits. This will enable students to do part of their course though MOOC
and part in various colleges.

            Also, to encourage faculty to provide more courses under SWAYAM, appropriate
incentives for their career will be provided.

             Further, UGC has been asked to prepare guidelines regarding online and Distance
learning guidelines to increase Gross Enrolment Ratio.

 

SWAYAM Prabha

The SWAYAM PRABHA is a group of 32 DTH channels devoted to telecasting of high-quality
educational programmes on 24X7 basis using the GSAT-15 satellite. Every day, there will be
new content for at least (4) hours which would be repeated 5 more times in a day, allowing the
students to choose the time of their convenience.

The following decisions were taken:

Possibility of redistribution of channels to match available content, and viewership shall be
explored.

●

It was also decided to enrich the content in SWAYAM PRABHA by collecting content from
who so ever willing to contribute the same under Vidya Daan Programme.  Subject expert
committees shall be formed by each NC to approve the content received, before getting it
uploaded on SWAYAM Prabha

●

The broadcast over DTH will be popularized through all available channels, including radio,
social media.

●

The video content on SWAYAM Prabha shall be mapped to curriculum, and the academic
calendar

●

For the translation of content of four IIT-PAL channels, CBSE, NIOS shall provide all
assistance to IIT-Delhi. This matter shall be followed up by JS(IEC) in MHRD.

●

 

The decisions of the meeting will be reviewed by the Ministry for implementation.

 

*****
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2020-04-22

WATCH
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

COVID-19 is not different from how influenza viruses attack the body. Therefore, the immune
system has a predictable response to it.

A cascade of viral particles enters the body through the nose, eyes or mouth. Breathing carries
some of these particles to the lower respiratory tract.

Here the spike proteins of the coronavirus, acting like a key, lock into epithelial cells. SARS-
CoV-2 is able to stay undetected longer than many flu or coronaviruses.

Its spike proteins are able to gain entry by unlocking the ACE2 protein on the lung cells. Once in,
they hijack the cell’s machinery, replicate and multiply and infect adjoining cells.

Viruses have a tell-tale signature on their surface called antigens. Spotting these is what kicks
the immune system into action by producing antibodies.

The signals they generate trigger another class of chemicals — cytokines and chemokines.
They alert the immune system to send an array of different kinds of cells that specialise in
destroying viral particles.

However, these cytokines and chemokines trigger inflammation in the cells. In the case of
SARS-CoV-2, the virus seems better at penetrating deeper.

The inflammation triggers a fluid build-up in the lungs. Apart from producing mucus and a runny
nose to trap viral particles and prevent their ingress.

The fluids also contain the residue of a host of specialised cells — including T cells. These
carpet bomb and damage many of the body’s own cells as well as the viral particles.

It is in expelling this fluid that a dry cough, characteristic of the coronavirus infection, begins. As
more airsacs are infected, the lungs find it harder to extract oxygen from the air. And eventually,
this aggravates breathlessness.

The elderly already have an inherent malfunctioning in the immune system. Especially those
with existing conditions such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease.

Mortality statistics globally suggest that men are twice more likely than women to succumb to a
COVID-19 infection. Estrogen is said to be an immune-system modulator. The ability to deal with
a pregnancy primes women to better deal with infections, say experts.
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UNION HRD MINISTER LAUNCHES NATIONAL
PROGRAM VIDYADAAN 2.0 FOR INVITING E-LEARNING
CONTENT CONTRIBUTIONS IN NEW DELHI

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Education and related issues

Ministry of Human Resource Development

Union HRD Minister launches national program VidyaDaan
2.0 for inviting e-learning Content contributions in New
Delhi

VidyaDaan is a common national programme to develop
and contribute e-learning content and a chance to be
recognized nationally - Union HRD Minister

Content to be used on DIKSHA app to help millions of
children across the country to continue their learning
anytime and anywhere – Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’

Posted On: 22 APR 2020 5:08PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Human Resource Development Minister Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal'Nishank' e-launched
VidyaDaan 2.0 program for inviting e-learning content contributions in New Delhi today . MoS for
HRD Shri Sanjay Dhotre also participated in e-Launching through video conferencing. The
programme has been launched due to the increasing requirement  for  e-learning content for
students(both school and higher education) especially  in the  backdrop of situation arising out of
Covid- 19 and also due to  the urgent need to integrate digital education with schooling to
augment learning.

 

The DIKSHA Platform of MHRD has been operating since September 2017 with 30+ States/UTs
leveraging DIKSHA for augmenting teaching and learning processes. With the unprecedented
crisis due to the spread of the Novel Coronavirus and Covid-19 impacting upon school and
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higher education in many different ways, it is the right time and opportunity for all user
states/UTs to strengthen their e- learning content for school and higher education on DIKSHA
and leverage its potential use by students and teachers of your states/UTs.

 

Realizing the scale and potential of DIKSHA, multiple institutions, organizations and individuals
over the years have expressed their interest in contributing digital resources on DIKSHA. During
DIKSHA review meetings by Government of India also the use of crowdsourcing tools to obtain
high quality content under VidyaDaan from expert teachers/individuals and organizations has
been stressed upon.

 

Speaking on the occasion the Minister said that VidyaDaan is conceptualised as a common
national program for individuals & organizations across the country to donate/contribute e-
learning resources for both school and higher education to ensure continuity of quality learning. 
He said that the content will be used on the DIKSHA app to help millions of children across the
country to continue their learning anytime and anywhere.

 

Shri Pokhriyal informed that VidyaDaan has a content contribution tool that provides a structured
interface for the contributors to register and contribute different types of content (such as,
explanation videos, presentations, competency-based items, quizzes etc.), for any grade (from
grade 1 to 12), for any subject as specified by the states/UTs.

 

He further informed that contributions can be made by educationists, subject experts, schools,
colleges, Universities, Institutes, government and non-government organisations, individuals,
etc. Shri Pokhriyal explained that it will be a matter of pride and national recognition for all those
whose contributions will be approved and accepted to be included in the Diksha e-learning
content. There is provision for approval of contributors, curation of content before uploading to
the final and required taxonomy, and picking up content from any of the  contributions made to
different states/UTs for the use of any other state/UT.States/UTs can have their own unique
taxonomy for inviting contributions. The Minister said that VidyaDaan program shall soon be
inviting contributions for Teacher Training material. All those whose contribution gets accepted
and included

 

For more information on the process of nomination and contribution through VidyaDaan, you
may visit https://vdn.diksha.gov.in/ or go to https://diksha.gov.in/  and click on VidyaDaan. 

 

*****
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MAKING DOCTORS WASH HANDS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Migrant Worker Family - Icon as EPS 10 File  

Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis, a Hungarian-born doctor came to Vienna in 1846 to work at the city’s
General Hospital. Semmelweis noticed that women delivered by doctors had three times higher
mortality rate than women delivered by midwives. He spotted a link between the lack of hygiene
of the doctors and the mortality rate of the mothers. After he initiated a mandatory hand-washing
policy, the mortality rate for women delivered by doctors fell from 18% to about 1%.

Despite such a brilliant outcome, the idea of hand washing was rejected by the medical
community. Doctors were offended by the suggestion that they could be causing infections.
Semmelweis’s practice earned widespread acceptance only two decades after his death, when
Louis Pasteur, of pasteurisation fame, raised awareness of pathogens.

Coronavirus | What the Covid-19 pandemic means for the doctors at the frontline

From the 1850s to 2020, hand washing has been advocated as a simple way of reducing the
risk of infection. But, studies find that doctors still do not wash their hands often. A systematic
review of studies on compliance with hand hygiene in hospitals, done by researchers Vicki
Erasmus et al, found that only 32% of doctors and 48% of nurses wash their hands between
seeing patients. Another study by researcher Didier Pittet, an infection control expert with the
University of Geneva Hospitals, Switzerland found that compliance rates for hand washing
amongst doctors and nurses was only 57%, and years of awareness programmes had little
effect. A study amongst Indian doctors by researchers S. K. Ansari et al, found that only 49% of
doctors and 56% of nurses washed their hands with soap between patients.

If India needs to contain the spread of COVID-19, everybody ought to be washing our hands,
especially doctors and nurses. But how can we change their hand-washing behaviour?

The traditional approach of changing behaviour is to educate doctors and nurses on the
importance of hand washing. It seems like the rational and logical thing to do, but even though
doctors and nurses know that they should be washing their hands, they forget to do so. That’s
why we need to apply behavioural design. Behavioural design is about creating subconscious
nudges right at the moment where the desired action is to be performed.

Also read | On the frontline, fighting the coronavirus

Behavioural scientists piloted a low-cost experiment in rural schools in Bangladesh where
nudges were used to guide hand washing with soap after toilet use. Hand-washing stations were
built in visible and easy to reach locations, brightly coloured paths were painted from toilets to
the hand-washing station, and footprints and handprints were painted on the path and at the
hand-washing station.

Hand washing with soap after using the toilet went up from 4% before these behavioural design
nudges were created, to 74% six weeks after they were introduced. No other hygiene education
was communicated.

Similarly, in hospitals where wash basins and hand sanitisers are placed, stickers of brightly
coloured footsteps should be placed so that doctors and nurses get attracted by them, which

https://www.thehindu.com/topic/coronavirus/
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subconsciously directs them to the wash basin or the hand sanitiser. Such behavioural design
nudges influence doctors and nurses to wash their hands with soap or sanitiser without making
a conscious decision to do so.

Hand washing is often done as a relatively subconscious habitual action, and can be easily
triggered by contextual cues, so hand washing lends itself well to such behavioural design
nudging. An experiment done at the Gentofte Hospital in Denmark has found that sanitiser
usage increased from 3% to 67% when the hand sanitiser was placed at a prominent location
with bright signage that caught people’s attention. Not bad for such a simple and low-cost
intervention.

Anand Damani is behavioural scientist
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THE COVID-19 PARADOX IN SOUTH ASIA
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The oldest and largest democracies in the world are often compared. This time is different. The
first person tested positive for COVID-19 on January 21 in the United States and on January 30
in India. Roughly three months later, on April 20, the total number of infections was 7,23,605 in
the U.S. and 17,265 in India, accounting for 31.2% and 0.75% of the world total, while the
number of COVID-19 deaths was 34,203 in the U.S. and 543 in India, making up 21.7% and
0.33% of the world total. The share of the two countries in world population, by contrast, is about
4% and 18%, respectively.

It is even more surprising that a comparison with South Asia — Bangladesh, Bhutan, India,
Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka — yields similar results. In Nepal too, it was in late
January that the first person tested positive for COVID-19, though it was end-February or early-
March in the other countries. On April 20, South Asia, with a share of 23.4% in world population,
accounted for 1.25% of infections and 0.5% of COVID-19 deaths in the world.

Coronavirus | South Asia remains an outlier in infections

Before the pandemic, it would have been impossible to predict, let alone imagine, such a reality.
Income per capita in South Asia is just 16% that of the world, and a mere 4% of that in
industrialised countries. One-third of the world’s poor live in South Asia, so absolute poverty is
high and nutrition levels are low. Population density in the subcontinent is among the highest in
the world. The poor, who live cheek by jowl in urban slums and in cramped spaces in rural
areas, are most susceptible to a virus that is contagious. Public health systems and facilities are
perhaps the worst in the world.

The outcome, then, is puzzling, if not paradoxical. Compared with North America, Western
Europe and East Asia, or their own population size, the number of infections and deaths in
South Asia is far lower. Of course, it is plausible to argue that, unlike those parts of the world,
South Asian countries are in the early stages where community transmission has not gathered
momentum. An explosive growth in infection numbers could yet surface later, or in a second
round. But it is simply not possible to assess probabilities or make predictions. However,
evidence available so far does suggest some flattening of the curve in India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. Infection numbers in Maldives and Nepal are in double-digits and
Bhutan’s infection numbers are in single digits.

How can we explain this situation in which, so far, South Asia has fared better than many other
parts of the world? Past experience of the Spanish influenza in 1918, when India accounted for
18-20 million of the estimated 50 million deaths in the world, or conventional thinking even now,
would have led to the opposite conclusion. There are two possible explanations.

COVID-19 | State-wise tracker for coronavirus cases, deaths and testing rates

First, the reality might be much worse than the statistics suggest because the total number of
infections is almost certainly underestimated, as testing has been nowhere near enough, given
the scarcity of testing kits and the massive size of populations. Improved statistics might change
the numbers but cannot transform the asymmetry emerging from the above comparisons.

Second, the lockdowns imposed by governments in India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and
Nepal, which started in the last week of March and continue until April 27 or longer, have clearly
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made a difference. The lockdown in India, straddling its vast geography, is perhaps among the
most stringent in the world. The common purpose was to break the chain of transmission
through physical distancing, which has two dimensions. For one, it confined people to their
homes. But this created physical distancing only for the privileged living in homes that have
spaces and doors. It was impossible for people in urban slums in mega-cities, where migrant
workers lived in cramped spaces, often as many as 10 to a room. For another, it meant that
people could not move within cities or across States. Migrant workers could not return to their
villages, and citizens or foreigners who might carry the virus could not come from abroad. It did
strangle potential chains of community transmission, reducing the geographical spread of the
virus through contagion, and flattening the curve compared with what it would have been without
a lockdown.

This obvious explanation is necessary but not sufficient because other countries which have
imposed lockdowns, say in Western Europe, with public health systems that are far superior,
have not managed to slow down the phenomenal spread in the number of infections as much.
The impact of diseases can and does differ across countries, possibly attributable to differences
in cultures, immunities, or even climates. I am not an epidemiologist or a virologist. But as a
social scientist, it is possible to observe an association of attributes.

COVID-19 | Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India

It has been suggested that countries which have mandatory BCG vaccinations against
tuberculosis are less susceptible to COVID-19 morbidity and mortality. Compare, for example,
the Iberian Peninsula countries, Spain and Portugal. On April 20, the former had around
1,96,000 infections and 20,500 deaths, whereas the latter 20,200 infections and 700 deaths. Is it
only a coincidence that BCG vaccinations are mandatory in Portugal but not in Spain, or that the
U.S. and Italy, both ravaged by COVID-19, never had universal BCG vaccination programmes?
Obviously, it is only scientific investigation that can establish cause and effect.

But the BCG vaccine seems to have a stimulating effect on the immune system that goes well
beyond tuberculosis. For that reason, perhaps, some countries are running trials of BCG against
COVID-19, or thinking of it as a means of protecting health workers. Similarly, countries are
buying hydroxychloroquine in large quantities from India, as a prophylactic for health workers
and for treatment of COVID-19 patients. In South Asian countries, universal BCG vaccination is
mandatory, while immune systems of people have a lifelong exposure to malaria. These could
provide possible explanations for the relatively limited spread of COVID-19 in South Asia so far.

Obviously, lockdowns have also mitigated the spread. In doing so, they have saved lives, but at
the same time, they have also taken away livelihoods. In South Asian countries, almost 90% of
the workforce is made up of the self-employed, casual labour on daily wages, and informal
workers without any social protection. The lockdowns have meant that hundreds of millions of
people who have lost their jobs, hence incomes, have been deprived of their livelihoods,
imposing a disproportionate burden on the poor and those who survive just above the poverty
line. For them, the trade-off between getting sick and going hungry is no choice. Livelihoods are
an imperative for preserving lives.

Coronavirus | South Asia waging a defensive war against COVID-19

The problem will not vanish after lockdowns are lifted. Economies that have been shut down for
six weeks or longer will be close to collapse. In the short-run, it will be a matter of survival for
households and firms and stabilisation for the economy. Economic growth will be zero or
negative this year. In the medium-term, it will be about recovery. That will take time. Rapid
economic growth in the past 25 years had enabled South Asian countries to bring about a
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significant reduction in absolute poverty, even though it was associated with rising inequality.
Alas, absolute poverty will increase once again, while economic inequality will rise further.

Deepak Nayyar is Emeritus Professor of Economics at JNU and former Vice Chancellor of the
University of Delhi
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BATS, CORONAVIRUSES EVOLVING TOGETHER FOR
MILLIONS OF YEARS: STUDY

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The recent discovery of COVID-19 in South Asian bats poses no known health hazard to
humans, says an official.  

Different groups of bats have their own unique strains of coronavirus, a family that includes the
COVID-19 causing virus, according to a study which reveals that the flying mammal and
coronaviruses have been evolving together for millions of years.

Coronavirus India lockdown Day 30 updates

The study, published in the journal Scientific Reports, noted that while bats do a lot of good for
the world such as pollinating plants, eating disease-carrying insects, and dispersing seeds of
tropical forest trees, they are also natural carriers of coronaviruses.

To understand this diverse family of viruses, scientists, including those from Chicago’s Field
Museum in the US, compared the different kinds of coronaviruses living in 36 bat species from
the western Indian Ocean and nearby areas of Africa.

“We found that there’s a deep evolutionary history between bats and coronaviruses,” said study
co-author Steve Goodman from Chicago’s Field Museum.

“Developing a better understanding of how coronaviruses evolved can help us build public
health programs in the future,” Goodman said.

According to the researchers, there are a vast number of types of different coronaviruses,
potentially as many as bat species, and most of them are unknown to be transferred to humans
and pose no known threat.

The coronaviruses carried by the bats part of the study are different from the one behind
COVID-19, the scientists cautioned, adding that learning about these viruses in bats can help
better understand the pandemic causing virus.

They said that all animals have viruses living inside them, and bats, as well as a range of other
mammal groups, happen to be natural carriers of coronaviruses.

While these coronaviruses don’t appear to be harmful to the bats, the researchers warned that
there’s potential for them to be dangerous to other animals if the viruses have opportunities to
jump between species.

In the study, the researchers assessed the genetic relationships between different strains of
coronaviruses and the animals they live in.

Goodman and his colleagues took swabs, and in some cases blood samples, from more than a
thousand bats representing 36 species found on islands in the western Indian Ocean and
coastal areas of the African nation of Mozambique.

They found that eight per cent of the bats they sampled were carrying a coronavirus.
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“This is a very rough estimate of the proportion of infected bats. There is increasing evidence for
seasonal variation in the circulation of these viruses in bats, suggesting that this number may
significantly vary according to the time of the year,” said Camille Lebarbenchon, Disease
Ecologist at the Universite de La Reunion.

By comparing the coronaviruses isolated and sequenced in this study with ones from other
animals like dolphins, alpacas, and humans, they built a family tree showing how different kinds
of the virus are related to each other.

“We found that for the most part, each of the different genera of families of bats for which
coronavirus sequences were available had their own strains,” Goodman said.

“Based on the evolutionary history of the different bat groups, it is clear that there is a deep
coexistence between bats -- at the level of genus and family -- and their associated
coronaviruses,” he added.

Citing an example, he said fruit bats of the family Pteropodidae from different continents and
islands formed a cluster in their tree.

The coronaviruses they carried were genetically different than the strains of other groups of bats
found in the same geographical zones, the study noted.

In rare cases, the researchers said, bats of different families, genera, and species that live in the
same caves and have closely spaced day roost sites shared the same strain of coronavirus.

But the study said transmission between bat species is the exception, not the rule.

“It is quite reassuring that the transmission of coronavirus in the region between two bat species
seems to be very rare given the high diversity of bat coronaviruses,” said Lea Joffrin, a disease
ecologist who worked on bat coronavirus during her PhD at the Universite de La Reunion.

“Next, we need to understand environmental, biological, and molecular factors leading to these
rare shifts,” Joffrin said.

The scientists believe that learning how different strains of coronavirus evolved can help prevent
future outbreaks.

“Before you can actually figure out programs for public health and try to deal with the possible
shift of certain diseases to humans, or from humans to animals, you have to know what’s out
there,” Goodman said.

He also noted that despite the fact that bats carry coronaviruses, we shouldn’t respond by
harming or culling of bats in the name of public health, adding that the good they do, outweighs
potential negatives.

“There’s abundant evidence that bats are important for ecosystem functioning, whether it be for
the pollination of flowers, dispersal of fruits, or the consumption of insects, particularly insects
that are responsible for transmission of different diseases to humans,” he said.
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CORONAVIRUS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A scanning electron microscope image of SARS-CoV-2 (round magenta objects) emerging from
the surface of cells cultured in the lab. Image: The National Institutes of Health/NIAD-RML/AFP  

The story so far: Long before the virus causing COVID-19 vitiated for the world many
efficiencies it had taken for granted, it pit many over claims about how the vicious virus came to
be in the first place. Claims were made of the virus being manufactured in laboratories and then
shipped to nations to let loose on their populations. Conspiracy theories competed with each
other like racy Hollywood plots at the box office. In a paper published on March 17, Nature
Medicine busted the theory of a lab-cultured SARS-CoV-2. The paper, The proximal origin of
SARS-CoV-2, by Kristian G. Andersen, Andrew Rambaut, W. Ian Lipkin et al, made it clear that
this was a case of zoonoses. The “analyses clearly show that SARS-CoV-2 is not a laboratory
construct or a purposefully manipulated virus”. The paper further posited that the host of the
virus was definitely an animal, and that the most variable part of the coronavirus genome in
humans — the receptor-binding domain (RBD) in the spike protein — could have occurred in an
animal host before the transfer to humans, or natural selection happened in humans after the
zoonotic transfer.

The first possible source heard of in relation to the COVID-19 epidemic was the wet market in
Huanan, Wuhan, China. While subsequent studies cast doubts on the link, it is quite possible
that an animal source was present at this location, the Nature paper argues. Moreover,
commenting on the fact that bats and pangolins might have spread the infection, the authors
said: “Given the similarity of SARS-CoV-2 to bat SARS-CoV-like coronaviruses, it is likely that
bats serve as reservoir hosts for its progenitor… Malayan pangolins illegally imported into
Guangdong province, contain coronaviruses similar to SARS-CoV-2.”

Watch | All about zoonotic diseases

While agreeing that it was theoretically possible that SARS-CoV-2 acquired mutations in a petri
dish, the Nature paper added that “the finding of SARS-CoV-like coronaviruses from pangolins
with nearly identical RBDs, however, provides a much stronger and more parsimonious
explanation of how SARS-CoV-2 acquired these via recombination or mutation”.

It also posited the possibility of a “progenitor of SARS-CoV-2 that jumped into humans, acquiring
the genomic features through adaptation during undetected human-to-human transmission”. The
changes in the genome occurred as a part of the natural evolutionary process. “All SARS-CoV-2
genomes sequenced so far have the genomic features described… and are thus derived from a
common ancestor that had them too.”

The issue of pathogens crossing species to cause diseases is not a new concept. According to
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), 60% of all infectious diseases in humans
are zoonotic, and about 75% of all emerging infectious diseases are zoonotic in nature.
Emerging pathogens are more likely to be viruses, than any other kind — bacteria, parasites,
fungi — and are more likely to have a broad host range.

Coronavirus | Humans to blame for pandemic

The inevitable interaction between humans and livestock with wildlife exposes the human
species to the risk of spillover of potential pathogens. For many zoonotic diseases or zoonoses,
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livestock serve as an epidemiological bridge between wildlife and human infections. Among
zoonoses that emerged or re-emerged recently, the UNEP counts Ebola, bird flu, Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), Rift Valley fever, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),
West Nile virus, Zika virus disease, and COVID-19.

The UNEP is also very clear that the drivers of zoonotic disease emergence are changes in the
environment, usually as a result of human activities ranging from land use change; changes in
animals or human hosts; and changes in pathogens, which are programmed to survive, and in
the process exploit multiple hosts. For instance, bat-associated viruses emerged due to the loss
of habitats, it argues. The Ebola outbreak in West Africa was reportedly the result of forest
losses leading to closer contacts between wildlife and human settlements; the emergence of
avian influenza was linked to intensive poultry farming; and the Nipah virus was linked to the
intensification of pig farming and fruit production in Malaysia.

A presentation by the UNEP argues, “Ecosystem integrity underlines human health and
development. Human-induced environmental changes modify wildlife population structure and
reduce biodiversity, resulting in new environmental conditions that favour particular hosts,
vectors, and/or pathogens.” Consequently, preserving ecosystem integrity can actually help
regulate diseases by supporting a diversity of species so that it is more difficult for one pathogen
to spill over, amplify or dominate.

UNEP Executive Director Inger Andersen says: “Never before have so many opportunities
existed for pathogens to pass from wild and domestic animals to people. Our continued erosion
of wild spaces has brought us uncomfortably close to animals and plants that harbour diseases
that can jump to humans.”

Changes in weather patterns, and extreme weather events affect the distribution areas of
disease, pathogens and pests. Also, changes in human behaviour, including travel, conflicts,
migration, wildlife trade, urbanisation, and dietary and medical preferences, can result in disease
emergence, according to researchers at the UNEP.

It is not just animal-to-human transmission we need to worry about. Peter Beetham writes in the
Scientific American that we must be wary of transmission from the plant kingdom as well — “The
current COVID-19 pandemic underscores how unprepared we humans are in fighting zoonotic
diseases: pathogens that originate in wildlife and jump to humans. Human immune systems are
equally unprepared for drug-resistant diseases that jump from plants to humans. As we work to
control and treat the current pandemic, we must simultaneously be thinking one step ahead —
how we can avoid other pandemics in the future, without disrupting our food supply?”

In pristine ecosystems, all biological systems have an inherent capacity for both resilience and
adaptation, but the current pace of change may be too fast for systems to adapt and achieve
resilience, the UNEP argues. So what can be done? The UN agency pitches for ‘One Health’.

According to the World Health Organisation, ‘One Health’ is an approach to designing and
implementing programmes, policies, legislation and research in which multiple sectors
communicate and work together to achieve better public health outcomes.

Also read | The time is right for OneHealth science

The areas of work in which a ‘One Health’ approach is particularly relevant include food safety,
the control of zoonoses, and combating antibiotic resistance (when bacteria change after being
exposed to antibiotics and become more difficult to treat). The concept helps practitioners
understand disease determinants, manage risks and optimise interventions.

https://www.worldenvironmentday.global/six-nature-facts-related-coronaviruses
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Climate scientists argue and epidemiologists agree that ‘One Health’ is a key principle for the
control of zoonotic diseases, antimicrobial resistance, food safety and vector-borne diseases.

It is clear is that it will be difficult to predict, with current tools, where the next outbreak will come
from or when it will be. Growing evidence suggests that outbreaks or epidemic diseases may
become more frequent as changes continue to have an impact on the ecosystem.

But doing nothing will only let these pathogens flourish, jump hosts and make a terrible assault
on humans. The UNEP calls for strong global stewardship of nature and bio-diversity.
Additionally, developing sharper, reliable early warning systems (for diseases), and a ‘One
Health’ approach may be the guides for the road ahead.
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CORONAVIRUS SPARES NO MAJOR ORGAN IN THE
BODY

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

As the number of confirmed cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) crosses 2.7 million and that of
deaths is fast approaching 192,000, physicians are beginning to realise that lungs are just the
ground zero for the virus while the virus spreads its lethal tentacles to multiple organs — heart
and blood vessels, kidneys, gut, and brain — not necessarily in one patient.

Coronavirus India lockdown Day 32 updates

While about 80% of people infected with the virus either don’t display any symptoms or only mild
symptoms, the remaining need hospitalisation and about 5% need ICU care. Who would need
hospitalisation and even ICU care depends on how decisively the body strikes down the virus
soon after infection. If not beaten back in the initial stage of infection, the virus invades the lower
respiratory tract and enters the lungs, which very soon turns into a battle ground.

A feature published in the journal Science explains how the virus tears apart the body and
attacks different organs with so far unseen ferocity. The virus enters the cells by binding to
receptors found on certain cells called angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). The lining of
the nose is rich in cells with this receptor and hence is the site of entry into the body. The
receptors are found in cells found in many other organs, thus leaving them too vulnerable.

The tiny air sacs in the lungs called the alveoli, where oxygen exchange between the lungs and
blood vessels take place, are rich in ACE2 receptors. Once the virus enters these cells, the
immune system mounts an all out battle against the virus, disrupting the oxygen transfer and
leaving the air sacs with fluid and dead cells, which makes breathing shallow and difficult and
accompanied with coughing.

State-wise tracker for COVID-19 cases, deaths and testing, and a map of confirmed cases in
India

While some patients survive without further complications once provided with external oxygen
support, some others deteriorate further, developing a condition called acute respiratory distress
syndrome.

Oxygen levels drop sharply and breathing becomes harder. The lungs are by now riddled with
fluid white blood cells, mucus, and the detritus of destroyed lung cells instead of air. Many
patients end up on ventilators, and while some survive the rest either die or their condition
worsens further.

Patients experiencing worsening conditions typically have their immune system overreacting and
bringing on a “cytokine storm”, where the level of cytokines far exceed the levels needed
resulting in healthy tissues being attacked. “Blood vessels leak, blood pressure drops, clots
form, and catastrophic organ failure can ensue,” the Science feature says.

Heart is one of the organs that gets affected after lungs. The disruption seems to extend to the
blood itself, causing blood clots, which when breaks can restrict the blood supply to the brain
causing stroke or artery supplying blood to the lungs causing pulmonary embolism.
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Infection may also lead to blood vessel constriction, causing reduced blood supply to organs.
“Some patients have extremely low blood-oxygen levels and yet are not gasping for breath. The
oxygen uptake is impeded by constricted blood vessels rather than by clogged alveoli,” the
report says. The virus attacking the blood vessels could be one reason why patients with blood
pressure, diabetes are at higher risk.

Surprisingly, asthmatics or patients with other respiratory diseases are not at great risk unlike
those with vascular problems — diabetes, obesity, age, hypertension. Scientists are yet to
understand exactly what causes damage to the heart and blood vessels.

Kidneys too are very vulnerable and experience in China shows that a sizeable fraction of
patients may suffer from kidney failure. It could be due to direct infection by the virus, cytokine
storms reducing blood supply to the kidneys, or pre-existing diabetes causing fatal damage to
kidneys.

A small subset (5%-10%) of patients suffer from neurological problems — seizure-like
symptoms, strokes, loss of sense of smell and taste, and at times even depression of brain stem
reflex, which is responsible for sensing oxygen starvation. In rare cases, the virus finds its way
into the cerebrospinal fluid causing meningitis and encephalitis.

“No one knows when or how the virus might penetrate the brain. But one scientist speculates
about a possible invasion route: through the nose, then upward and through the olfactory bulb —
explaining reports of a loss of smell — which connects to the brain,” the report says.
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A POLICY ROAD MAP TO TACKLE COVID-19
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Public Policy Making

How will it all end? Policies to address the worldwide crisis brought about by COVID-19 must
satisfy three criteria. First, they must aim to minimise the loss of life directly resulting from the
disease, while recognising that there remain deep uncertainties about its true nature.

COVID-19 | Interactive map of confirmed coronavirus cases in India

Second, they must restore the elements of economic and social life as soon as possible, so as
to avoid disastrous and lasting consequences, including for other aspects of health, schooling,
food security and livelihood. The costs of lockdowns have already been massive and will
deepen if they result in foregone health treatments, dropouts from school, and permanent
closure of businesses. The direct effect of COVID-19 on the life expectancy of the non-elderly
will be modest. But the indirect effects of the lockdown on health and well-being may be severe,
especially for poorer persons and countries (evidence of already reduced rates of control of
other infectious diseases such as Malaria and TB in India and other countries provides a case in
point). An approach that values all lives must give attention to the costs as well as benefits of the
lockdown, conceiving the public health comprehensively.

Modified TB machine for COVID-19 testing at Ernakulam medical college

Third, they must aim at a glide path out of the crisis, that can reasonably be projected to end it
once and for all — not merely to manage it indefinitely through, for instance, periodic lockdowns.
That idea has been motivated by abstract epidemiological models which do not take account of
other health effects, let alone non-health effects, of draconian policies, and which make
mechanical assumptions about individuals. On and off policies can result in deep damage.
There are costs involved in starting and stopping schools and business, but beyond this, human
beings need regularity to plan and act sensibly.

Three directions for policy are suggested by these three criteria. First, infections which do not
lead to fatalities or lasting illness must be treated as on balance desirable, when determining the
right policies. This recognises a central trade-off — avoiding infection versus gaining possible
population-level immunity. As long as the disease is circulating and no medical breakthrough
has been achieved, lockdowns, mass testing, contact-tracing and quarantining can only buy
time. Reducing the flow of persons who get the disease in each moment diminishes the stock of
those who have been exposed, which extends the duration of vulnerability of society. This is not
speculation but arithmetic, supposing any degree of immunity from having had the disease.
Widespread testing and contact-tracing can help to manage the flow of infections and reduce the
danger to those especially at risk, but would have to be continued indefinitely until a vaccine is
developed, and demands adequate public health infrastructure, severely neglected in many
countries. The need to rebuild an effective basic health system is underlined by the few success
stories to date in handling the outbreak, such as Kerala and New Zealand.

Testing on a mass scale is far from being achieved even in the most advanced countries, let
alone others. To add to this, spreading the illness over time will likely not lower the number of
deaths in developing countries to the same degree as in developed countries which possess
superior, although still constrained, curative health infrastructure. As already noted, lockdowns
and other means of delaying the spread of the disease come at enormous costs to other
pressing societal objectives, including health itself (the already reduced rates of control of other
infectious diseases in India and other countries provides a case in point). Due to different
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circumstances, the appropriate strategies for protecting life may vary across countries even
when the end is the same.

Central team inspects facilities in Gandhi Hospital

Second, policies must make a link between restoration of economic output and adequate
investment in containing, indeed ending, the disease. This means that costs of vaccine
development, mass testing and other measures attacking the disease must be viewed as
enjoying a healthy societal return. The very low contributions so far to the international fund to
develop a vaccine for the virus shows the scale of mismatch between the losses already
incurred worldwide and likely to be incurred in the future, and investments to limit those losses.
Failure to finance vaccine development is not mere free riding, but borders on suicide, since the
prospective gains of individual countries would more than justify paying for the needed
investment. Private firms are also being encouraged to contribute, but should agree that any
breakthrough must be freely available and benefit all. Recognising the interdependence involved
in fighting the disease, and its economic and social consequences, the UN must provide the
leadership that has been so far missing.

Third, ‘smart’ design of policies can permit restoration of economic and social life. Such policies
should be designed and targeted to allow lower-risk segments of the population to return to daily
activities, while protecting higher-risk ones. For instance, systematic collection of test results and
other data can be used to manage restrictions so that they are local and temporary. Large and
dense gatherings can be prevented, but others allowed, especially those involving younger
persons. Financial compensation for lost earnings, and in-kind support to limit social contacts,
such as services to deliver essential goods to the home, can be provided to family members and
professionals who help the elderly and vulnerable. Public infrastructure for those who have no
suitable alternatives, such as residential facilities to support self-isolation where needed, can be
developed. Some policy choices will be complementary, for instance because schools must
reopen in order that parents can work. Public actions must enable and encourage desired
behaviours, rather than restrict and punish undesired ones. Technology can play an assistive
role but is no substitute for public understanding and voluntary choices, fostered by supportive
public policies that remove obstacles and enhance benefits of the behaviours being sought. An
approach that is effective at balancing and achieving the desired goals can and should also be
democratic. The aim must be to reduce risks and manage interdependence, rather than to build
walls, whether around individuals, localities or countries.

COVID-19 mother yet to hold newborn in Mumbai

Smart policies can include resumption of contacts across nations, for instance by beginning with
testing and quarantines of visitors progressively. Now that infection rates have risen everywhere,
the benefit of continued isolation on reducing the spread of the disease is limited, but its other
costs are great. It is more feasible to bring the disease under control in one’s own society
through internal measures than to ensure its control everywhere. That is likely to be impossible
because of war zones, weak states and broken health systems. A country that has achieved a
degree of control over the disease can, however, sustain links to the world with confidence, and
need not wait for universal success to begin to restore international contacts.

The right perspective is not one of business versus life nor of life versus life, but of life and life,
seeking to reconcile goals through sensible measures. The interest of each and the interests of
all now coincide, not only within nations but for all humanity.

Sanjay Reddy is professor of economics at the New School for Social Research in New York
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UN WARNS OF A ‘HUMAN RIGHTS DISASTER’
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights Issues - Human Rights and NHRC

The flora speaks:A message of support in Bant, Netherlands, created by cutting flower heads in
a field of tulips.APStef Hoffer  

The UN rights chief warned on Monday that countries flouting the rule of law in the name of
fighting the novel coronavirus pandemic risk sparking a “human rights disaster”.

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet called on countries to refrain from
violating fundamental rights “under the guise of exceptional or emergency measures”.

“Emergency powers should not be a weapon governments can wield to quash dissent, control
the population, and even perpetuate their time in power,” she warned in a statement. “They
should be used to cope effectively with the pandemic — nothing more, nothing less.”

Her comments came after more than 200,000 people have perished in the pandemic and nearly
3 million have been infected worldwide by the novel coronavirus since it surfaced in China late
last year. Ms. Bachelet acknowledged that states have the right to restrict some rights to protect
public health, but she insisted that any restrictions should be necessary, proportionate and non-
discriminatory, and also limited in duration.

“There have been numerous reports from different regions that police and other security forces
have been using excessive, and at times lethal, force to make people abide by lockdowns and
curfews,” she said, lamenting that “such violations have often been committed against people
belonging to the poorest and most vulnerable segments of the population”.

“Shooting, detaining, or abusing someone for breaking a curfew because they are desperately
searching for food is clearly an unacceptable and unlawful response. So is making it difficult or
dangerous for a woman to get to hospital to give birth. In some cases, people are dying because
of the inappropriate application of measures that have been supposedly put in place to save
them,” Ms. Bachelet said. She also decried the mass arrests in some countries over curfew
violations as “both unnecessary and unsafe.” “Jails and prisons are high risk environments, and
states should focus on releasing whoever can be safely released, not detaining more people.”

The UN rights chief also warned that efforts to rein in dangerous misinformation around the
pandemic was in some cases being used as an excuse to crack down on legitimate free
speech.“It is important to counter misinformation, but shutting down the free exchange of ideas
and information not only violates rights, it undermines trust,” she said.

Highest level of alarm

Meanwhile, the WHO chief said on Monday that the agency had sounded the highest level of
alarm early on, but lamented that not all countries had heeded its advice. Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus pointed out that the WHO warned the COVID-19 outbreak constituted a 'Public
Health Emergency of International Concern' on January 30, when there were only 82 cases
registered outside China. “The world should have listened to WHO then carefully,” he told a
virtual press briefing.
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